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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITIOI.

JOHN TAYLOR, in Queen Elizabeth's time, wrote a poem entirely in praise of Needlework; we, in a

less romantic age, do not publish a poem, but a Dictionary, not in praise, but in practice, of the Art.

It is true that many books dealing with distinct varieties of both plain and fancy work have

been published from time to time, but there has not been any that has dealt exhaustively with both subjects,

and combined in one volume not only descriptions of ancient and modern Laces, plain and fancy stitches

and work, and the manner of working, but also particulars of the various stuffs and materials used for the

same.

It has been our object to produce such a comprehensive work—to bring within the compass of a single

volume full instructions in working any and every kind of plain and fancy Needlework, to give information

concerning the various materials and implements used, to explain the meaning of the terms and technical

phrases which are now so generally employed in describing Needlework operations, and, in short, to make

The Dictionary of Needlewoek so complete in all respects that anyone may be certain of finding in its

pages information on evei-y point connected with Needlework.

To many who are not workers, the Lace portion of the Dictionary will, it is hoped, be especially

interesting, as there will be found full particulars and numerous engravings of the various makes, both ancient

and modern, and in very many instances the most minute instructions for working them—for even some of

the most prized of old laces can be successfully copied by all who have patience, leisure, and eyesight.

It is not in the scheme of the present book to include other woi'k than that done wholly, or in

part, by the aid of the needle, and the materials used; and mere patterns of fancy work are also necessarily

excluded—except so far as they may be required as examples—as they are already multitudinous, and are

being added to day by day, for they change with the fashion of the hour. Besides, anyone with The

Dictionary of Needlework at hand can readily master the principles and details of a given work, and

can then at vfill apply that knowledge to any suitable design which may be possessed, or which may be given

in the pages of the various journals which devote space to such matters. But beyond these two exceptions,

we have endeavoured to follow out Lord Brougham's maxim, that a good index can hardly be too prolix,

and have introduced every possible stitch, work, and material ; feeling with John Taylor of old, that

All these are good, and these we must allow ;

And these are everywhere in practice now.

London, S. F. A. C.

J%me, 1882. B. 0. S.



MARKS AND SIGNS.

In Crocliet, Knitting, and Tatting patterns, tlie same stitclies are frequently repeated in the same round of

the -work. To save the recapitulation thus necessary, the following signs are adopted to indicate where the stitches

already given are to be repeated or in any way used again.

The Asterisk or *.—Where an asterisk is put twice, with instructions between, they indicate that the

part of the pattern enclosed between them is to be repeated from whei-e the first asterisk is inserted, thus : 3 Chain,

* 1 Double Crochet, 5 Chain, 2 Double Crochet, repeat from * twice. This, if written at full length, would read

as follows : 3 Chain, 1 Double Crochet, .5 Chain, 2 Double Crochet, 1 Double Crochet, 5 Chain, 2 Double Crochet,

1 Double Crochet, 5 Chain, 2 Double Crochet.

The Square Cross or -!- is used in Knitting and Crochet to indicate the place to which a row is worked

and then repeated backwards. For example: 1 Double Crochet, 5 Chain, 3 Treble Crochet, +; if wi-itten at full-

length this would be—1 Double Crochet, 5 Chain, 6 Treble Crochet, 5 Chain, 1 Double Crochet. The letters A and

B sometimes take the place of the cross, as follows : A, 1 Double Crochet, 5 Chain, 3 Treble Crochet, B.

The St. Andrew's Cross or X is used in instructions to help a worker in a difficult pattern by enclosing a

particulai- part of a design within two of these crosses, thus : 4 Chain, 5 Treble, x 12 Chain, 1 Purl, 12 Chain,

5 Double Crochet, 6 Treble, x 4 Chain.

The Long Cross or Dagger (t) is used in conjunction with the asterisk in instructions when a repetition

within a repetition has to be made, as for example : 1 Chain, f 4 Double Crochet, 5 Chain, * 3 Chain, 5 Treble

Crochet, 1 Purl, repeat from * twice, 4 Chain, 3 Double Crochet, repeat from f; if written out fully would be—

1 Chain, 4 Double Crochet, 8 Chain, 5 Treble Crochet, 1 Purl, 3 Chain, 5 Treble Crochet, 1 Purl, 3 Chain,

5 Treble Crochet, 1 Purl, 4 Chain, 3 Double Crochet, 4 Double Ci-ochet, 8 Chain, 5 Treble Crochet, 1 Purl,

3 Chain, 5 Treble Crochet, 1 Purl, 3 Chain, 5 Treble Crochet, 1 Purl, 4 Chain, 3 Double Crochet.

Words in Small Capital Iietters.—In the explanations of the manner of working the various

Embroideries, we have endeavoured to facilitate the references by printing in small capital letters the

designation of any stitch or movement when first mentioned that is of sufficient importance as to require a separate

heading. The worker will understand from this that she can, if necessary, refer to a fuller explanation of the

stitch or movement than is supplied in that particular place. The same stitches being used in totally different

bi-anches of Needlework, a description of them under one heading, once for all, does away with the necessity of

continual repetitions. When a stitch or movement is only required in the particular work where it occurs, it is

only referred to in the main part of the Dictionary, and is described in a separate paragraph under the heading

of the work it is used in.

ERRATA.
American Patchwork, described on page 6, is more properly known as " Canadian Patchwork

"

(see Patchwork).

Art Embroidery on ITeedlework should be "Art Embroidery, or Needlework."
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ABACA.— Tte native name for the Manilla hemp,

produced by one of the Banana tribe. This fibre was

introduced into Prance for the manufacture of dress

materials, as well as of tapestry and articles of uphol-

stery. In India it is made into the finest muslins and

linen cloth. For these delicate stuffs, only the inner

fibre of the leaf-stalk is employed; while canvas, as well

as cordage, is produced from the coarser kind outside.

The Abaca plant is a native of the East Indian Islands;

and the well-known Manilla straw hats are plaited from

its coarser fibres.

Aljb.— From the Anglo-Saxon ab-oh. The yai-n of

which the warp of any textile is composed, of whatever

material it may be. Thus the term "Abb-wool," as

employed by weavers, signifies the wool of which the

warp of any stuff may be woven.

A Bout.—A phrase denoting one complete round made

in knitting. See Knitting.

Abrasion.—A technical term denoting the figuring of

textiles by means of weaving down the surface.

Adding Bobbins.—^Extra Bobbins are often required

in Pillow lace while in progress of making. To add :

Hang them on in pairs to the pin nearest the working

Bobbins, and cut close and wind out of the way the knot

that joins them together, to prevent the ends getting

entangled with the Bobbin threads. Pass the new thread

under two working Bobbins, and continue as usual.

Adrianople Twill. — The French name synonymous

with TuEKET Red Twill, which see.

Aficot.—French name of instrament for polishing lace,

and removing small hard scraps of cotton or thread.

Agrafe.—The word is derived from the early Norman
term Aggrapes, and is the modern French for a clasp or

hook. It is also applied to gimp fastenings. The ancient

Aggrapes included both the hook and eye which fastened

medisBval armour.

Aida Canvas.—This material, introduced under the

French name Toile Colbert, is a description of linen cloth.

It is also called " Aida Cloth," and Java Canvas (which

see), as well as " Fancy Oatmeal." It is made in widths

varying from 18 inches to 64 inches, and can be had in

white, cream, grey, and gold colour; and is also pro-

duced in a woollen coloured material. A cotton cloth of

the same make is known by different names, those most

employed being Basket Cloth and Connaitght.

Aigrette. — A French term employed in millinery,

denoting an upright tuft of filaments, grapes, or feathers

as a decoration to the headdress, hat, or bonnet.

Aiguille.—The French for needle.

Aiguillette. — A trimming of cords terminating in

tags of gimp, silk, gold, silver, or black metal.

Alaska Seal Pur.—A comparatively inexpensive de-

scription of Seal-skin. It is of a pale brown or fawn

colour, and is employed for tippets, muffs, and trimmings.

Albatross Cloth..—A soft- fine bunting; it is known
also as " Satin Moss," " Llama Croise," " Vienna " (the-

stoutest make), " Snowflake " (which is flecked), " Antique

Cloth," &c., 25 inches in width.

Albert Crape.—A variety of crape composed of a

union of silk and cotton; that called Victoria Crape

being of cotton only. The widths of all descriptions of

crape run from 32 inches to 1 yard. See Ceape.

Alen^on Bar, A Needle

Point Bar, chiefly used for

filling up ii'regular spiaces

in Modern Point lace. To
make, as shown in Fig. 1

:

Pass a thread backwards

and forwards over the oi^en

space to be covered as a„ „ ,, Fio. 1. AiENroN Bar.
Heeeingbone. Cover this

thi-ead with Buttonhole, as shown in the illustration.
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Alen^on Grounds.—These grounds were first made

as Bkide and tlien as Keseau. Those worked in

Argentan lace were similar, except that Alen(;on excelled

in the extreme fineness and regularity of its Reseau

grounds, while Argentan was justly considered superior

in its Bride. The Bride was the plain Bride, and the

Bride Picotee or Bride Ornee. The Grande Bride was

formed of a six-sided mesh covered with buttonhole. The

Eeseau was worked after the pattern, and served to join

it. It was worked all one way with a kind of knotted

stitch, the worker commencing always on the same side,

and placing her needle between each stitch of the row

just formed. Sometimes the plain ground was formed

with a thread thrown across, and others intersecting it.

The Alen90n grounds are of the same hexagonal shaped

mesh as the Brussels, but the Argentan are coarser. The

Ecaille de Poisson ground is found in both laces. It is

a Reseau ground very much resembling the overlapping

scales of a fish.

edict, he established a small school of 200 workmen for

the purpose of producing Point de Venice in France, and

thus directing into French hands the money that was spent

in foreign countries. The old Point Coupe workers at first

rebelled against the monopoly of Colbert, but the lace was

ordered to be worn at court, and soon became fashionable,

as much on account of its intrinsic beauty as for royal

favour. Enormous quantities were sold, and it was scut

to Russia, Poland, and England, and even to Venice.

At this period, Alen^on was but a copy of Venetian and

Spanish Point ; the patterns were the same, and the stitch

confined to the Buttonhole; the grounds were the Bride

and the Bride Ornee, the flowers in relief, and trimmed

with Picots and Fleurs Volantes. In 1678 a slight change

appeared in the lace, the ground was dispensed with, and

the patterns so formed that they connected themselves

together with long stems and small branching sprays, but

still in high relief, and chiefly made with Buttonhole

stitch. During the reign of Louis XIV., Alen9on was

Fig, 2. ALENfON POINT-E IGUTfiENTU CENTUEY.

Alen^on Point.—This beautiful French lace is one of

the glories of that nation. It is, with the exception of

Argentan, which is allied to it, the only Needle Point lace

executed in France. It was known in England as Point a

TAiguille for many generations, while from the date of its

manufacture in France, 1665 to 1720, it was there called

Point de France. The chief seat of its manufacture at the

present time is at BaycTix, but in olden times the making
of the lace did not extend beyond a few miles round

Alen9on, and yet gave employment to from 8000 to 9000

hands, chiefly women and children, but old men also worked.

The town of Alemjon, before the time of Colbert, made the

lace called Point Coupe, and when that energetic minister

conceived the idea of establishing a Venetian school of

lace in France, he fixed upon his chateau of Lonray, close

to Alenfon, as its seat. The enormous sums spent by the

nation in the purchase of Venetian and Spanish points

induced Colbert to take this step, and, obtaining a royal

made of these two descriptions; but after his death, and

that of Colbert, a great change was introduced. The

ground was made with a honeycomb mesh, called Reseau,

and the pattern filled up with numerous open stitches,

called Jours, Fellings, or Modes. In the first part of the

eighteenth century, this Reseau ground was made of

various sizes and thicknesses, and the pattern flowing and

undulating; latterly, the lace patterns partook of the

bizan*e rage, and were stiff and formal. They then again

changed to the Reseau ground, which was sewn over with

small dots or sprays, and the pattern worked as a solid

border (see Fig. 2). During the Revolution, the manufactory

at Alen^on became almost extinct; but Napoleon I. assembled

the old workers that remained, and gave a new impetus with

magnificent orders, amongst them the layette for the King

of Rome and the bed hangings of Marie Louise. With the

abdication of Napoleon the trade again almost disappeared,

but was revived by Napoleon III., and still exists, although
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the greater part of its glory has departed. The Vrai

Reseau ground, for which Alenfon was so justly famous, is

now rarely worked, and only for such orders as royal

marriages, as its production by hand labour is so expen-

sive, and the work is confined to the pattern formed with

the needle and applique upon bobbin net. The use of

Alen^on during the reigns of Louis XIV. and XV. was

universal, and it was then at the height of its fame. The
prices given were enormous, and yet every article of attire

was trimmed with it, and such large furniture as bed-

hangings, and vallances to cover baths composed of it.

the pattern upon separate pieces of parchment, which
number, so that no error in the joining occurs. These
pieces of parchment prick with little holes along the out-

lines of the design, and foUow the outline with a doubled
thread, called Fil de Tkace, caught down to the parch-

ment at regular intervals, as shown in Fig. 3. The ground
make either with the Beide—thus : Throw a thread across

a space from one part of the pattern to another, and
cover it with a line of Bottonhole stitches worked close

together—or with the Honeycomb Reseau or Alen^on
Geotjnd, and finish by filling up the pattern either with

Fio. 3. ALEN^ON LACE, showing Edseau Ground and Fil de Trace.

The lace hangings of the bed at the baptism of the Duke

of York, 1763, cost £3783, and a single toilette 6801 livres.

"When we consider the time that Alen9on took to make, and

the number of hands it passed through, these prices are

not surprising ; and we must also take into account that

the fine Lille thread of which it was composed cost 1800

livres the lb. The lace is made as follows: Draw the

pattern npon copper, and print it ofE on to parchment,

from the use of which its name Vilain is derived, that word

being a corruption of vellum. Place small sections of

thick rows of Point de Beuxelles or with Point de

Geecqtte or other open Fillings. In the oldest speci-

mens of this lace, these Fillings were aU Buttonhole ; in the

more modem, they were remarkable for their lightness

and beauty, the Alenfon workwomen excelling aU other

lace makers in these fancy stitches. The Coedonnet, or

outer edge, of the lace is always thick, and horsehair

is introduced into it. This renders the lace firm and

durable; but is heavy, and is the reason that Alenfon

is considered a winter lace. It also causes the Cor-

b2
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Fig 4 ALOE THREAD EMBROIDERY

doanet to slirink wlien cleaned. The Footing and
PicoTS add after tlie piece of pattern is joined to the

whole design. When the pattern is so far completed, it

is unpicked from the parchment, and is joined by the

cleverest workwomen. The linos of the joins are made
to follow the pattei-n as far as possible, and form part

of it. The finish to the lace give by polishing all the

parts in relief with the Aficot, and adding the Picots

and Footing. Each workwoman takes a separate portion

of these protracted processes, and is known by one of the

following names: Piqueuse, or pricker; traceuse, or out-

liner; reseleuse and fondeuse, ground makers; rempliss-

euse, the flat pattern worker; brodeuse, raised pattern

maker; modeuse, those who work the fillings ; assembleusp,

the joiner; mignonneuse, those who add the footings
;
picot-

euse, the picots ; while the toucheuse, brideuse, boucleuse,

gazeuse, help the joiners. The Alen^on lace now made is

not passed through so many hands, but is executed by one

person, and the pieces joined together or Applique on to

machine net. Two flounces made at Mons. Lefebiire's, at

Bayeus, and exhibited in 1867, are one of the finest ex-

amples of modem work. They cost £3400, and engaged
forty women for seven years in their making. The ground
is the Veai Beseau, hence the time spent over them. The
price of the Alenfon, upon machine net gx'ound, now is

about 6s. 6d. the yard, width 2iii. to 2Jin. In the Report
of the Commissioners at the Great Exhibition, Alenjon
is classed fifth, Brussels, Mechlin, Valenciennes, and Lille

being ranked above it. At the same exhibition a new kind

of Alenyon was exhibited, which was made and patented

by a Madame Hubert. It consisted of flowers and fruit

made with the needle, and so much in relief as to approach

in form and outline to the natural ones ; in fact, a perfect

imitation of Nature without the colour,

Algerian Lace.—^A gimp lace made of gold and silver

threads. See Greek Laces.

Algerian Stripe.—A mixed cream-coloured material,

so called because made in imitation of the peculiar Moorish
cloth, manufactured in alternate stripes of rough knotted

cotton web, and one of a delicate, gauze-like character,

composed of silk. It is employed for the making of

women's burnouses, in imitation of those worn by the

Arabs. It used to be produced in scarlet and cream-

white, as well as in the latter only. The price varies from

6s. 6d. to lOs. 6d. ; the width, 52 inches.

Algerian Work.—Bee Arabian Embeoideet.

Allah Haik.—The original Moorish striped material, a

mixture of gauze and cotton, unbleached, and of a ci-eam-

white, made in stripes of silk gauze and cotton in equal

widths, the former plain, the latter rough, with a knotted

nap on the right side. It is employed for turbans, and
measures about a yard wide. An imitation is made in

England and elsewhere, of not quite so rough a make,
which is much employed in making burnouses. The
threads running the long way of the material are the

knotted ones, and are much coarser than those running

across them, which are but sufficiently strong to keep
them together.

Alloa Wheeling.—A Scotch yam, mado in the town
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of tiat name. It is to be had in black, drab, grey, and

white, as well as in heather shades, and is employed for

knitting men's thick riding gloves. The price in England

varies from 3s. to 4s. per lb., but the fluctuations in the

market must he allowed for in the purchase of these goods.

Aloe Thread Em'broidery.—The peasants of Abbis-

Eola and the nuns of Oldivales were accustomed to make

lace from the fibres of the aloe, and recently an em-

hroidery with aloe threads, instead of silk, has been intro-

duced into England. The colour of the thread is a pale

straw, but, apart from the novelty of the material, the work

has little to recommend it, although it is believed to retain

its tint better than silk. To work, as shown in Pig. 4

:

Select an ordinary satin stitch embroidery pattern, and

chief amongst the varieties of cloth made of the wool are

called alpacas, fancy alpacas, lustres, silk warp, alpaca

lustres, twilled alpaca mixtures, alpaca and mohair linings,

and umbrella and parasol cloth. "What are mostly sold

as alpacas now are really a fins make of Orleans cloth,

which is a mixture of wool and cotton, dyed in all colours,

and vaiying from 24 to S'j inches in width ; but the first

quality of real alpaca runs from 30 to 33 and up to 54

inches. Nearly all the wool is worked up at Bradford, and

the several varieties are most commonly to be had in

black, white, and grey. In its natural state it is black,

white or brown, yet from these an almost endless variety

is produced. The pure vigogne measures 48 inches in

width.

Flo. 5. ALPHABET IN EMBEOIDEET.

trace it out upon silk or serge ; lay down over the outline

of the chief flowers, or other prominent parts of the design,

a pad of wool, and work in Satin Stitch over this

padding with the aloe fibres.

Alpaca Cloth.—This name is derived from the original

Spanish, denoting a species of llama or Peruvian goat,

the Yicxma or Vigonia, producing the most expensive

quality of hair. These animals are of the tribe Camelina,

and are the camels of South America. The hair is fine,

woolly, and longer and finer than that of the Cashmere

goat. The manufacture of it into textiles was introduced

into England by Sir Titus Salt. The wool is mixed with

silk or cotton, producing a thin and durable cloth of

various degrees of fineness, suitable for wearing apparel

for men and women, as weU as for other purposes. The

Alpaca Yam.—A very valuable description of yarn,

and much superior to the ordinary qualities of sheep's

wool. In its natural state it is black, white, or brown, but

a great variety of shades are produced from the three

colours. It is spun so finely that the thread may be used

either alone or in combination with silk or cashmere in

the manufacture of fabrics of the lightest description.

The seat of the English trade is at Bradford.

Alphabet.—The word alphabet is derived from Alpha

and Beta, the first and second letters in the Greek

language. Tlie embroidery of letters entered largely into

the instruction given in needlework in ancient days, no

girl being considered a proficient in the art until she

could work in cross stitch all the letters of the alphabet

upon a sampler. In mociern times this proficiency is not
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so mucli required, as linen marking is done with ink, but

ornamental alphabets are still used. The Irish peasantry-

are celebrated for their skUl in embroidering letters upon

handkerchief corners, and ITrench ladies display much

taste in -vvorking with silk upon silk tablecloths and

cushions. English ladies use alphabets more for initials

upon saddle cloths, rugs, and cambric. The designs for

these letters are taken from well-known characters, such

as Gothic, Roman, Renaissance or Cimeiform, the pre-

ference being given to the letters that are clear in foi-m,

however much ornamented. To work: Trace the pat-

tern upon stiil paper and lay it under such materials

as allow of the lines showing through, or for thick stuffs

iron it oil. The letters look better placed across the

material than straight. Embroider them with lace

thread, embroidery cotton, silk, floss, gold and silver

thread, or with human hair. For the stitches use Satin,

Feather, OvEECAST, and Rope for solid thick materials;

and Point de Pois, Point Russe, Point d'Oe add to

the first mentioned for cambrics, Japanese silks, and

other light foundations. The illustrations (Fig. 5) show

the capitals and small letters of an alphabet much used

in embroidery ; work these in Satin Stitch, Point de Pois,

and Heeeingbone. Where the dark lines of the illus-

trations are, cut out the material and Buttonhole it

over, and fiU. ia the open space thus made with Herring-

bone stitches.

American Cloth.—A stouter material than the French

Toile ciree. It is an enamelled oil-cloth much employed in

needlework for travelling and toilet " necessaries," " house-

wives," and numerous other useful articles. It possesses

much elasticity, and is sold in black, sky-blue, white, and

g;i-een, silver and gold, by the yard. It is a yard and a

half ia width, and is enamelled on one side only.

introduced into England. It is a variety of patch-

work, into which strips of coloured ribbon are intro-

duced. To work : Take a five-inch foundation of strong

calico, tack to the centre of this a piece of silk or satin

an inch and a half square. Round this centre square,

run on seven rows of narrow ribbon, so that their edges

overlap. Rim on round two sides of the square dark

shades of ribbon, and on the other sides light colours,

and make the corners square — not dovetailed (see

Fig. 6). Form several of these large five-inch squares,

and then sew together like ordinary patchwork pieces,

so that the light side of one sqiuire is next the light

side of the next square, and the dark next the dark,

giving the look of alternate squares of light and dark

colour. The effect of this work depends upon the

judicious selection of the narrow ribbon as to its shades

of colour and their contrasts with each other. The

centre squai'es of piece silk should always be of a dark

shade, but not black. This Patchwork is more com-
monly known as Canadian Patchvs^oek (which see).

Andalnsian Wool.—This is also called Victoria "Wool,

and is a fine, soft, warm make of woollen thread or yarn,

employed for knitting a supei-ior description of stockings

and socks. It is the same wool as the Shetland, but is

thicker, being spun with four threads instead of two. It

is to be had in all colours as well as white and black, and

also ingrain; the price in Great Britain varies from

6s. 6d. to 8s. 6d. the lb.

Angleterre Bars.—These are used in Modern Point

lace. To work : Fill in the space between the braids with

lines of crossed threads, and at every junction make a

spot, as shown in illustration (Fig. 7). To form these

spots, run the thread along one of the horizontal lines

until it comes to one of the upright cross lines, twist the

thread over and under the two lines alternately until a

ria. 6. AMERICAN PATCIIWOKK.

American Patchwork.—A work well known in Canada

under the name of "Loghouse Quilting," but only lately

Tia. 7. Amgleteree Bars.

sufficiently handsome knot is formed, then carry it along

the horizontal line until another upright cross line is

gained, and repeat.

Angleterre Edge.—A Needle Point edging to braid

or Cordonnet, and made with one line of Point de

Beuxelles loops. To work: Make a Point de
Betjxelles, and into it work a tight Buttonhole, and

repeat to the end of the space. Identical with Point

d'Angleteere Edging.
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Anglo-Saxon Embroidery.— The earliest English

embroidery known, consisting of patterns in outline,

worked eitlier with gold thread, silk, or beads, and used

for borders to garments. The outlines were generally laid

upon the surface of the material, and caught down, as in

Fig. S. ANGLO-SAXON EMBROIDEEY.

couching, while any fillings were of an opeu description,

as shown in illustration (Pig. 8), which is a modern imita-

tion. This embroidery must not be confounded with the

celebi-ated Opus Anglicauum of a later date, or with

the embroidery upon muslin with untwisted thread. For
manner of working, see Saxon Embeoideey.

Angola Cashmere, or Angora Cloth.—Names em-

ployed in the trade to denote a certain cloth made in

imitation of the camels' hair cloth ; said to be made of

the long white hair of the Angora goat of Asiatic Turkey,

which rivals that of Cashmere. This cloth is of a light

quality, and the widths run to 27, 48, and 54 inches.

Angola Cloth.—A pretty diaper- woven cotton cloth,

with a fine rough face, somewhat resembling the character

of Shagreen. It is of a cream colour, is 54 inches in width,

and is employed for embroidery.

Angola Mendings.—So called from a semblance in

quality to that of the wool of the Angora goat. This

yarn is composed of a mixtm-e of wool and cotton, and

may be had in many shades and tints of colour. It

is sold on cards and reels, and also in skeins, and is

designed for darning merino and woollen stockings.

Angora Cat Fur.—This far is remarkable for its

length and beauty, and is of a very light shade of grey,

or white. The hair of the tail measures about five inches

in length. A large trade is carried on in these skins.

Angora Goat Fur.—Otherwise called Anr/ona and

Angola. This fur comes from Asiatic Turkey, and the

goat is called after a city of that name, in the neighbour-

hood of which it abounds. The size of the skin measures

27 inches by 36 inches, and is valued at from 18s. to 35s.

It is employed for jackets, hats, and trimmings.

Angora Wool.—This wool is supplied by the goat after

which it is named, grows long, is silky in appearance, and
is employed in the making of shawls, braids, lace, and
for other decorative purposes, besides dress materials of

various makes. The Angora wool is also called mohair,

and is now being extensively produced in California, as

well as in the east.

Antwerp Edge.—A Needle Point edging to braid or

Cordonnet, and made with a line of open Buttonhole
caught with a knot in each Iood. To work, as shown in

Fig, 9. Antwerp Edge.

Fig. 9 : Make a Point de Bruxelles loop, and secure it

with a Buttonhole made as a knot round the lower
part of it. Work each Point de Bruxelles ^ of an inch

apart. It is identical with Point de Betjxelles edge.

Antwerp Lace.— A manufactory was founded at

Antwerp for the making of pillow lace in the seventeenth

century, and the lace niade was, with that of Mechlin,

indifferently known as Flanders lace. Savary mentions
that lace was made there of two kinds, one without ground
and the other with patterns attached with Brides ; but
the Roseau ground was also made, and Antwerp lace had
the effect of embroidery given to it, as that of Mechlin, by
the plait thread that outlined the design. The Antwerp
lace was larger as to design, and was chiefly exported into

Spain ; and, when the market for it ceased there, it would
have quite decayed, had it not been for the lace shown in

Fig. 10, which was used so much by the peasants as to

buoy up the production for some time. This pattern is

called Potten Kant, and is the sole remnant of a design
once worked in lace, representing the Annunciation. The
angel, the Virgin Mary, and the lilies were gradually

omitted, until nothing but the vase for holding the flowers

was worked. Antwerp at present produces Brussels lace.

(See illustration on following page.

)

Antwerp Lace.—A Needle Point edging identical with

EscALiEE Lace, which see.

Applique.—A French term, signifying the sewing of one
textile over another. This work was anciently known aq
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Opus Consutum or Cut work. Passementerie, and Di Com-

mes$o. Of these names, tlie first is the most ancient ; but, as

it is also used to denote some of the early laces, it has been

succeeded by Applique, -which is derived from the Latin

applicare, to join or attach, and the Trench appUquer,

to put on. The Di Commesso is a name given to the work

by Yasari, who claims the invention of it for Sandro

Botticelli, a Florentine; but, as some Applique is still in

existence that dates back before Botticelli's birth, this is

incorrect, and the origin of it is lost in antiquity. It was,

however, most practised from the thirteenth to the seven-

teenth centuries, and numerous specimens of the early

times are still extant. The work has been known in India

and Persia for many hundreds of years, and was probably

invented there ; the Italians, Germans, and French use it

largely for household decorations, the English more for

altar cloths and vestments. The word Applique has a

century, destroyed in 1870 ; and the Blazonment of Cleves

axe the best known old examples. It is not unusual to find,

amongst medieval woven materials, spaces left open when

weaving, into which figures of saints and other devices were

inserted by the method known as Inlaid Applique and

finished with fine needle stitching either in Opus Pluma-

rium (or Feather stitch) or Opus Anglicanum (Split stitch).

At other times the fine linen or canvas inserted for the

faces and hands only of figures would be simply painted.

Applique is divided into Inlaid and Onlaid, and from these

heads spring many adaptations of the work, the best known
being gold embroidery, used in ecclesiastical work ; Applique

proper, used for all ordinary purposes ; Broderie Perse, or

Applique with cretonne ; and Applique upon muslin and net.

Inlaid Applique has more the effect of woven brocade of

various colours than of needlework, unless used, as described

above, for letting in needlework into loom-made materials.

wide meaning, and many varieties of needlework come

under its designation. Being originally introduced as

an imitation of the earlier and more laborious raised

embroidery, it embraces every description of work that

is cut or stamped out, or embroidered, and then laid upon
another material. It is therefore possible to Applique

in almost every known material, as in feathers, skins of

animals, gold and silver, mother o' pearl, and other foreign

substances, the motive being to produce effect with varied

and bold materials and without the labour of close embroi-

dery. The most curious English example of the materials

that may be artistically Applique together was exhibited in

the Pai'is Exhibition in the Prince of Wales's Pavilion, and

consisted of a series of Chinese fowling scenes, in which the

h\unan figures were clothed in silk and velvet, the animals

in their own furs, and the birds in their own feathers. The
Baldachino of Orsanmichele, worked in the fourteenth

century ; the Banner of Strasburg, worked in the fourteenth

To make : Carefully design the pattern upon a foundation

material, and cut away from that the various flowers or

motifs that make up the design. Replace these pieces by

others of different colour and textures, accurately cut so

as to fit into the places left vacant by the removal of the

solid material, and lay these in to the foundation without

a margin or selvedge overlapping either to the front or

back of the work. Stitch them into position, and conceal

the joins and lines of stitches by Couching down a line

of gold cord, narrow ribbon, or floss silk over those places.

Groat nicety is required in the cutting out and fitting into

place of the various pieces, and sewing them down. The

materials used in Inlaid Applique should match as to sub-

stance, or a thinner one be backed with linen when used with

a thicker, otherwise the finished work will strain and

wrinkle. Inlaid Applique was much used in Italy during the

eleventh century, and specimens of it can be seen at South

Kensington; it is also used in Indian embroideries and Cash-
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mere shawls, but it is not mucli worked by modern ladies.

Onlaid Appliqvie is tbe true Applique, and is divided

into two descriptions of needlework—one where the soHd

pieces of stuff are laid down upon the material and

secured with a cord stitched round them, and the other

where materials of various kinds are laid down and en-

riched with many stitches and with gold embroideries.

True Applique is formed by laying upon a rich foundation

small pieces of materials, varied in shade, colour, and

texture, and so arranged that a blended and coloured

design is formed without the intervention of complicated

needle stitches. The stuffs most suitable for the foun-

dation are velvets, cloths, plush, cloth of gold and silver

;

for applying, satin, silk, plush, cloth of gold and silver,

satin sheeting and velvet. Velvet and plush only make

good foundations when gold embroidery is laid upon

them, as they are too thick for lighter weights; but

they are admirable for applying gold and silver cloth

upon, but the cost of the latter piecludes their being

most prominent shades of the work; if single, let them

match the foundation colour; they should not contrast

with the work, or be obtrusive by their colouring, they

rather enrich by their beauty and depth of tone. Much

of the beauty of Ax^plique depends upon its design, but

combination of colour is an important item in its

success. Badly designed patterns are coloured with the

aim of attracting attention by the brilliancy produced

by contrasts between matei'ial and applied work, but such

is not true art, and is never used by good designers, ex-

cept when bold effects are to be produced, and large

spaces covered; the brilliancy of the colouring is then

lost in its breadth and richness. Smaller work requires

to be restful in tone and harmonious in colour, and all

violent contrasts avoided. Shades of the same colour,

but of different materials, have a pleasing effect. Ancient

work presents many examples of this variety of material

and sameness of colour, but it consists chiefly in the

amalgamation of two colouis, and deiives its effect from

Fia. 11. APPLIQUE UPON SATIN.

used with freedom. Telvet, plush, satin and silk are the

materials chiefly employed for applying, the aim of this

work being to lay one handsome material upon another as

though it were a raised portion of the same. To work : It

is necessary that each separate piece should lie flat and

without a wrinkle, therefore the materials to be applied

to the foundation must be first backed (see Backing).

Carefully cut out the pieces to be applied, after having

traced their outline upon the Backing, and keep them

ready, then stretch their background or foundation in a

frame, and trace the outline of the pattern upon it by

means of tracing and blue carbonised paper. Lay the

cut-out pieces in position one at a time, and secure them

by sewing down their edges. Conceal these sewn edges

by a handsome gold or silk cord, which lay over them, and

Couch down by a stitch brought from the back of the

material and returned to the back. Make these fasten-

ing stitches of a silk of a different colour to the cord

they catch down. Lay on the cords either as single or

double cords; if double, select the colours of the two

the difference of material used for the grounding and

the applied. Numerous shades of colour and various

tints are more the result of the revived Applique than

strictly old work; but as long as these arrangements in

colour are formed of soft harmonious tones, they are

an advancement of the work. Fig. 11 is an Applique

pattern one-third its original size. It represents a

scroll, the centre of which is filled by a flower show-

ing its back and front alternately. To work : Select a

deep peacock blue or dark red-brown satin for back-

ground, pale blue plush for the turned-over flower,

and citron coloured petals, with orange centre, for

the fully opened one. Work over tendrils and stem

in Ckewel Stitch and in brown shades. Applique

leaves in green, and vein the flowers and leaves with

Satin Stitch. A less elaborate Applique is made

with fine ecru linen laid upon satin sheeting or silk

groimds. This kind is generally continuous as to de-

sign, and the ecru linen is cut out and applied to the

ground as one piece. The linen is strong enough to
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need no backing, and tlie groundwork only requires to be

stretclied in a frame while the two materials are stitched to

each other. The ecru linen is not pasted, but stitched to

the foundation, and the stitches concealed by Feather or

Buttonhole wide apart stitches worked over them. Of

this kind is Fig. 12. Work the ecru oranges round

with a sober orange-tinted filoselle, the flowers with cream

colour, and the leaves with pale green, the stalk with

brown, and the veinings in satin stitch with pale green

filoselle. Deep brownred is the best foundation colour.

the same. In true Applique plain self-coloured stuffs ai'e

amalgamated, and the effect obtained by the variety and
beauty of these tints; in Broderie Perse the applied pieces

are shaded and coloured pieces of chintz or cretonne,

representing flowers, foliage, birds, and animals in their

natural colours. These require no backing, and are

simply pasted upon a coloured foundation and caught

down with a Feather or open Buttonhole Stitch. Broderie

Perse was practised 200 years ag<i, and then fell into

disuse. It is capable of much improvement from the

Fig. 12. ECEU APPLIQUfi.

In Fig. 13 we have another design suitable for velvet

application. The animals and scrolls, cut out in brown

velvet and lay upon golden-coloured satin or sheeting,

and secure their edges either with FEATnEB Stitch or a

plain gold cord of purse silk ; the same design can be cut

out of ecru linen and laid upon an art blue background.

The Feather stitching must then be in the same tinted blue

silk. When the Applique materials of various shades and

enriched with silk, floss, and gold threads, are laid down,

the stitches used are chiefly Feathek, Long, Basket,

CtrsniON, Tent, and all the various Couchings. Being

patterns ordinarily sold, and though, by reason of its

attempting to imitate round objects in nature, it can
never attain an art value, still it could be made a more
harmonious decoration than it is at present. The faults

of ordinary cretonne and chintz work are too great a

contrast between background and design as to colours,

and too lavish a use of brilliant flowers or birds in the

pattern. The worker should bear in mind that the set-

ting of one or two brilliant colours among several subdued

ones will produce a much better effect than the crowding

togc'-her of a number of equally bright shades. Much

Fig. 13. VELVET APPLIQUE.

worked as embroideries of gold and silver, and chiefly

used for church purposes, the description of the latter

win apply to this kind of Applique in the manner of

desioTi, colouring, and execution. See Embroideey.

Applique, Baden. See Baden Embroideey.

Appliq.u6, Broderie Perse.—A modern work, founded

upon ancient and true Applique, but diifering from it in

the nature of the material used and the labour bestowed

;

but the woi'd Applique is common to both, as the essentials

of the woi-k, that of laying one material upon another, are

will depend upon the selection of flowers, &c. The best

come from old pieces of chintz manufactured before

the days of aniline dyes ; their shades mix together with-

out offence, and their outlines are generally clear and

decided. When not procurable, select bold single modern

chintz or cretonne flowers of quiet tone and conventional

design. Avoid bright colours, and ohoose citron, lemon,

red, red-browns, lavenders, and cream-whites. Sunflowers,

tulips, hollyhocks, crown imperials, foxgloves, chrysanthe-

mums, peonies, sweet peas, anemones, thistles, are all good
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flowers. Palm leaves or Virginia creeper leaves make
good designs alone, but not amalgamated, and ferns are

not used at all. Only one to tbree different kinds of

flowers are grouped together. Backgrounds for Broderie

Perse can be of any material but velvet, and should

match the darker tints of the flowers applied to them.

Black and whiite arc never used, being too crude in

colour and too groat a contrast. If dark backgrounds are

wished, invisible green, deep peacock blue, garnet brown,

will give all the depth of black without its harshness; and
if light, lemon and cream-whites will tone better than

pure white. Sunflowers are applied upon brown-red, red

hollyhocks upon deep red, peonies upon deep maroon.

Before commencing to work, cut out the flowers and leaves

that make the design, and group them upon a sheet of white

paper; run a pencil round their outlines, and disturb them

Fig. H. applique, BEODEEIE PEESE.

only when they are required. Stretch the background

upon a frame or clothes horse, and paste the chintz flowers

into position upon it. Transfer the outline of the design

to the material with the aid of a carbonised tracing

paper, if required. When the pasting is finished and dry,

take the work out of the frame and Buttonhole loosely

all round the leaves and flowers. Make this Buttonholing

as little visible as possible, and lot the colours used for the

filoselle or cotton match the medium tint of the flower

or leaf that ia secured. Feather Stitch can be used

instead of Buttonhole. Enricli the veiuings of the leaves

and flowers with Satin Stitch and sometimes work

this enrichment so as to cover the larger part of the

chintz, but the character of the work is much altered

by so doing, and the filoselle enrichments make brighter

what is already svifficiently prominent. The illustration

(Fig. 14) is a design for Broderie Perse of storks and water
plants. To work : Cut out the storks from Cretonne ma-
terials and lightly Buttonhole them roimd, also treat the

bulrushes and flags in the same manner. Use Ceewel
Stitch and Long Stitch to form grasses and other por-

tions of the design that are too minute to be Applique,
and enrich the chief high lights and greatest depths in the

jjlumage of the birds with filoselle, worked in in Satin
Stitch.

Appliqn^, Broderie Suisse.—This is a modem variety

of Applique, and consists of a design embroidered on

white cambric or muslin laid upon satin or silk back-

grounds. To work : Ti-ace out a pattern upon pink calico,

lay this under muslin or cambric, embroider the pattern

lines seen throiigh the muslin with Chain Stitch, and
then cut out and lay the design upon a coloured back-

ground, to which affix it with an open Buttonhole or

Feather Stitch worked in coloured filoselles. The

veiuings of th.e sprigs in the embroidery, and any pro-

minent parts in that work, fill and ornament with, fancy

embroidery stitches, such as Heeeingbone, Satin, Tete
de Bceup. These fancy stitches work in coloured filoselles.

Appliqu^ Iiace.—Much of real lace now being made is in

two parts, the sprigs separate from the ground; it is there-

fore necessary to learn the method of joining them together.

To work : The sprigs of lace being ready, draw a rough

outline of the design upon paper, whose size is the width

and breadth of the lace when finished. Upon the ou.tline

tack the sprigs loosely, right side downwards. The tacking

should only be strong enough to prevent the sprigs turn-

ing up their edges before the net is laid on them. Cut the

net length-ways of the material, lay it over the sprigs and

tack down to the paper, so that no part drags or puckers.

Sew the sprigs to this net with fine thread round all the

outer and inner edges. Overcasting, and not Run-

ning them to it. Cut away the net from under the solid

parts of the lace, Overcasting all the raw edges so made.

All light fancy stitches in the lace require the net cut

from under them, while outer edges or borders require a

double Overcasting, as at those places there is more likeli-

hood of the net tearing than in the body of the work.

Then unpick the lace from the paper with care, the net

foundation being neither cut nor dragged. Iron the lace

on the wrong side, placing a piece of tissue paper between

it and the iron. After ironing, pull up any raised part

of the sprigs, such as Fleurs Volantes, with the small

ivory book used for that purpose in lace making.

Appliq.ne upon Net.—The manner of joining together

two thin materials differs somewhat from that employed

upon solid foundations, and forms a separate branch of

fancy work. To Applique with net, muslin, or cambric was a

favourite work in England during the latter part of the last

century and the first years of the present, and the work so

made was largely used in the place of lace, the foreign laces

of that period being subject to so heavy a duty as to render

them only within the reach of the wealthy. The em-

broidery is partly an imitation of Indian work and partly

of lace ; it is durable, gives scope for individual taste, has

a soft and pleasing effect, and is again finding favour-

SMTi \W^
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among fancy workers. The materials used are book or

miill muslin or cambric, best Bnissels net, and wbite em-

broidery cotton. In olden ti:nes, tbe foundation was gene-

rally muslin, and tlie net applied or let in ; but tLe reverse

plan, tliougli not so durable, lias a better appearance.

To work the pattern : "When muslin is the foundation, trace

upon the muslin ; when net, upon oiled paper. Strengthen

both with a brown paper back. Tack the uet to the

muslin, or vice versa, and run both materials together

wherever the design indicates. Do this i-unning care-

fully, and pass the threads well through the materials.

Cut away the net wherever it is not run to the mus-

lin, and in any centres of flowers that are to be filled,

few places. Darn these lace stitches into the net, and
make the various tendrils and sprays by running Hnes
about the net and Ovekcasting them. Work detached

dots on the net. The edge is a narrow straight lino

of Buttonhole, with a bought lace edging as a finish.

Another variety of cambric on net is, after the cambric

is sewn down, to put a line of Chain Stitch in coloured

silks round it, instead of Buttonhole, and to work with
the coloured silk instead of the embroidery cotton. The
illustration (Fig. 15) is of fine cambric applied upon
net. To work : Trace the design upon the cambric, and
surround that with the very finest Buttonhole line, or

with a line of Chain Stitch, and cut away both net
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Fia. 15. APPLIQUE UPON NET.

make Wheels. Sun-ound the whole design with But-

tonhole, and scallop and Buttonhole the edge, adding

PicoTS to enrich it. Finally untack the pattern from

the brown paper, and cut away the muslin foundation

from under the net wherever the net has been left>

and cut away both materials from under the Wheels.

When the net is the foundation and the cambric applied,

a lace thread is run all around the cambric outlines

and caught down with a finer thread firmly sewn, so

that the cambric may not fray when cut away. The
Buttonholing is of the lightest, but close, lace stitches are

introduced in many parts of the design, but with the net

always retained as foundation, as tliat is only cut in a

and cambric in two places ; fill in the one with a wheel,

to form the centre of the flower, and leave the other

entirely open. The thick fiUed-in part next the wheel

make with Satin Stitch, to give solidity to the work.

Appliq^n^ Patchwork.

—

See Patchwork.
Appret.—A French term, used to signify the stiffening

or duping employed in the finish of calicoes and other tes-

tilcs. It is used to describe any finish to a head-dress.

Aral^escLxie Designs.—Patterns in the style of tho

Arabian flat wall decorations, which originated in Egypt,

where hieroglyphics were made a decoration for monu-

ments and other buildings. Subsequently the idea was

carried out by the Saracens, Moors, and Arabs, by whom
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it was introduced into Spain; and dui-ing tlie wars in Spain

in Louis XIV.'s time it was adopted by tlie French, wlio

gave tlie style tlie name Arabesque. Applique lace work is

often executed in designs of this character.

Arabian Embroidery.—A work executed from time

immemorial by the Arab women, and after the conquest of

Algeria by the French known as Ouvroir Mussulman. It

was brought prominently to European notice some forty

years ago, when, for the pui-pose of reheving the destitute

Algerian needlewomen, Madame Lucie, of Algiers, founded

a school in that place, and reproduced there, from good

Arabian patterns, this embroidery. The designs, like all

Mussulman ones, are purely geometrical, are very elaborate,

and are done with floss silk upon muslin or cloth. They
ai-e worked in a frame, and when the embroidery is upon

with gold and silver thread and floss silk upon velvet,

satin, cashmere, or muslin, which has the peculiarity of

presenting no wi'ong side, the pattern being equally good
upon either. Like all oriental embroidery the work is

distinguished for brilliancy of coloming, quaintness of

design, and elaborate workmanship. Arabian embroidery
and Algerian are of the same description.

Areophane, or Arophane.—A description of crape,

but considerably thinner than the ordinary kind. It has

been much used for bonnets, trimmings, and quillings, and
also for ball dresses. It is made in most coloui-s, and is

cut, like crape, on the bias, width 27 inches. See Ceape.

Argentau Point.—Although the date of the com-
mencement of lace-making in Argentan is unknown, as

its manufactory is mentioned in the Colbert Corre-

Fio. 16. AEGENTAN POINT.

muslin, only Satin Stitch is used; when executed upon

cloth the design is traced upon the material, and all centres

and fillings laid down with floss silk in a long satin stitch

across the whole space, while over this foimdation, wide

apart, satin stitches in floss are taken at right angles to

those first embroidered. These upper satin stitches are

stitched or couched down to the material by secm-ing

threads that are taken right through the material, and this

couching has to be executed with great precision and neat-

ness. When the centres and thick parts are filled they

are surrounded with Chain-Stitch outlines, and all stalks,

tendi-ils, &c., are also done in chain stitch. The Arabian

embroidei-y brought to England consists chiefly of the orna-

mental towels woi-n by Arab women on their heads when

going to the baths, and these towels make excellent chair-

backs. Besides this work there is another kind embroidered

spondence, we may conclude it was established about the

same time as that of Alen9on, and probably by some

workers from that town. No royal edict protected it until

1708, but the lace obtained a good market, and rivalled, in

some ways, that produced at Alen90n. The two laces are

often confounded together, and frequently sold as of the

same manufacture, but they differ in many points, though

both are needlepoints, and the only needlepoints produced

in France. The patterns of the Argentan lace (Fig. 16)

are bolder than those of Alenfon, and are in higher relief,

the fillings are less fanciful and much thicker, retaining

much of the close buttonhole of Venice point ; but the

gi-eat difference between the laces lies in their gi-ounds,

that called grand bride being almost essentially Ai-gentan.

It was made by first forming a six-sided mesh with the

needle, and then covering it on all sides with buttonhole,
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the efEoct of wliicli was extremely bold, and whicli rendered

tlie lace, almost imperisliable. Tliis ground was also called

bride epingle, and was marked out iipon tlie parcliment

pattern, and pins put in upon every side to form tlie

mesbes exactly the same size tlirougbout. Besides tbis

grand bride, tbe bride picotce and tbe plain bride were

made at Ai-gentan, and from old patterns recently dis-

covered at tbe same period. Tbe art of making tbese

brides groimds died out wben tbe rcscau, or net-patterned

ground, took tbeir place; but tbe lace floxu-isbed during tbe

reigns of tbe Louis, and was only extinguisbed at tbe

revolution, since wbicb period eflorts bave been made to

re-estabUsb it, but witbout success, tbe peasantry baving

turned tbeii- attention to embroidery. In tbe old bills of

lace Ai-gentan is mentioned witb Brussels and Alenijon,

and Madame du Barry, in 1772, gave 57-10 francs for a set

of it. At present it only exists as specimens, so mucb of

it baving been destroyed, and as it is no longer manxi-

factured, its price is large, and only limited by tbe collector's

eagei-ncss. For grounds see Alen^on Grounds.

Argontella Point.—A needle-made lace, of wbicb

but few specimens remain, and at one time considered to be

of Genoese origin, but lately foi.md to be a variety of

Alen^on. The beauty of tbis lace consists in a reseau

ground resembling tbe Mayflower; tbe pattern of tbe

lace is similar to Alenijon.

Armazine, or Arniozeea.—Tbe name is derived from

tbe Frencb Armosiix. It is a strong make of tbick plain

black corded silk, a kind of taffeta, employed for scbolastic

gowns, and for batbands and scarves at fimerals. It is

21 incbes in widtb. From tbe time of Queen Elizabeth to

tbat of George III. it was used for women's dresses and

men's waistcoats.

Armorial Bearings.—See Heealbic Devices.

Armure.—Tbis is a silk textile ;
plain, striped, ribbed,

or -nitb a small design. Sometimes it is made of wool and

silk. Tbere is also Satin Ai-mure and Annure Bospbore,

tbis latter being a reversible material. Tbe widtb run from

22 to 2-t incbes. Armure is a French term applied to either

silk or wool, signifying a small pattern.

Armure Victoria.—A new and exceedingly delicate

textile, semi-transparent, and made of pm-e wool, designed

for summer or evening dresses. It is manufactured in

Paris, on special steam power looms, and has delicate

patterns woven in the cloth, wbicb is black, and witbout

lustre, whence it has been given the name Annure by

its French manufacturers. The width of tbis beautiful

material is 4i inches, and tbe price varies from 5s. to

(js. Cd. a yard. It is especially suited for moumiug.

Arras.—In the capital of Ai-tois, ia the French Nether-

lands, one of the first looms was set up for weaving

tapestries, and hence tbe word AiTas became a common

term for tapestry, and was applied to needle-made and

loom-made tapestries indiscriminately. It is mentioned in

Shakespeare's Hamlet.

Arras.—A lace made at AiTas of the same description

as that made at LUle and Mirccourt, but -generally known

as Lille lace. Tbe factory was established in the latter

part of the seventeenth centmy, and flourished until 180-1.

At present the lace made at Arras, though white and

of good texture, cannot compote with tbat of Lille and
Mirecourt, as tbe lace makers introduce no new designs,

and are content with the simplest patterns. For illustra-

tion and description, see Lille Lace.

Arrasene.—A kind of woollen, and likewise of silk

chenille, employed for tbe purpose of embroidery. The
wool is coarse, and tbe needle iised has a large eye.

Arrasene of both kinds is sold by tbe ounce. The centre

cord of the arrasene is visible through tbe wool or silk

covering.

Arrasene Embroidery.—A variation of Cbcnillo em-

broidery of recent invention, and suitable for curtain borders,

mantel borders, parasol covers, and other positions where

Fl3. 17. AKKASEiNE EMBKOIDEET.

the pile of tbe Arrasene is not injured by friction. Materials

;

Arrasene either of wool or silk. No. 1 Chenille needles, can-

vas, velvet, silk and serge. To work upon velvet or silk

:

Stretch tbe material in a frame and apply the Arrasene as

in canvas work in Tent Stitch. Use short strands of

AiTasene, and draw them backwards and forwards through

the material without twisting. The chief part of the design

work witb the wool Arrasene, tbe silk use to indicate the

bright lights, and work tbe fine lines of a flower or leaf in

ordinary embroidery silks. Some workers prefer to treat the

Arrasene as Chenille, and lay it along the surface, catching

it down as in Couching, but tbe few shades that can be em-

ployed in this manner of working detract from its beauty.

Arrasene can be worked upon serge and canvas witbout a

frame; the material is then held in the hand, a Chenille

needle used, and the work executed in Stem or Ceewel
Stitch. "When so done, great care is necessary in passing

tbe Arrasene through the material so that it Ues with its

pile uppermost, and does not show tbe woven centre line

from which tbe soft edges proceed. Broad and velvety effects
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are obtainable from Arrasene embroidery, and it is capable

of good art work, as it gives scope for individual taste.

Arrasene is not suitable for a background; tbese are made
either of solid material or in Tent Stitch. To work I'ig. 17

:

A group of forget-mo-nots, worked upon a deep russet red

Arrasene. After the embroidery is completed, lay it face

downwards on a cloth, and pass a warm iron over the back

of the work.

Arrow Stitch.—So called from the slanting position of

the threads forming it. Identical with Stem Stitch.

iiiiiiM^^
Fia. 18. AU PASSE STITCH ON SILE.

ground of cloth. "Work the forget-me-nots with two shades

of pale blue silk Arrasene, and fill in their centres with

maize Ai'rasene; work the loaves and stalks with three

shades of subdued gieens in wool Arrasene, and the orna-

mental border sun'ounding the flowers in two shades of

russet red colour, lighter than the ground, and of wool

Art EmTjroidery or Needlework.—A name recently

introduced as a general term for all descriptions of needle-

work that spring from the application of a knowledge of

design and colouring, with skill iu fitting and executing.

It is either executed by the worker from his or her design

or the patterns arc drawn by a skilled artist, and much
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individual scope in execution and colouring is required

from the embroiderer. Tte term is cliiefly used to denote

Inlaid and Onlaid Applique, embroidery in silk and

crewels for ordinary domestic purposes, and embroidery

with gold, silver, and sUk, for cliurch work ; but there is

no limit to its application.

Artificial Flowers.—See flowers employed iu mil-

linery and evening dress, and in room decoration.

AslDPstos.—A mineral substance, of a fibrous texture,

of which there are several vai-ieties; all alike resisting

the action of fii-e. It is found in this country, ia

Canada, India, and various parts of Europe; the best

being that obtained ia Italy. The lumps of fibre require

much soaking in water to separate them; and when

moistened with oil and mixed with cotton, the filaments

are spun and woven into cloth, and the latter subsequently

fired to consume the oil and cotton. Thread, ropes, net,

millboard, and flooring felt are likewise made of it, and

woven sheeting, or "packing," and tape, are both pro-

duced in combination with indiarubber. The Italian

Asbestos cloth (or packing) is sold in continuous roUs,

up to 50yds. iu length, and 36 inches or 40 inches wide,

or else in sheets 1 yard or 40 inches square. The tape

is sold in 50 feet or 100 feet rolls, from J inch to 2^

inches wide. The cloth is employed for suits of clothing

for the use of furnace and firemen.

Astrakhan Fur.—This fur is the wool of the sheep of

the Russian province of Astrakhan. It is of a greyish

broTNTi, and is dyed black. It is erroneously supposed to

be of two descriptions, one of the sheep and the other of

the dog ; but no furrier sells dog fur. It is also confounded

with the curly wool of the Persian lamb, which is of a

much softer and finer quality, and far more costly. The
skins measiu-e from about 12 by 14 inches, and are valued

in London at from Is. to 5s. Imitations of this fur are

also made for trimmings, and are generally sold at from

3s. to 4s. a yard.

Attaclnueiits.—The adjuncts of the sewing machine,

intended to serve vaiious purposes, such as quilting,

hemming, tucking, gauging, felling, buttonholing, binding,

and braiding, &c. These names vary with different

makers, as well as the method of their employment. Every

one purchasing a sewing machine should take the trouble

to become thoroughly acquainted with the attachments;

the most simple in their application wiU be found the best.

They are as follow: the tuck marker, spindle, cradle, or

boat- shaped shuttle, which holds the bobbins (or spools),

the bobbins, braider, hemmer, quUter, needles, and needle

wrencher, screwdriver, spanner, and oilcan. To this

list may be added " The English Embroiderer and Fancy
Worker," a recently invented appliance of the sewing

machine. Oriental and other artistic work may be pro-

duced by it—embroidery with gold and silver thread,

beads, and jet bugles ; and on net, to produce lace ; also

with wool, worked on canvas, for mats and rugs. The

yam is arranged on hooks, according to the design

required, and then sewn down.

Attalea Cloth.—A washing material, much employed

for the trimming of sailors' suits. It is twenty-seven

inches in width.

Au Fusean.—A term given to Ecseau grounds when

used in Pillow Lace making. See Reskau and Pillow

Grounds.

Au Pass6.—A flat Satin Stitch, worked across the

material, with no raised foundation. This stitch is also

called Point Passe, Long Stitch and Satin Stitch. It

is used in all kinds of embroidery upon linen, silk, satin,

and velvet, and is much employed in church work. Any-

thing that can be threaded through a needle will embroider

in Au Passe. In Fig. 18 is given an illustration of embroi-

dery upon silk, in which Au Passe forms the chief stitch,

surrounded in some places by a border of Stem or Ceewel
Stitch ; in others it forms its own outline, but in all cases

follows the curves and lines of the arabesque fruit and

foliage it delineates; Point de Riz is the other stitch

used in this pattern. The following illustration (Fig. 19),

irijl J IMJ
I J 1 1
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Fio. 19. AU PASSE.

represents a group of flowers embroidered in Au
Passe, with coloured silks upon satin ; it should be worked

in a frame, and the satin backed with muslin. To work

:

The materials required are—a silk or satin foundation, and

embroidery silks ; colours—shades of olive green, art blues,

and yellow pinks, with gold thread. Make the stitch by

bringing the needle from back of the frame up in the

centre of the leaf or inner part of petal, and putting it

back again at the outer side. These long stitches must

foUow the curves of the leaf or flower.

Anriphrygium.—The earliest term applied to the gold

fringes that bordered the garments of the ancients, and

that are supposed to have given the idea of lace. The

Phrygian embroiderers in gold and silver wei-e world-famed,

and hence the word, though the work was not necessarily

executed by them. Canon Brook derives the more modern
" Orphrey " from Aurifrisia and Aiirvphrygia, and considers

that these borders to cope or alb were the combined work

of goldsmith and embroiderer.
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Austrian Pillow Lace.—At Vienna, in 1880, the

Austrian Government opened a lace school partly to

relie-ve the distress prevalent in Erzgebii-ge in the

Tyrol, and partly to improve the manufactiu-e. The

lace made is an imitation of old Italian Pillow Lace,

and the school is flourishing.

Ave Maria Lace.—A narrow kind of Valenciennes

lace, made at Dieppe, and so designated by the peasants.

Fig. 20. Ave Maku Lace.

The ground is a plaited groiuid, and the border a Cloth

Stitch, with the threads running aU the way. The waved

line beyond the plaited ground is made with threads,

Fi3. 21. Ave Makia Pattekh. (Pricked Pattern for Fig. 20).

which are cut where not required (Fig. 20). The pricked

pattern, as shown in Fig. 21, will indicate the manner of

working. For stitches, see Valenciennes.

B.

Baby Lace.—An English Pillow Lace, formei-ly made in

Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire, and called English

Lille, from its patterns being the same as those of Lille

(which see). The name Baby Lace was giv^en, as, on

account of the narrow width of the lace, it was chiefly

used for trimming babies' caps.

Babylonian Embroidery.—The art of embroidery is

believed to have been first known to the Phrygians, and

from them imported into Egypt and India. Even before

the time of Moses, embroidery was known to the Medes and

Persians and to the Egyptians, and the work executed at

Babylon was celebrated throughout the then known world.

This Babylonian work maintained its pre-eminence until

the end of the first centui-y after Christ, when it gave way
before that of other countries. Josephus mentions that the

veils of the Temple were of Babylonian work. Pliny cele-

brated the Assyrian embroideries, and MeteUus Scipio

reproached Cajsar for his luxm-y in having furniture covered

with it, although a kind of embroidery had been known in

Rome in the- time of Aristotle, 325 B.C. It was the thick-

ness and richness of the embroideiy, not the materials

used, that made the work prized. This embroidery by
hand must not be confounded with the cloths of divers

colours that the Babylonians excelled in weaving.

Backing.—A method of strengthening Applique and

other embroideries when the materials applied are not of

the same texture and strength as the foundations they

are to be laid upon. Backing is necessary for cloth of gold

and silver, satin, sUk, brocatines, and other shght materials,

when they are to be laid upon heavy backgrounds. - When
velvet has to be richly embroidered it should be backed Uke

other materials ; when only laid upon ground work, it will

be sufficient to back it with very fine linen or even tissue

paper. To back : Unbleached linen and fine holland are

the usual backing materials; sti-etch these in an em-

broidery fi'ame, and firmly and evenly strain them.

Then trace out, upon the wrong side of the framed holland,

outlines of all the various pieces required. These pieces

of the pattern need not be arranged with any symmetry,

but all should go the same way of the stufE they are

to be cut from, and sufficient space left between them
to allow of a good margia. The holland being stretched,

paste the material on to it. When cloth, serge, and plush

are being backed with holland, they are made to adhere by

paste, made as follows : Take three tablespoonfuls of flour,

and as much powdered resin as will lie on a shilling. Mix
them smoothly with half-a-pint of water, pour into an iron

saucepan, and stii' till it boils. Let it boil five minutes,

and use cold. The cold paste is evenly laid over the

holland on the right side, and the material laid upon it

back downwards, and smoothed and pressed with a soft

cloth to the holland. It shordd be allowed to dry gradually,

and no haste used in commencing to cut out. To cut out,

follow the lines traced at the back of the holland, and use

a very sharp pair of scissors. Never go beyond the traced

lines on the inside, rather keep a little on the outer side of

them. Foundations are backed as above without the cut-

ting out.

Background or Darned Bmbroidery.—See Darned
Embeoideby.

Back Stitch.—Knitting term, indentical with Pearl,
EiB, Seam, and Tuen. See Peael.

Back Stitch.—In making a running, a stitch is taken

back into the material beyond where the thread was last

di'awn through, after the manner of stitching; but this

method of strengthening a running is only adopted from

every second stitch to greater intervals, as may be deemed

expedient, in plain sewing.

Back Stitch,—It is identical with Hem Stitch, and

is used for embroidery and Berlin wool work. Illustrated

(Fig. 22). See Hem Stitch.

Back Stitch Embroidery.—One of the simplest

kinds of work. Trace the design upon fine leather, silk,

satin, cloth, or linen materials, and then follow it with

Back Stitch round every line ; no filling in of pattern

is necessary, as the work is done in outline. Illustrations

(Figs. 22, 23) show the back stitching upon leather and

upon silk, and are good samples of this kind of em-

broidery. This work is now often done with the sewing

machine, and can be brought by this means to great

perfection.

Baden Embroidery.—A species of Applique of

modem invention. The design is traced upon one

material, sewn to another, and the edges worked round
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with Chain Stitch. The peculiarity of the work consists

in the stitches worked on to connect the design to the

background after the former has hccn attached by tlie

Chain Stitches and the

superfluous material cut

away. The stitches used

are any long irregular

kinds, the most eifective

are wide Herringbone,
Double Coral, Pea-
THER.andSATiN Stitch.

The spiky and irregular

lines of these stitches

blend the two materials

used in the embroidery

together. For the back-

ground and pattern ma-

terials, oatmeal cloth of

all shades, red and blue

Turkey twills, and sateens

are employed; for the

embroidery, flourishing

thread, ingrain cottons,

unbleached flax Luxem-
burg thread, and white

flosette. The most effec-

tive patterns are made
with dark blue laid on a

red gi-ound, or red upon

ecru gi'ounds. To work

:

Upon a piece of blue

twill, or oatmeal cloth,

trace an outline de-

sign of a conventional

flower spray, such as a

sunflower and its leaves.

Lay this piece of cloth,

without cutting it, on to

some red Turkey twill,

and tack both together.

With blue ingrain cot-

ton, or white flourishing

thread, work in Chain
Stitch round all the

outlines of the pattei-n,

and mark out the divi-

sions between petals and

the veining of leaves in

the same way. Stitch

the two materials to-

gether with the Chain
Stitches. Cut away

from beyond the out-

lines of the pattern the

Bupei-fluous upper ma-

terial and the centres

of the sunflowers; but

leave enough margin to

prevent the material

fraying out. Work stems, £.,3,23. Bacs Stimu Emwoipert.

tendrils, and light sprays on the background in Ckewel
Stitch. Work cross bars in Chain Stitch in the centres

of the sunflowers, and fill their spaces up with French
Knots. AVork all round every outline of the pattern

with wide and pointed Hereingkone ; work the stitch

half on the pattern and half on the background.

Bagging.—The fabrics empl(iyod for the purjiose of

bag making comprise baize (green, blue, and black), black

and unbleached linen (or holland), American clotli, gutta-

percha, oiled silk, black alpaca, calico prints, twine, plaited

rushes, leather, canvas, and coarse sacking.

Baize.—Possibly derived from hase, of little value. A
coarse, open-made woollen stuff, or flannel, having a long

nap, and faced like a Lancashire flannel. First introduced

into England by the Flemings. It is generally dyed green,

blue, or red, but it can be obtained in other colours. It is

used for linings, cuttings, floorcloths, bags, &c., and is

made in various widths, from one yard to two. A superior

quality has latterly been made which is employed for table-

cloths.

Balayeuse, or Sweeper.—A French term to signify the

frilling of material or lace which lines the extreme edge of

a dress skirt to keep the train clean as it sweeps along the

floor. The balayeuse is allowed to project beyond the edge

of the d''eSS, so as to fnrrn n d'^COrntive .ns mpll na n. nspflll

trimminc;

MiiKOini Ui

Baleiue.—The French word for whalebone, empluyud m
the stiffening of stays and dresses. It is sold in strips of

liyd. in length, and is also to be had cut into short

lengths ready for the dressmakers' use. It is sold by the

cross sets. That designed for stay makers is cut into suit-

able lengths, which varies between 3-16ths and \\ inch.

It is sold by the pound.

Balerino.—This is otherwise called a Balayeuse, or

Sweeper (which see). It is a frilling of material, muslin,

or lace, either in white or black, sewn under the edge of

a dress skirt to presei-ve it from wearing out, and from

being soiled from sweeping the floor.

Ball Cottons.—These include the 2 drachm balls for

tacking, and the Joz. balls for sewing, together with smaller

ones for marking either red or blue. Some crochet cotton

and Maltese thread are also wound in balls, occasionally

taking the shape of eggs.

Balls.—Useful for using up skeins of wool left from

single Berlin work, and made either with knitting or upon

card. To make in Knitting, use pins 14, and colours
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either 3, 6, or 9, as 18 sections make up the Ball, and the

colours are repeated. Cast on 39 stitches, and work in the

Brioche Stitch, Knit 1 row, and for the 2nd row Knit all

but three stitches, leaving these on the needle, and putting

in a white thread where left as a marker. Turn the work

and Knit hack until the 3 end stitches on that row are

reached; leave these unknit, and mark as in 2nd row; con-

tinue to Knit, leaving each row with 3 stitches imknit on

the needle, and carrying the marking thread along until

the two threads come within 3 stitches of each other in

the centre, and 7 distinct ridges appear on each pin. Turn
and Knit all the stitches up, putting in a new colour for

last stitch ; continue to work in this way until the 18 sec-

tions are made, then cast oif, draw up one end of the ball,

and sew up the side ; stuff the hall with shreds of wool, and

sew up the last end. Larger Balls may be made by in-

creasing the number of stitches Cast on, taking care that

they divide by three ; or smaller ones by decreasing. To

make Balls of skeins of wool, cut 2 circles of cardboard

with a hole in the centre. For a Ball 4 inches in diameter

the cardboard should be 6 inches round, and centre hole

li inch ; for a 3-inch Ball the cardboard should be 5

inches round, and the hole in the centre \\ inch. Place

the two cardboards together, and wind your wool tightly

round them until the centre hole is filled up ; then cut the

wool at the outer edge with sharp and large scissors, and
pass a piece of fine, but strong, twine between the two card-

boards, knotting it strongly ; then cut the cardboard away
and snip the wool with scissors until it is flufEy and the

ball quite cii-cular in shape.

Ball Silks.—Principally prepared for Knitting purposes,

and include the Fi'ench, Swiss, Chinese, and Imperial, &c.

Ball Wools.—These are prepared either for Crochet or

Knitting, and are well known under the names of Rabbit,

Orkney, Bonne Mere, French Pompadour, Connaught, and

Burmah, &c. Besides these there are the crewels and the

eis wool, in plain and parti-colours, tinselled, coral, &c.

Balzoriue or Balzariue.—A French name for a light

mixed material, composed of cotton and worsted; manu-

factured for women's dresses. It was succeeded by Barege,

which superseded it likewise in public favour. It measures

40 inches in width.

Bandana Handkerchiefs,—Indian washing silk hand-

kerchiefs, having white or coloured spots or diamonds on a

red, yellow, blue, or dark ground. They were a yard square,

and were both plain and twilled, and kept their colours to

the last. Other patterns have long been introduced into

their manufacture, and they are extensively imported plain

and printed to this country, being solely manufactui-ed for

export to the United Kingdom. Imitation Bandanas are

largely made ia England and elsewhei-e, but are mostly
composed of cotton. They can now be purchased by the

yard, and are made into dresses, aprons, and caps.

Baude.—A French term for the English name. Band.
Employed by dressmakers, and applied to any kind of

material. See Bands.

Bandeaux.—French. A term to denote arrangements
of flowers or other materials in bands as a sort of diadem
headdress. It is a term employed by milliners.

Bandouliere.—A French term to signify a scarf worn
over one shoulder and under the other.

Bands.—(French Bandes.) A term employed to denote
a strip, more or less narrow, of any material used in the
making of any garment or other article, whether necessary
to its completion or merely decorative, and whether of the
same material or of anothei-. Thus there are waist, neck,

and wrist Bands, and Bands of insertion embroidery let

into underclothing, and infants' dresses. In making linen

Bands, the stuff should be cut by the thread, having pre-

viously drawn out a single strand. Bands may be made
of either bias or straight material ; if of the latter, they

should be out down the selvedge, as being the strongest

way of the stuff. Bias Bands are sometimes used for the

necks of dresses, but are moi-e especially in vogue for

trimmings, being sown on both sides with the sewing

machine. Great care is requisite in cutting them at an

exact angle of 45 degrees. The waist-bands of dress skirts

are sometimes of Petersham, a strongly-made ribbon

(which see). Bands sometimes require to be stiffened, in

which case buckram, or stiff muslin, is used to back them.

Band Work.—A term used in Needle-made Laces to

denote the open and fancy stitches that fill in the centres

of lace. The word is identical in its meaning with Fillings,
JOTJES, Modes. The different stitches filling in these spaces

are named after various laces, and described under their

own headings. The illustrations are

of two handwork stitches, and are

worked as follows : Fig. 24. — Work
three rows of thirty-three close Button-
hole, as a foundation. First row—work
15 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 15 close.

Second row—12 Buttonhole, miss 3, work

3, miss 3, work 12. Third row—9 Button-
hole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, woi"k 3, miss

3, work 9. Fourth row— 6 Buttonhole,

miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 3, miss 3,

work 3, miss 3, work 6. Fifth row—

9

Buttonhole, miss 3, work 3, work 9,

miss 3, work 9. Sixth row—6 Button-

hole, miss 3, work 15, miss 3, work 6.

Work two rows of close Buttonhole, and repeat the pattern

from first row. In Fig. 25, commence first pattern with
three plain rows. First row—work 6 Buttonhole, miss 3,

work 3, miss 3, work 9, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 6.

Second row—9 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 9, miss 3, work 3,

miss 3, work 9. Third row—6 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 3,

miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work
6. Fourth row—15 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work
3, miss 3, work 9. Fifth row—6 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 3,

miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 12. Sixth row
—9 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 3, miss 3,

work 15. Seventh row—6 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 3, miss

3, work 3, miss 3, work 18. Eighth row—15 Buttonhole,

miss 3, work 6, miss '3, work 12. Ninth row—6 Buttonhole

miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 6, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work
9. Tenth row—9 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 12, miss 3, work
12. Eleventh row—G Buttonhole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work
24. Work one row all Buttonhole, and repeat. The second

pattern (Fig. 25) is worked thus : First row—24 Buttonhole,
D 2

Fia. 24.

Band Woke.
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miss 3, work 15. Second row—miss 3, 3 Buttonhole, miss 3,

w«rk 12, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 3,

miss 3. Third row—3 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 12, miss 3,

work 3, miss 3, work r>. miss 3, woi'k 3. Fourth row—miss

Fig. 25, Bakd Work.

3, Buttonhole 3, miss 3, work 6, miss 3, work 3, miss 3,

work 9, miss 3, work 3, miss 3. Fifth row—12 Buttonhole,

miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 21. Sixth row—miss 3, 3

Buttonhole, miss 3, work 6, miss 3, work 15, miss 3, work

3, miss 3. Seventh row—3 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 6,

miss 3, work 21, miss 3, work 3. Eighth row—miss 3, 3

Buttonhole, miss 3, work 18, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work

3, miss 3. Repeat the pattern from first row. In the illus-

tration the open spaces are white, and the Buttonhole

stitches black, as they are easier for the worker when so

engraved.

Bar.—The connecting threads thrown across spaces in

all Needle-point Laces, whether imitation or real, and known

as Brides, Bride Claires, Coxcombs, Pearls, Legs, and Ties.

These threads are ar-

i-anged so that they con-

nect the various solid

parts of the lace to-

gether, and are made by

passing two or three

strands across, and either

cording them or covering

them closely with But-

tonhole. Bars can be

made of any form, the

ones sho^vn in Fig. 26

being intended to fill in a largo space, and to form a

kind of wheel. To work: Throw a thread across from

G to H, Coed this back to I, then take it to J, L, N,

&c., and cord it back half way again until B is reached,

when Cord the centre all round, and fasten the thread off

at G.

Bar.—In Honiton and Pillow Laces, make these cither

by rolling the top Ijobbins round and round, drawing one

up through the pinhole, passing a bobbin through the loojj

lower end first, and drawing up the loop, or else by work-

ing in Cloth Stitch, when no pins are required, except

where PiN WOKK is added.

Bar.—Portions of the pattern of Macrame. Made of

one to three threads, according as single, double, or treble

Bar is required, and consisting of a succession of Ma-

CEAME Knots worked altei-nately over right and left-

hand tlircads. The number of knots depends upon the

Fig. 26. Uaes.

length of Bar required, nine knots being the usual length

made.

Bar.—Derived from the old English word harre, the

Welsh hav, French harre. A term in plain work to signify

the sewing made, in Buttonhole Stitch, across a buttonhole

to prevent its being torn. See Buttonhole Stitch.

Barathea.—A mixture of silk and worsted, with a

diaper-like appearance. It is about 42 inches wide, and

is used for mom'ning. This is one of the new designa-

tions under which bombazine is now known. There is a

variety called Barathea cloth, a soft, durable, woollen

textile, having a small diaper pattern. It is 24 inches in

width. There is also a fancy Barathea, having a crape

ground and brocaded spots, and a diagonal Barathea,

which is woven with fancy stripes. The woollen kinds

measure 42 inches in width.

Barcelona Kerchiefs.—So called from the Spanish

province from which they originated. At present they are

all made in England, and are of four kinds—in black,

plain colours, checks, and fancy. The black measure from

26 inches square to seven quarters. Turban checks used

originally to be made for head-dresses. They measure

about 20 inches square.

Barcelona Lace. — This stitch is used in ancient

Needle-point and in Modern

Point. To make : First row

—

work 4 Buttonhole Stitches

close together, then miss the

space that would take 4 more,

and make 4 others, leaving a ^^H nil

loop between the close stitches;

continue until the end of the ^j^^ o-_ Baucelona Lace.

row. Second row—work 3 But-

tonholes into the loops left in last row, and make loops

under the close work of that row. These two rows,

worked alternately, form the lace. See Fig. 27.

Barege.—A name derived from the valley so called

in the Pyrenees, where the textile was first manufac-

tured in the village of Arosons. It is now chiefly made

at Bagneres di Bigorre. It is a kind of gauze, composed

of silk and wool, or else of wool only, in warp and woof;

and at first made in all colours. It has been called by

many names as the manufacture has improved—such as

woollen gauze, woollen grenadine, &c. The width of the

material is 2Gin. The Bareges made in Paris have a warp

of silk. Cheap sorts are made with a cotton warp.

Barege Yarn.—A hand-spun yarn employed in manu-

facture of a very fine gauze cloth, and chiefly for men's

veils. The seat of industry is at Rheims, in France.

Barnsley Crash, or Linen.—A name indiscriminately

used to denote the narrow crash employed for round towels.

For the latter it is made in four different widths, viz., from

16 inches up to 25 inches. See Ckash.

Barnsley Linens.—A description of linen especially

made for the purpose of embroidery. It is to be had both

bleached and unbleached, and in different degrees of fine-

ness and of width, from narrow to a double width of

80 inches. One kind of Barnsley Linen is designated

Brand—a brown textile, 38 inches wide, and likewise
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made for crewel work decoration. Tliese linens are com-

monly, but imi3roperly, called " crasli," arising from the

fact that the first examples of crewel embroidery were

worked on crash.

Barracan.—(Latin Barracanus, French Bouracan.) A
coarse, thick, strong stuff, somewhat resembling camlet,

used for external clothing. A garment made of camels'

hair is called in the East "barak," "barik" being a camel.

It was formerly employed for cloaks. Barracan is now

made with wool, silk, and goats' hair ; the warp being of

silk and wool twisted, and the woof the hair of the Angora

goat, when purely oriental.

Barragon, or ItlolesMu.—A description of Fustian

(which see) of a coarse quality, strong and twilled, and

shorn of the nap before dyed. It is a cotton textile, and is

employed for the clothing of the labouring classes of men.

The width of this material runs to 27 inches.

Barratee.—A silk stuff, being a variety of barathea, of

21 inches in width.

Bashet Cloth., or Counaugb.t.—A fancy cotton cloth,

made after the manner of Aida Canvas, or Toile Colbert,

the French name under which it was first introduced. It

is employed as a foundation for Embroidery. iSee Aida

Canvas and Toile Colbert.

Basket Stitch..—One of the handsomest stitches in

embroidery, and much used in ancient and modern

church needlework. It is

a variety of Couching,

and its particular beauty

arises from the raised ap-

pearance given to the

threads composing it by

rows of whipcord or

cotton cord laid down

upon the foundation be-

fore the work is com-

PiG. 23. Basket Stitch. menced. See CoUCHING.

Basq.ues.—A French term, designating that part of the

di-ess bodice below the waist. They may be cut in one

piece with the bodice, or added to it, all in one piece, or

divided.

Basg.iiiue.—The French term to denote a bodice of a

dress having a basque finish to it depending from the waist.

Basse lisse.—The French for low warp ; a term used

in tapestry work.

Basting, otherwise called Tacking.—Derived from

the old German bastan, to sew, or besten, to bind. This

term is chiefly employed by tailors, while Tacking is used

by women. The term is used to signify the light rimnings

made by taking up a stitch at long distances successively,

to keep the separate portions of a garment or other article

in position, preparatory to their being sewn together. A
lining is said to be basted on the material for which it is

designed. Knots may be used in Basting threads, as they

are not for permanent use. See Tacking.

Bath Coating, or Duffl.—A light cloth or baize, with

a long nap, which is generally made in wide widths, both

coloured and white, and is used for thick flannel petticoats,

and blankets for babies' cots. Bath blankets are also

made of it, embroidered at the edges. It is also used for

men's greatcoats. It varies in width from 48 and 60 to 72

inches. See Flannel.

Batiste.—A description of cotton muslin, having a

good deal of dress in it, to be had in all colours, as well as

in white and black. Its chief use is for summer dresses,

and it is also employed for linings and trimmings. The
price varies with the quality, and it measures about a yard

in width.

Batiste.—The French name for cambric. A fine linen

muslin made in France, in various colours, and used for

dresses, dress linings, and trimmings ; so called from its

inventor Bai^tista, at Cambray, who was a linen weaver in

Flanders in the thirteenth century; or because this fine linen

was used to wipe the heads of young infants who had just

received baptism. The width runs from ISin. to 36in.

Batswiug.—A thick, rough description of cloth of a

grey colom', woven into the shape of a petticoat without a

seam, and having only the band or the yoke, for the waist,

and the binding to be handsewu. This material is a

description of Felt (which see).

Battlemented.—A manner of embroidery upon white

materials or ticking so as to form an indented line in imi-

tatiiin of the battlements that crowned ancient fortresses.

Fig. 29. Battlemented,

To work, as shown in Fig. 29 : Trace the outlines of the

design upon the material, and work in Point Russe for

the Battlemented line. Fill in the rest of the design with

Satin Stitch.

Battlemented.—The ornamentation of any border of

a garment or other article, either by means of a trimming

laid upon it, or by cutting out the material, in the pattern

known in architecture by that term, and forming the

parapet of a castle or church; the open portions being

called embrasures.

Batuz Wort.—A manner of ornamenting embroidery

now obsolete, but much used by the earliest workers with

the needle. It was technically known as " silk beaten with

gold and silver," and was sometimes called " hammered-up

gold." Batuz work was very prevalent in media3%'al times,

and often mentioned in ecclesiastical inventories and royal

wills from the eleventh to the fifteenth centuries. It con-

sisted of sewing upon silk, as a part of the pattern em-

broidered, very thin plates of gold, silver, or silver gilt.

These plates were frequently hammered into low relief, and

were formed either to represent animals, flowers, or heraldic

devices. Batuz work was largely used in England, but was

also known on the Continent, the banner of Strasbourg
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being so ornamented. At one time in Italy these costly

gold and silver plates were imitated witli metal ones, wHcli

were glued, not sewn, to tlie material ; but the metal, not

being pure, speedily turned black. A specimen of this

work was seen when the tomb of Edward I. was opened in

1774, in the quarter-foils on his robe. The lions on the

Glastonbury cope are in hammered-up silver.

Baum Skin "Ews, ov Fine Marten {Mustela ahietum).

specimens of needlework extaut in a good state of preser-

vation, and is highly prized for the illustrations which it

gives of the dress and customs of the times and the labour

it must have entailed. It is 211 feet long and 20 inches

wide, including a border top and bottom, and contains 530

figui'cs. The material is fine linen, which has turned brown

with age, and the stitches are Chain and Long. It is not

rightly tapestry, but rather embroidery with crewels, as

^%/A-^m\^/±V^r/A\ i A^i 'V?.s.
TA VtNIT AD EO

gt^M Mfm^f^^M^ %%mmii'
fia. 30. HAEOLD'S EETUEN TO EDWAED THE CONPESSOE.

—A description of sable, imported under this name from

the forests of Gei-many, of which the baum is a native, and

is distinguished from the stone marten by the yellow colour

of the throat, while the rest of the skin is brown. When
dyed the fur rivals in appearance that of the best sable.

It is the wood marten of British America, and is used for

muffs, tippets, and trimmings. See Pine Maeten.

Bayeux Tapestry.—This celebrated piece of needle-

work is believed to have been executed by Matilda, queen of

the material is left exposed in many parts, and the design

indicated with Chain Stitch. Thus the faces of the figures

are left bare, and the features rudely indicated with Chain-

Stitch. The embroidery is in two-strand worsteds or

crewels, and the colours of the wool limited to eight, two

blue, two green, a buff, pink, red, and yellow. The em-

broiderers have not attempted to give the natural colouring

to animals, &c., frequently working a yellow or blue horse

with legs of a widely different colour, and from the limited

ikml^^l^MMMMMJ^-

Fia. 30a. BUEIAL OP EDWAED AT WESTMINSTEE.

William the Conqueror, and her ladies, after the conquest

of England, 1086. There is, however, no authentic record

of the fact, and some maintain that it was worked by three

Bayeux men in London during the reign of William, and

sent by them as an offering to their native cathedral. This

claim rests on the poorness of the materials used. Other

authorities believe it to be the product of the twelfth, and

not of the eleventh century. Whatever its exact origin, it is

undoubtedly of great antiquity, and is one of the earliest

number of colours used there is little variety in the

shading. The original, after being for many years hung in

Bayeux cathedral, was removed to Paris in the time of the

first Napoleon, and is now preserved in the public library

at Bayeux. A coloured photograph of the whole is to be

seen in the South Kensington Museum. The work is

divided into compartments, the subjects of which are ex-

plained by an embroidered Latin inscription and com-

mence with Harold swearing fealty to William of Nor-
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manJy over the relics of saints, wliicli is followed by

Harold returning to England, the death, and burial of

Edward the Confessor in Westminster Abbey, the as-

sumption of the crown by Harold, the landing of William,

the battle of Hastings, and death of Harold. The border

is chiefly occupied with grotesque animals, griflBns, dragons,

birds, except in the compartments devoted to the battle of

Bead SKosaic Work.—This work, popular in England
in 1855, consists in uniting together beads without any

foundation. The beads used are large, long, transparent

ones, variously coloured, which are formed by this process

into hanging baskets, lamp shades, and dinner rings.

To work : Thread the beads upon linen cotton in order as

to colour and pattern for the first row ; in the next, and

m^tx^i^fff&»i^?^iiM,Kim^M/

P:c. 3 6. BATTLE OP HASTINGS.

Hastings, where the bodies of the slain are worked instead.

Part of this tapestry is shown in Figs. 30, 30a, 306, and 30c.

Beaded or Jetted Stuffs.—These textiles are divided

into two kinds, those hand-embroidered and those having

the beads woven into the texture. The latter is an art

newly discovered in France, and is accomplished by an

ingenious adaptation of certain machinery. Beading was

first applied to elastic cloths, but afterwards to silk grena-

iu all other rows, thread each bead singly, and pass the

cotton through the bead above and beyond it in the

preceding row. No bead can be placed under this

threaded one, so that only half the number of beads

are used in the rows after the first one, and the

work presents a battlemented appearance while in

progress. Always commence the work in the centre of

the pattern, whether the design is round or square; and,

'.Afi^MmJMM^m

Fig. 30c. BATTLE OF. HASTINGS.

dines, having stripes of brocaded velvet. These fabrics are

exceedingly costly.

Beading, or Bead Edge,—A simple heading for Pil-

low Lace, and also known as Beading. To make it : Hang
on seven pairs of bobbins and a Gimp, the latter mns
along the Plain Edge side. Work in Cloth Stitch,

and, at the end of each bead-head, twist the gimp twice

round all the bobbins excepting the two pairs lying at

the plain edge. See illustration (Fig. 31).

one side finished, return to the middle, and from there

work the other. The pattern is sometimes varied by
holes or open spaces being left in the close lines; these

manage by passing the needle and cotton through the

same bead in a given place for several rows, with no

beads attached. Make fringes to these pieces of bead-

woi'k of long loops of beads attached to the outside row
of beads. The designs are all geometrical. Unless lined

with velvet or other soft foundation, this work is not
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suitable for mats placed upon woodwork, as the beads

scratcli the varnisb. In Germany and on the Continent,

Mosaic Beadwork is executed with small and beautifully

shaded beads, in designs representing flowers or land-

scapes. These elaborate pieces of work are large, and
are made in a frame. The linos of beads are stretched

Fig. 31. Ke.vd Edge.

across the frame from right to left, and supported by
poi'pendicular lines of very fine silk, which are arranged

close together and of a set number, and fastened tight

to the top and bottom of the frame before the beads

are inserted. The pattern, which is coloured and divided

into squares like a Berlin wool pattern, clearly indicates

the colouring of each bead in each square, and each bead
when laid across rests between two perpendicular threads,

not on one thread. To work: Count the number of

squares in the work, and glue firmly to a piece of linen

two moi-e silk threads than there are squares. Stretch

these threads and glue their other ends on to a second

piece of linen, being careful to lay each thread in order

and at even distances. Sew these prepared threads to a

frame in an upright position. Fasten a thread of fine

silk to the right side of the frame and thread on it a whole

row of beads, putting the last bead on first. Lay this

straight across the frame, so that each bead drops in

between an upright thread. Secure the silk firmly on the

left side, and recommence the work on the right side.

Large pieces of work are used for fire and candle screens,

small for bracelets. Wben working such narrow pieces as

bracelets, instead of fastening the thread oif every time on

the left side, secure it firmly there and run it back through

every bead to the right side, where fasten it before

beginning a second line.

Beads.—These may be had for the purposes of decora-

tive needlework in all varieties of colour, sold by the dozen

bunches ; and also in varieties of chalk, crystal, and
alabaster, sold by the ounce.

Bead Watch Cliains.—To form these chains, small

shiny black beads are required, and black pui'se silk. A
whole skein of silk is taken, and on to this a number of

beads are threaded. A four chain Crochet is then worked

and united, and rounds of double Crochet are made until

the required length is attained, dropping a bead into every

stitch as it is formed.

Bead Work.—(Fiom the Anglo-Saxon heade, a prayer.)

—The small globules or balls now called beads, either made
of iron, pearl, garnet, amber, or crystal, were used as

ornaments in pre-historic times, while glass beads were

made almost as soon as the art of making glass was dis-

covered. The Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans made use

of them as ornaments, and the Druids, before the conquest

of Britain, used annulets, or large perforated balls of

glass, in their religious rites. The English name of bead

came from the practice of using these strung balls for

telling off the number of prayers recited, but this custom
is not exclusively a Roman Catholic one, as Mahommedans
and some heathen tribes do the same. The greater number
of beads used in Bead work are made at Murano, near
Venice, but there are also manufactories in Germany and
England. Large quantities of coarse beads are sold to the

natives of America and Africa, for embroidering their

garments, &c., and the taste these savages display over

their work puts to shame that of more civilised nations.

Por a long time the beads used for needlework purposes

were made with but a few varieties of colour, and could

only be employed for groundings or simple patterns, as

seen on the work of the time of Charles II. ; but, during

the last 100 years, many additional colours and sizes

have been manufactured, thus giving great scope for in-

genuity in their arrangement. Thirty years ago, the art

on the Continent was carried to great perfection, the

beads were beautifully coloured, most minute, and worked

as flower patterns of great delicacy. These fine beads

are difficult to procure in England. The beads are

generally sewn upon canvas (see Pig. 32), but cloth, fine

Fig. 32. Bead \Vokk.

leather, and velvet ai-e also used as foundations. To

work : Attach the beads singly to all materials with fine

waxed sewing silk, in long straight lines, with a Tent
Stitch across two threads of the canvas on the slant.

For patterns, use the Berlin ones, which geiicrally con-

sist of largo or small white flowers, worked with opal

and opaque beads for high lights, and shading from

black to grey for the darker portions, or the same in

golden and amber beads, shading to brown. Work the

leaves either in beads like the flowers, or in woolwork,

and in Ceoss Stitch; and make the groundings with

beads of one shade, or with fine Berlin wool. The diffi-

culty of all large pieces of Bead work is in procuring beads of

a unifonn size, as all irregularities show upon a smooth

surface of glass. A great improvement in an art point of

view would be gained if the patterns used in this work

were geometrical instead of impossible florid ones, and the

articles embroidered were of a kind suitable to the applica-

tion of glass. The work is of a lasting kind, neither heat

nor damp affects it, and the colours never fade, and it is

easily cleaned with a damp sponge; therefore, with different

execution, it could be raised from its present low position.

Groundings in Bead work arc not always attached bead by

Ijead to the foundation canvas, though they arc far stronger

when BO treated; but six or eight beads arc strung upon a
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tliread, whici is laid along a line of tlie canvas and caugtt

down at regular distances by a tliread coming from the

back of the material and returning to it; in fact, a species

of Coucliing. The work so done is more raised and quicker

of execution ; but is not so lasting, and, unless well done,

the rows of laid beads are not flat. Bead work, when used

Fia. 33. Bead Tbimminb for Dresses, &o.

as a trimming, as shown in Fig. 33, is made of fine round

black beads, selected all of the same size. The only

foundation required is a narrow strip of braid upon each

side. Thread five beads together, and pass a needle

through the centre bead of the stitch above it in the pre-

ceding row. String together twenty-two beads for the

first row, and commence the pattern by putting a needle and

thread, on which five beads have been strung, through

every sixth bead.

Bead, Work on Net.—This work is largely used for

trimmings, and looks well executed in white or black

bugles, as well as with fins beads of any colour. A bold

and well-defined arabesque pattern is the best to orna-

ment. Mark the design out upon a strip of pink calico,

which stiffen with a paper lining, and tack net, the colour

of the beads, firmly over it. Thi-ead the beads singly

upon fine sewing silk, and sew upon the net so as to fill in

the pattern under the net. When finished take the net

off the pattern, and lay a fresh piece on the design.

Bead Worh on Velvet.—For this work fine and well-

shaped beads are required, and good velvet. The velvet is

either stamped out with a stamping machine in scroll

or ivy leaf patterns, or the same designs marked out

with transfer patterns on to the material, and then cut

out, and the fine beads thickly sewn over every part.

The work is only used for trimmings, and is very

laborious.

Bearskin Cloth.—A coarse thick woollen cloth, with a

shaggy nap, manufactured for the making of overcoats,

and very durable. A variety of this material is commonly
called Dreadnought.

Bearskin Fur.—{Vrsus.) The several furs of the black,

brown, white, and grey bears are all employed for either

clothing, trimmings, or rugs, &c. That of the brown, or

Isabella bear, has often come much into fashion in this

countiy for women's dress ; that of the black bear is made
into military caps and accoutrements, hammer cloths,

wrappers, and rugs; that of the grey bear is used for

trimmings and coat linings, and so is the skin of the

cub black bear, which, in Russia, is always very much

esteemed.

Beaver Cloth.—A stout make of woollen cloth, milled,

and compact, with only one face shorn. A kind of fus-

tian, having a smooth surface, and resembling a West of

England cloth, such as are manufactured in Glouces-

tershire (see Fttstian). It is of double width.

Beaver Fur.—{Castor Americamis.) This animal is a

native of British America, as well as other parts o£ that

continent. The fur is of a chestnut brown until plucked,

when it is of a grey coloui". It is beautifully fine, soft, and

glossy. The long hairs are plucked from it and the surface

cut smoothly, and it is much employed for hats, bonnets,

muffs, tippets, cuffs, and trimmings, and also as linings,

being warm and durable. The white fur underneath the

body is largely exported to France, where it is employed

for making bonnets. A medium-sized skin measures 18

by 22 inches. The skins are imported to this country

by the Hudson's Bay Company. (Anglo-Saxon Befor,

Danish Baevor.)

Beaverteen.—One of the varieties of fustian. It is a

coarse twilled cotton, manufactured with a nap, and it is

first dyed and then shorn. The chief seats of this manu-
facture are Bolton and Manchester. It was originally a

mixture of cotton and linen, but is now made entirely

of the former. Like all fustians it is both strong and

durable. This material may be had in three different

widths—27, 48, and 54 inches. See Fustian.

Bedford Cloth.—A description of ribbed cloth, drab

coloured, and of great. strength; made as a dress material.

It is a kind of Kussel cord, all wool, and is a variety of

French woollen poplin.

Bedford Cord.—A strong thick cloth, made for men's

riding breeches. It is to be had in thi'ee sizes, the large,

medium, and fine cord. The width is 27 inches.

Bedfordshire Lace.—Queen Catherine, of Arragon,

is believed by some people to have introduced Pillow

Lace making into England, and particularly into Bedford-

shire, Buckinghamshire, and Northamptonshire ; but,

as pins were not known in England until 1543, and

she died in 1536, it is more probable that the lace making

she fostered was a Needle-made Lace, or a coarse lace made
with fish bones instead of pins. It seems to be pretty

well decided that Pillow Lace was brought to England

in Elizabeth's reign by the French refugees from the

persecutions of Alva (1568), as the patterns of the old

laces are of Flemish origin, and the lace was often

known as English Lille. Many pieces of it were pre-

sented to Queen Elizabeth, who encouraged its manufac-

ture, and, in 1660, it obtained so large a sale that a

mark was placed upon it when exported to foreign

countries, to distinguish it from the true Lille. The

ground was a Reseau, and the pattern a wavy description

differing but little from Lille Lace. The manufactory

flourished during the whole of the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries, and the character of the lace up to the

earlier part of the present century did not materially alter.

The Regency Point is a specimen of a more complicated
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kind o£ BedfordsLii-e Lace -witli a thick edge (see ilhistra-

tion, FicT- Sf*, and was mxicli made in tlie first part of the

FlQ. 34. BEDFOED EEGENCY POINT.

nineteenth century, but was succeeded by lace of plaited

instead of Eeseau grounds, with raised patterns more

resembling the old Maltese Laces than the Lille, and this

last lace has destroyed the hands of the workers for the

more delicate kinds. The demand for white lace having

failed of late years, black lace is now taking its place ; but

the lace makers are so wretchedly paid for their work, that

few are now learning the art, although specimens of the

lace have been sent to the English exhibitions, and

received praise from the judges, it, however, being re-

marked by them, that English lace failed in elegance

and beauty when compared to those of foreign manufac-

tories, and seemed rather to arrest by the apparent amount

of laboui- bestowed upon it, than by the just lines of

ornament and delicacy of design.

Bed Laoe.—A description of binding, of white cotton,

twilled or figured, and employed for binding dimities. It

is likewise made in chintz colours, and in a diamond

pattern for furniture prints, and striped with blue for

bed ticking and palliasses. It is sold by the gross in

two pieces of 72 yards each.

Beggars' Ijace.—A name given to a braid lace, a species

of Torchon, made at Guese. It

was made in the sixteenth cen-

tury, and was so called as it

was cheap and easily executed.

It is now obsolete.

Beginner's Stem.—In Honi-

ton and other Pillow Laces, this

stem is formed by plaiting to-

gether the threads that have been

used to form detached leaves

and flowers. To make: Divide

into three the number of bob-

bins that have been employed

in the leaf, and then plait these together for a short dis-

tance, so as to form a stem to the leaf. The illustra-

tion (Fig. 35) shows a finished leaf with its threads thus

plaited up as a finish.

Fia. 35. Blginkeu's Eteji

Beige, or Bege.—A French term to denote wool in its

natural state. Beige is made of undyed wool, is an ex-

tremely soft textile, graceful in draping, and employed for

morning and out-door weai% This material measures from

25 to 28 inches in width. There is a description of this

textile, called Snowflake Beige, of a neutral ground, hairy

in texture, to be had in grey-brown, light green, and drab
j

the wool being interwoven with threads of silk of a

brightly contrasting colour.

Belgian Laces.—These include Brussels Lace, Mechlin,

Antwerp, and Valenciennes, and all the varieties executed

in the neighbouring towns. The manufacture of lace in

Belgium dates back to the fifteenth century, and by some
is considered to have been made there before the Italian

laces. The making of lace in Belgium still continues, and

is a flourishing trade. The chief employment is Pillow

Lace making, with the exception of the modern needle

Brussels Point Gaze, and at present the grounds are

made of machine net, and the patterns on the pillow. See

Antwekp, Bbitssels, Mechlin, and Valenciennes
Laces.

Belgian Tapestry.—A very stout handsome new cloth,

to be had in every colour. It is made of jute, or with a

mixture of linen, at the Glasgow jute manufactories,

although given a foreign name. It has designs in colours,

and is 53 inches in width. It is employed for covering

furniture, and for hangings of all kinds.

Belgian Ticking.—These cloths are composed of linen

and cotton, arc stout, have a satin face, and are 64 inches

in width. They are manufactured in various colours and

patterns for purposes of upholstery, and especially for

bedding.

Belgravian EniTjroidery.—This is a modern name
given to braid and bugle work. Patterns of leaves, &c.,

are traced upon braid, and filled in with solid masses of

bugles fastened to the braid with filoselle. The braid

may be cut to represent leaves, with edges Overcast or

tui'ned down and then bugled. For trimmings this is

handsomer than when the braid is left as a straight edge.

To work : Take a piece of broad braid, lay over it an open

design of leaves (such as ivy leaves) and their stems, and

cut out the braid to that. Ovekcast over the raw edges

of the braid, then cover every part of it over with bugles

stitched firmly down.

Bell Pattern.—This is a design for a sleeve trimming,

and is made of Damascene Lace. This lace is a modem
adaptation of Honiton Pillow Lace. Draw the pattern

upon pink calico, then tack the sprigs (which are bought

ready made) into position, and run on the braid, which is

either made on the pillow or by machine. Wherever the

braid touches another piece of braid in its various ounces

Overcast the two together, and Overcast the whole out-

side edge. Nothing now remains to be done but to tack

on a lace edging as a finish, and to connect the sprigs to

the braid. Do this by means of Corded Bars and

Wheels of various shapes, as shown in Fig. 36. For full

description, see Damascene Lace.

Belt.—(Anglo-Saxon UcM.) Derived from the Latin

halieus, a girdle. The Belt may be made of leather, ribbon,
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silk, satin, or velvet, or of tlie material of tlie dress with

which it is worn, and is fastened by either a band, rosette,

or buckle. If made to match the dress, it must be made

with buckram or stiii linen. Cricketing Belts are worn

by gentlemen, and form a favourite present. There are

several ways of making them, but the most general is

embroidery applied to webbing, leather, cloth, or flannel.

They may be also knitted or crocheted.

Bengal.—A thin stuff, made of silk and hair, originally

brought from the Indian province of that name; also an

imitation of striped muslin.

Bengaliue.—A corded silk of Indian make, and possibly

origin, slight in texture, manufactured in all colours, con-

sidered most appropriate for young ladies' wear in France.

Bengaline.—A French made silk textile, exceedingly

soft, and made of silk and wool. It bears some resem-

blance to poplin, but has a much larger cord, and more

silk in its composition. Different qualities are sold, but

they all measure 24 inches in width.

widths and all degrees of fineness, and is usually made of

cotton.

Berlin Wool, otherwise called Geeman Wool and

Zephye Meeino.—Manufactured for the purpose of

knitting and embroidery. It is to be had in two sizes, the

single and the double. Keighley, in Yorkshire, is the chief

seat of the manufacture, and the Wool is sold either in

skeins or by weight. A quantity of real German Wool ia

brought into Great Britain in a raw state, and is combed,

spun, and dyed, chiefly in Scotland, but that dyed here is

less perfect and durable than that imported ready for use,

excepting those dyed black, which are cleaner in working.

The English-grown embroidery lambswool, though harsher,

is in some respects superior, the scarlet dye quite equalling,

if not surpassing, the German; as also several shades of

all the other colours and neutral tints. It is best suited

for use on coarse canvas. Berlin or Gennan Wool is the

finest of all descriptions, and is produced from the fleece

of the Merino breed of Saxony sheep, and of neighbouring

Fia. 36. BELL PATTEKN DAMASCENE LACE.

Bengal Stripes.—A kind of cotton cloth or gingham,

woven with coloured stripes. It was so called after the

cottons fonnerly imported from Bengal, the name refewing

only to the pattern, but is also to be had in a mixture of

linen and cotton. It resembles the French Peecale and

MiLLEEATES (which see), but is softer, and is made of

English cotton, or cotton and wool. The cotton stripe

measures 34in. inches in width, and linen stripe about 24

inches. It was first manufactured in this country at

Paisley.

Bergamot.—A common description of Tapestry, pro-

duced from goat and ox hair, mixed with cotton or hemp.

It derives its name from Bergamo, in Italy, where it is

supposed to have been first manufactured.

Berlin Canvas,—Every two strands in this textile are

drawn together, thus forming squares, and leaving open

spaces for the wool, with which it may be embi'oidered.

It is more easily counted and worked than the ordinary

sorts, and is a great improvement upon the old Penelope

canvas, the threads of which were woven in equal distances

throughout, taking, of course, much more time to count

and separate them. It may be procured in almost all

German States. The principal seat of its manufacture into

thread for needlework is Gotha, whence it is sent to Berlin

and elsewhere to be dyed. Wool of the same bi-eed of

the Merino is largely exported from Australia and Yan

Dieman's Land. Berlin Wool for embroidery may be had

in all colours, also shaded and partridge-coloured, and in-

grain at different prices, both by the skein and by weight.

Berlin Work.—A modem name given to the Opus

Pulvinarium of the ancients, and also known as Cushion

Style and Point de Marque. Opus pulvinarium was well

known to the Phrygians and Egyptians, and its principal

stitch (Cross Stitch) was used in the curtains of the Taber-

nacle. The work was prevalent during the thirteenth and

following centuries, but then chiefly used for kneeling mats

and cushions in churches, as it was more durable than

embroidery. From this application it owed its name of

Cushion style; but that it was not only confined to the

baser uses is apparent in the fine example of a church vest-

ment still left us, the Sion cope, date 1225, the border of

which is worked in Cross Stitch upon canvas, exactly as the

present Berlin work is done. During the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries Tent Stitch was more used than Cross

e2
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Stitch for this work, aud it ivas called Canvas Work until

the present century, when the production of Berlin coloured

paper patterns, iu ISOl, procured for it the title of Berlin

"Work, though this last name was not finally adopted until

1820, the date of the introduction of Berlin -wools, which

took the place of the crewels, lambswools, and silks, that

had been used up to that period. The patterns worked

until the Berlin ones were printed were drawn directly on

to the canvas, and the places to be coloured were painted

in their various shades, so that but little variety could be

marked out, and more was left to individual taste. The

first coloured patterns upon paper were inferior in design

and shading to the present ones, but in 1810 a printseller at

Berlin, named Wittich, produced a series of these patterns,

which were copies from celebrated pictures. These were

drawn upon "point paper" by good artists, and cost £10

for the original. These picture patterns were first copied in

Tent and Tapestry Stitches and in silks, then in beads, and

finally with Berlin wool. The Berlin wool was superior in

texture, and in the varieties of its dyes, to the English

wool, but with it was introduced large-sized canvas

and Cross Stitch, innovations that rendered the figured

designs coarse and inartistic. These were gradually dis-

placed by the impossible parrots, animals, and groups of

flowers known in the present day as Berlin patterns, which

have done so much to debase the public taste as far as

fancy work is concerned. The work in itself is capable of

good results, and is strong and lasting ; but when it

degenerates into the mere copying of patterns conceived

in defiance of all true art principles, it helps to degrade,

and not elevate, the mind. Happily, during the last

few years the public have been taught to distinguish and

appreciate good from false designs, and as long as this

is so, there is no reason why Berlin work should not take

its ancient position among needlework. The stitches

formerly used were Cross, Cushion, Satin, Tapestry, and

Tent, but these have been considerably added to in the

last few years, and now include Back, Damask, German,

Heri-ingbone, Irish, Plush, Leviathan, Single, Double and

Treble, Raised and Rep, and varieties of these known by

the general name of Fancy Berlin Stitches. The size of

the canvas used for Berlin wool work must depend upon

whether single or double wool is to be used, the space to be

covered, and whether the stitch is to be taken over one or

two threads. The patterns state the number of stitches

they cover, therefore there is no difiBculty in fitting them.

The canvas used is tightly stretched in a frame, so that

the selvedges come on the braced sides. Commence the

pattern, when a floral one, from the centre stitch ; so that,

should any errors in counting or working occur, the whole

design will not be thrown out. In figures and landscapes,

an accustomed worker will commence at the bottom and

work upwards : the sky and lighter parts of the design are

thus worked last, and kept unsoiled. The grounding re-

quires to be as carefully done as the design, as uneven and

pulled ground will destroy the good work of the rest. It

is begun at the bottom of the canvas, on the left side, and

is worked in rows, short needlefuls of wool being used,

and the ends run in, not knotted. Care is taken before

commencing to ground that sufficient wool is ready to

finish the whole, as nothing looks so bad as two shades in

the grounding, and the exact tint is rarely dyed twice.

The selection of shades of wool for the design that hai-mo-

nise is essential to the success of Berlin Work, and the

placing in juxtaposition of several brilliant and contrasting

colours is especially to be avoided. Discard large double

flowers, figure, and animal patterns, also coarse canvas.

The best patterns are single flowers worked in Tent
Stitch upon fine canvas, or with Ceoss Stitch over one

thread, also intricate geometrical designs. Berlin wool
patterns, worked upon cloth or silk, are done by these

materials being stretched in the frame under the canvas,

and when the pattern is worked, the canvas either drawn
out thread by thread, or cut short off close to the work.

No grounding is required when the threads are thus

drawn away, and only the few stitches left in the inter-

stices between the work when they are cut away. Silk

canvas is often used for Berlin work—it is a substitute for

grounding ; when used, the back of the work must be neatly
finished off, and no loops of wool carried from one shade to

another across open spaces, as they will be visible in the

front. Silk canvas is backed with satin of its own colour

when the work is completed. Before taking the ordi-

nary filled Berlin Woi-k from its frame, it requires to

have a coat of embroidery paste or thin starch passed

over it at the back, to keep the wool well stretched and in
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Fia. 37. Beblih Wokk.

its right position. In the Illustration (Fig. 37) of Berlin

wool work, the different shades used are marked with

various shaped crosses and stars, so that the worker will

have no difficulty In placing them in their right order.

The pattern Is a suitable one for a cushion, and is worked

as follows : Work the ground, shown by the thin black

cross upon a white square, in grey wool, and In Cross

Stitch; the bands across (shown by the white cross upon

a black square, and squares filled with black lines) with

two shades of old gold colour, the darkest outside ; and

the round bosses In three shades of deep crimson and two

shades of violet. The following are the principal stitches

used In Berlin wool work.

Back Stitch.— This stitch is made like the Back
Stitch (which see) used in plain needlework. See also

Bade, Safin, and Raised (Fig. 52), and Slanting Gohelin,

Bach, and Satin (Fig. 67).
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Gross Stitch.—The principal stitch uow used for Berlin

wool work, and known as Point de Marque, Geos Point,

and Keeuzstich, as well as Cross Stitch. It is used not

only for working upon canvas with wools, but for em-

broidering with any material that will thread upon cloth,

silk, satin, and velvet. It was much used in the Phrygian,

Egyptian, and Hebrew embroideries, and is occasionally to

be met with in the work done between the first and six-

teenth centuries (the Sion cope being partly -worked in

Ci'oss Stitch). In the middle of the nineteenth century, a

few years after the printing of the Berlin patterns, they

began to be solely executed with Cross Stitch, and that

work is often called after the name of the stitch. Cross

Stitch is worked either in a frame or upon the hand, the

work in the frame generally turning out the best. The
stitch is a double one, taken

over two threads of canvas in

height and width, or more

than two threads, the object

being always to form a perfect

square. To work, as shown in

Fig. 38 : Take the wool in a

slanting direction across the

square, from left to right.

Bring the needle up on the

lower left-hand corner-, put it

in at the upper right-hand corner, bring it up at the

lower right-hand corner, and cross it back to the upper

left-hand corner. When grounding in Cross Stitch, work

the first part of the stitch in rows along the canvas, and

cross these when retui-ning. When working a pattern,

finish each stitch at once, and commence from the bottom

on the left-hand side.

Cross Stitch Double.—See Double Stitch.

Mimmm'i:

Fio. 38. Cross Stitch.
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Fig. 39. lOKO Ckoss Stitch.

Cross {Long) Stitch.—This is a variation of Cross
Stitch, the two stitches forming it not making a perfect

square, as in ordinary Cross Stitch, but a Long Stitch

crossed. To work : Take the wool over a greater number
of threads in height than in width—four threads in

height to two in width being the correct proportion.

This stitch was more used in Berlin wool work thirty

Fig. 40. Per Cross Sutcu.

years ago than at the present time; it is suitable for

geometrical patterns. To work, as shown in Fig 39 : Take
a dark and Tght shade of the same coloured wool and
some gold coloured filoselle. Work six Long Ceoss
Stitches with light wool and six with dark wool alter-

nately to the end of the line, and repeat for two lines,

putting a darker and a lighter shade in the centi'e of

the light part in the middle line. Vary the design by

altering the positions of the dark and light shades, so

as to form alternate squares, and finish by working

silk Ceoss Stitches over two Long Cross Stitches in

the dark squares.

Cross {Persian) Stitch.—A variety of Cross Stitch, and

known also by the name of

Rep. To work: Make the

first half of the stitch a

LoNo Tent Stitch, which

take over six horizontal

threads in a slanting direc-

tion, and two in height, and

make the second part of the

stitch like the last half of

Ceoss Stitch; take this

over the two centre threads

of the Long Tent Stitch

from right to left, as shown in Fig. 40.

Cross {Slanting) Stitch.—This is a variety of Cross

Stitch, and is but little used in work. Make the first

part of the stitch the same as Ceoss Stitch, but make
the return like a Steaight Gobelin. It can only bo

worked upon fine canvas, as the stitch, not being carried

over the whole of the foundation, requires that founda-

tion to be of the finest.

Cushion Stitch.—0;5.o cf the ancient names for Cross

Stitch. It must not bo confounded with the Cushion
Stitch used in embroidery.

Damash Stitch.—This is a variety of Long Stitch.

Take it over four horizontal threads of canvas, or two
stitches in a slanting direction and over two upright

threads. The variety is, that all the remaining second

lines of Damask Stitch are taken over the two lower

threads of the upper line and two new threads, instead

of all the threads being new.

Double Stitch.—This stitch is also known by the name
of " Star Stitch," and is in reality but a variety of Tent
Stitch as worked by the Germans. To work : Take a

square composed of four threads of canvas; cross its

centre with a Tent Stitch. Work from the bottom of

the left-hand corner to the top of the right-band corner of

the square, then fill in on the right and left of this stitch

with two smaller Tent Stitches. Double Stitfh, as worked
by the Italians, is a centre Cross surrounded by a square

made with four stitches, each stitch crossing from point

to point of the arms of the Cross. Double Stitch, worked
in the Italian style, is used in Kreuzstich and in Russian
embroidery more than in Berlin work. This stitch is

only used with others in fancy patterns, and is illustrated

in Star, Cross, and Leviathan (Fig. 55).

German Stitch.—This stitch is formed from a Tapestry
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and a Tent Stitcli being worked alternately in a diagonal

line across the canvas. To

work, as sbown in Fig. 41

:

Pass the Tapestet over four

threads of canvas, the Tent
over two. In tlio sueoeediug

line, place the Tent under

the Tapestry, and the Ta-

pestry under the Tent, but so

that the canvas shows. This

stitch is only useful where

the foundation material, like

silk or gold canvas, can be left exposed, and is rarely

employed for patterns. Is also employed when working

in chenille upon silver and gold cardboard.

Gobelin Stitch.—A stitch that has derived its name
from its use in ancient tapestries, being known also under

the title of Tapestry Stitch. It is used in embroidery as

well as in Berlin work. As shown in Fig. 42, the stitch is

Fto. 41. Gei! Stitch.

Fio, 42, Gobelin Stitch.

raised from the canvas by means of a padding of braid

;

this padding is a great improvement to Gobelin, as other-

wise it is quite a flat stitch, not being crossed. To work:

Pass the wool over two horizontal threads of the canvas,

and into every space left between the upright threads.

Herringbone Stitch.—See Plaited Stitch.

Irish Stitch.—This is used for groundings, or for

patterns formed with shades of colour in Vandykes cross-

ing. Irish stitch is a long stitch, taken over five or more

threads of canvas, in an upright direction, and it requires to

be worked on fine canvas. Its only peculiarity consists in

its being alternately started from the last row of canvas

and from the third. This allows the stitches to end in one

line where the centre of the next line comes, and gives a

pleasing variety to ordinary groundings. To work : Make

a Long Stitch over five upright threads of canvas for

the first stitch ; for the second, commence the work two

threads of canvas above the bottom part of first stitch, but

cover five threads of canvas as before. Repeat these two

stitches to the end of the row ; and, for the second row,

work in the same way, thus making an irregular line of

stitches, but one that fills up the spaces left in the first

row.

Leviathan Stitch.—A modern Berlin stitch, sometimes

called Railway Stitch, because it is considered to cover the

canvas quickly. It requires large-sized or leviathan

canvas, as is shown in Fig. 43. To work : Take four

squares of canvas for one stitch, and make a Cuoss Stitch

into the four corners of this square; then carry the wool

across the centre of the

stitch from top to bottom,

and then from left to

right, so that it passes

through all the outside

holes of the square form-

ing the stitch. Work all

together, and make each

stitch exactly the same as

to crossings, or an even

appearance to the whole

will not be given. Agreater

quantity of wool is used in this stitch than in other

groimding ones, but it is considered quicker in exe-

cution. Varieties of Leviathan are formed by work-

ing over six or eight threads in height, and as many in

width; these require a double crossing at top and side

for the six-thread, and a double crossing and a straight

stitch top and side for the eight. They are called

Double Leviathan and Treble Leviathan Stitch.

Leviathan {Double) Stitch.—A variety of Leviathan

worked over eight square threads or four squai'e stitches.

To work: Make a Cross Stitch into the four corners of

the square, then a Long Ckoss Stitch to fill in the holes

Fi8. 43. Leviathan Stitch.

Fig. 4t, Double Leviathan Stitch.

on each side of the Cross Stitch, and lastly an upright

Cross Stitch into the middle stitches in length and

width of squai'e. Fill in all the squares in the same

order, or the uniformity of the pattern will be de-

stroyed, and put a single Long Stitch between each

square, to fill up the part of the canvas that is left

bare. See illustration (Fig. 41). When commencing a

new line of stitches on the canvas, make a half-stitcli to

begin, so that the centre of the second line of stitches does

not come under the centre of the first line. Commence
with a half stitch at each alternate row. Double Leviathan

is worked upon leviathan canvas; it consumes more wool

than plain Berlin stitches, but gives a raised appearance

to the design. It is only used for geometrical designs,

and is not suitable for groundings.

Leviathan (Treble) Stitch.—This stitch is worked upon
leviathan canvas, and is iiscd for covering large surfaces
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witli a raised and showy pattern, but is not suitable for

groundings. To work : A square of eight threads of four

stitches is required. Commence from the centre, take the

wool from there to one of the corners, passing, in so doing,

over four upright threads and four lengthway ones in a

slanting direction. Place the next two stitches one on

each side of the first, crossing over four lengthway threads

and two upright ones, and vice versa, and finishing in

centre hole. Work the four corners thus (see Kg. 45), and

complete the stitch with a Cross Stitch over the centre

hole, and one in the centre of each side of the square {see

Fig. 46). When repeating the stitch only work these

outside Crosses in every alternate square of eight, as there

is no room for them to every stitch. They should be

worked with silk, or with a contrasting shade of wool.

Long Stitch.—See Satin Stitch.

Plaited Stitch.—This stitch is an imitation of the

ordinaiy Heriingbone, and is frequently called by that

Fio. 47. Plaited Stitch.

name. To work as shown in Pig. 47 : Take the wool over
sis thi-eads of canvas or three stitches in height, and two

Pio. 48. Beklim Plush Siitch.—Detail 1.

threads, or one stitch, in width, and repeat to the end of
the row. The number of threads gone over can be enlarged

or decreased without detriment to the stitch, as long as

the relative height and width are maintained.

Plush Stitch.—This stitch is chiefly used in raised

wool work, but is also required to form borders or fringes

to plain Berlin work. To wo]-k : Pasten the wool at the

back of the canvas, bring it to the front and put the

needle in again two threads above where it came out, and
bring it back to the front in the same hole it started from
(Fig. 48). Draw the wool up, but only so that it forms

a loop of the length required, which is usually an inch

(Fig. 49). Hold this loop in the left hand, and make a

Fig. 49. Beelik Pldsh Stitch.—Detail 2.

Tent Stitch. This completes the stitch. Work several

rows in this manner (Fig. 50), commencing from the

Fio. 50. Beelik Plush Stitch.—Detail 3.

bottom of the canvas and working iipward. Every loop is

of the same length, and is passed over a mesh for this
purpose if necessary. The stitch is cut and combed
out in raised wool work, but it is generally left in
loops for borders to mats, &c. Raised and Tassel
Stitches are but slight varieties of Plush.

Railway Stitch.—See Leviathan Stitch.

Raised Siifc/i.—This is sometimes called '"Velvet,"
and is but a variety of Plush Stitch. It is suitable for
raised wool work, and can be worked to any height by
using various sized meshes, and then cutting and combing
until the wool attains the softness of velvet pile. Any
sized bone knitting-needles or wooden meshes are used,
but a No. 4 knitting-needle is the most suitable. To
work: Make the first stitch a Tent Stitch, then brin'»
the needle up where the stitch commenced, push the knit-
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ting-needle over the Tent Stitcli, and make a Gobelin
Stitch over it, the wool needle being put in two threads

above the place it came out from. Bring it out at

the bottom of the next stitch to be made, work a Tent

Stitch, and repeat the process described above. The
work is commenced from the bottom, and the knitting-

needle left in the lowest row until the row above it is

completed, to prevent any dragging of wool. Out and
comb out the loops when all the work is completed. The
stitch is worked with the Gobelin over the knitting-

needle, and without the securing Tent Stitch; but when
this is done leave the knitting-needles in the rows, and
paste a strong piece of ticking at the back of the work
before they are withdrawn, and the stitches cut and
combed.

iSejj Stitch.—See Cross (Persian) Stitch.

Satin Stitch.—This stitch is used in embroidery as

well as in wool work, and under the latter is equally

called Long and Slanting. To work: Make a Tent
Stitch in a diagonal direction across the canvas, the

length being varied according to the design; the width,

whatever number of threads of canvas, is covered with
the wool. Shown in Slanting Gobelin, Back, and Satin
(Fig. 57).

Slanting Gobelin Stitch.—A name sometimes given

to Long or Satin Stitch.

Star Stitch.—See Double Stitch.

Tapestry Stitch.—iSee Gobelin Stitch.

Tassel Stitch.—This stitch is used in Berlin wool
work for making fringes, and is but a variety of Plush.
It requires to be worked with a mesh, and with the wool
doubled. The stitch requires six threads of canvas in

length, and four in height. To make: Pass two loops,

formed of four strands of wool, over the mesh, and put
the needle into the centre of four threads of canvas in

height, and along six in width, and secure with a Ouoss
Stitch. Pass this Cross Stitch over them, and into

the outer holes of the Stitch, binding the loops fii-mly

down together with it. Paste the back of the canvas
before these loops are cut, as they are not so secure as

those made with real Plush Stitch.
Tent Stitch.—This stitch is also known as "Petit

Point" and " Perlenstitch," and in all ancient needle-
work it was more used than Cross Stitch. Tent Stitch

Fig. 51. Tekt Stitch.

requires much finer canvas than that used in Cross
Stitch, the wool being only laid on the canvas once
instead of twice, necessitating a fine background, and

therefore more labour. To work, as shown in Fig. 51

:

Cross the wool over one or two threads of canvas in a

diagonal direction from left to right.

Various Fancy Stitches (1).—In the fancy pattern given

in Fig. 52 the stitches are Back, Satin, and Raised. The

Fia. 52. Back, Satin, and Eaised Stitches.

work covers a square of eight stitches, or sixteen threads,

and when complete has the appearance of lines radiating

from a centre rosette of raised work, the outer part of the

design being surrounded with a line of Back Stitch. To
work : Leave a centre square of eight threads, bring the

wool up from the back, and pass it over three stitches, or

six threads, in a straight upright direction, so that it

finishes on the line that forms the outer square. Repeat

this Satin Stitch all round the four centre stitches

that are left bare, place the wool once into every outer

stitch of the square, and twice into every inner. Fill the

four centre stitches with raised stitches. Wind the

wool several times round a bone crochet-hook, and then,

secure it by a needle run through the loops, while still

on the hook, and pass it through the unworked canvas;

these loops are made until the centre is well filled with

them ; they are cut or not, according to fancy. The lines

of Back Stitch ia the pattern are worked in filoselle;

two shades of crimson, or two of blue, with amber filo-

selle, are the best colours.

(2).—In the an-angement shown in Pig. 53, Cross

Stitch is used to catch down upon the canvas hori-

Fio. 53. Cnosa Stitcti,

zontal lines of wool. The Cross Stitches form diagonal

lines, crossing each other at equal distances, while they

catch down the wool in some rows at every other stitch, at

others missing two stitches. The pattern is a very cilective

one and easily worked, as so much of it is only laid upon
the sui-face. "Work the Cross Stitches all in one shade
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of colour, but vary tlie horizontal lines, tliree lines of each

colour being sufficient. A pattern useful for any Berlin

work that is not subject to hard wear, and upon -which

short lengths of wool can be turned to account.

(3).—A fancy pattern, showing how Cross and Long
Cross and Leviathan stitches can be formed into a design.

Form the groundwork of the pattern with Cross Stitches

worked in one shade of colour ; work the Long Ceoss over

eight threads of canvas in height nnd two in width, and

with five shades of one colour. Work each pattern or

arrangement of Long Cross in distinct colours, the five

shades of each being always necessary. Make with

Fig. 51. Cnoss, Iong Ckoss, and LEViAiHiN Stitch,

Leviathan Stitch the dividing lines between the designs,

using black wool, with the last two crossings formed of

bright filoselle. Bee Fig. 54.

Pig. 55. Stab, Ceoss, and Leviathan Stitch,

(4).—The design given in Fig. 55 is of a pattern

formed by grouping together Double or Star Stitch and

Cross, and by taking over four of the Double Stitches a

Leviathan Stitch made with purse silk. Make the plain

Cross Stitches of fovir different shades of one colour, but

any number of colours can be used about them, as long as

four shades of each are worked. The Double Stitches not

crossed with the Leviathan are all one colour throughout

the pattern, the four crossed with the Leviathan are dark

in colour, and of the same colour throughout the pattern,

as is also the purse silk. The pattern is a good one for

using up short lengths of wool, and is worked either upon

n leviathan or plain canvas. To work : Commence by

working the Double Stitches, work the four that make

a square and that are not crossed over with Leviathan
Stitch in pale blvie wool, the four that are afterwards

crossed in dark blue. Work the Cross Stitches in four

shades of crimson, and finish by making the Leviathan
Stitches with old gold filoselle.

(5).—This is a pattern showing the Plaited and

Cross Stitch together. The Plaited Stitch is too heavy

to work alone upon canvas, so is always arranged with

some other stitch to lighten it. The ilhistration (Fig. 56)

is on Berlin canvas, and the plaits are there separated

with rows of Cross Stitch, the three centre ones of which

are, when worked, covered with a light Herringboning in

silk, the Herringbone being taken in every alternate stitch

Fia. 56. Plaited, Heekingbone, and Cross Stitch.

of the two outer lines. To work : Make the first and fifth

rows of Ceoss Stitch in a dark wool, the three centre

ones in a lighter shade of the same colour. The plaits are

sometimes divided with one row of Cross Stitch, sometimes

with three, and sometimes with five. Arrange the Plaited
Stitch lines as to colours, as two of one colour, and one

of a lighter shade of the same; they should harmonise

with the shade used for the Cross Stitch. Finish the

pattern by Heeeingbone Stitch lines in purse silk,

which pass over three of the Cross Stitch lines.

(6).—In the pattern given in Fig. 57, the manner

of grouping three Berlin Stitches together, to form a

design, is shown. The stitches are Slanting Gobelin,

Satin, and Back Stitch. To work : Divide the pattern
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into strips of unequal breadtli, tlie nari-owest taking up

sis tlii-eads in width, or three stitches ; the widest twelve

threads, or six stitches. Fill in the latter strips with

Fig. 57. SLiXTiNo Gobelin, Back, aud Satin Stitch.

three rows of Slanting Gobelin, taking each stitch over

four threads. When the wool work is complete, Back-

stitch these over with a bright filoselle. Form the

narrower strip of Satin Stitch arranged as rays of

seven stitches to a ray; commence each ray from its

centre, and let it cover six threads of canvas. When
finished, outline with Back Stitch, formed with a contrast-

ing colour. This design is worked upon leviathan or

ordinary canvas, and is suitable for most Berlin work.

(7).—A pattern formed of Satin Stitch so as to

make squares upon the canvas. (See Fig. 58). To work :

Make the squares over six threads of canvas, or three

stitches in length and breadth, and fill this in with unequal

Fia. 58. Satin Stitch in ScjoAKEa.

length Satin Stitches. The direction of the stitches is

altered in each alternate square. It makes a good design

for cushions and footstools, and is worked with many
shades of colour, or only one, according to the worker's

fancy. Requires Berlin canvas.

(8).—A pattern illustrating Slanting Gobelin, or

Long Stitch, and Back Stitch. It is used upon fine

canvas, the wool not being ci-ossed. The stitch, as shown

in Fig. 59, can be varied in length, the longest Slanting

Gobelin being carried over six threads of canvas, the

shortest over two ; the width never varies. It should be

worked in lines of colour that harmonise, and completed

with a Back Stitch in filoselle.

Fig. 53. Slanting Gobelin and Back Stitch.

(9).—A pattern illustrating an arrangement of Satin

and Cross Stitch. It is worked with Berlin, single or

double, or with fleecy wool, and upon Berlin canvas, and

is suitable for footstools, and curtain and table borders.

To work : Make the dark lines in the illustration (Fig. 60)

in Satin Stitch, which work over six threads of canvas,

rising two threads a time and falling in the same manner,

Satin and Cnoss Stitch,

to form the wavy line across the work. Divide the light

lines in the middle, and pass over four threads each of

canvas, excepting the two long middle ones, which pass

over six threads. When completed, cross the centre light

lines with a line of filoselle, purse silk, or gold cord,

but leave the outside line on each side free, and work

a Ceoss Stitch beyond it over the junction of the dark

wavy line.

Velvet Stitch.—See Raised Stitch.

Berue Embroidery.—A work executed with white or

gold beads, or silver or gold wire, upon black velvet.

Berne Embroidery takes its name from the Canton of

Berne, where it is used to ornament the gala dresses of
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the peasantry. The designs used are all small detached

sprays of conventional flowers and leaves. The best em-

broidery is that where the centre part of the leaves or

flowers is filled up with rows of beads, either raised over a

stuffed foundation, or lying flat on the surface, and the

outlines, tendrils, stalks, and ornaments too minute to be

worked with beads, formed with gold thread. The second

kind of patterns are made only of gold or silver thread.

To work : Trace a small flower spray on black velvet, and

fill in the petals of the flowers and the leaves with rows of

beads laid flat across the space and very close together.

The rows of beads are not caught down as can-ied over

the space, but taken plainly across from side to side ; they

are, however, laid either slanting or straight, in the best

way to follow the natural curve of the design. Work the

gold thread outlines in Satin Stitch, and the stems,

tendrils, and buds in the same stitch.

Betweens.—A description of needle shorter than those

called ground- do-svns, and longer than blunts. They are

strong, and thicker made than the ordinary sewing needles

known as sharps.

Bias.—A term derived from the French hiais, used to

denote a line taken, either in folding or cutting a material,

diagonally across the web. To fold or cut a square hand-

kerchief opr the Bias, would mean from one corner to that

opposite it, when folded shawlwise, so as to make three

corners. To cut any staff on the Bias is vulgarly called

(Hampshire and Kent) " on the cater," but this is only a

provincialism in use amongst the lower orders. It ap-

pears in "Webster's (American) Dictionary, and may be

in more general use in the United States.

Binche Lace.—At Binche, a town in Hainault, Brassels

Lace has been made since the seventeenth century, and

even in Savary's time obtained a high reputation. For

some years Binche Lace was considered superior to that

made at Brussels, and it is continually mentioned in the

inventories of the eighteenth century, and called " Guipure

de Binche." Another lace also made at Binche partook

more of the heavy pattern of old Dutch Lace, while its

ground, instead of being confined to the mesh pattern, was

varied with the spider and rosettes grounds seen in old

Yalenoiennes, and illustrated under Valenciennes Lace,

but never the plait ground. The making of Binche Lace

has now degenerated into sprigs of Pillow Lace, which are

afterwards Applique on to machine net.

Binding.—(Derived from the Anglo-Saxon hindan.) A
term used in plain sewing to denote the encasing of the

edge of any material, garment, or article if made of a

textile, in the folded band of tape, braid, ribbon, or of any

other stuff cut on the bias, so as to hide a raw edge, or to

strengthen or decorate the border of a dress, coat, or

other article. It may be Backstitched through on both

sides at once ; run one side, and turned back over the

edge on the inside and hemmed ; or laid flat, and sewn

on the inside of a skirt.

Binding.—A term used in Knitting.

Bindings.—These consist of some fourteen different

descriptions of braid, and ribbons of various materials

respectively. The chief amongst them ai-e as follow :

—

Bag Strapping, a Binding employed by upholsterers, to

preserve selvedges, and resembling very broad stay-tape.

The widths are known as Nos. 1, 2, and super. The measure

given is usually short ; and there are twenty-four pieces, of

9 or 12 yards to the gross. Bed Lace is a twilled or figured

white cotton binding, used for dimities. It is made in

chintz colours for furniture, also in a diamond pattern, and

in blue stripes for bed tick and palliasses. The piece runs

to 72 yards, two pieces forming a gross. Carpet Bindings

are made in plain and variegated colours to match with

carpets. The best qvialities are all of worsted ; the cheaper

are a mixture of cotton and worsted. The pieces measure

36 yards, four forming a gross. Cocoa Bindings are manu-

factured in two widths, 24 and 3 inches. They are used

t) bind cocoa-nut matting. The pieces contain from 18 to

24 yards. Cotton Ferrets are like unsized tape. Grey and

black are principally used. They were originally intended

to be stouter than tapes, but have sadly decreased in value.

Italian Ferrets are made entirely of silk, and are used to

bind flannels and dressing gowns. They are made in white,

black, scarlet, blue, crimson, &c., of one width only, 36

yards going to the piece. Galloons were formerly used

for boot bindings and shoe strings. They are now out of

date for the former purpose. They are a mixture of cotton

and silk, and are now chiefly in use for binding oilcloths,

&c. Statute galloons are narrow ribbons employed for

binding flannel, composed of cotton and silk. The piece

consists of 38 yards. There are five widths, respectively

called twopenny, fourpenny, sixpenny, eightpenny, and ten-

penny. These old-fashioned names do not refer to the

price of the galloon, but to the fact of the old penny

piece having been taken as a gauge. This ancient plan is

also still in iise by ribbon maufacturers. Pads is the

technical name for watered galloons, used for watch and

eye-glass ribbons. Petershams are belt ribbons, used com-

monly for dresses. Prussian Bindings have a silk face

and a cotton back. They are twilled diagonally, and are

used for binding waterproofs, mantles, and sometimes for

flannels, instead of the more suitable Italian ferret and

statute galloon. The piece contains 36 yards, sold by the

gross in four pieces. Stay Bindings are used for binding

women's stays, and can be procured in black, grey, white, and

drab. They are of widths, running from f, i, and f of an

inch ; or from Nos. 10 to 30. They are sold by the gross in

lengths of 12—12, 8—18, or 6—24. Venetians are used for

several purposes in upholstery. Their chief use, however,

is at present for Venetian blinds ; they vary in width

from 4 to 1 inch, and from IJ to li inches. The colours

are dyed ingrain, and are green, blue, yellow, and white

;

they are now sometimes used for embroidery. Worsted

Bindings are employed by saddlers and upholsterers, and

they have also come into use for embroidery, and can be

had in many widths, and in nearly every colour. They

are called by many people webbing, and as such are

frequently named in descriptions of woik. Binders and

Bindings used in needlework may be either on the bias or

the straight way of the material when they are placed

round the necks and cviffs of garments or round the waists.

They are usually sewn on, and then turned over and

hemmed down on the wrong side. The gathered part
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should be held next to the worker. Binders should be
cut the selvedge way of the material as being the strongest.

Bias bindings are best sewn on with the machine when
used to trim dresses and skirts.

Bird's-eye Diaper.—A cloth made both in linen and

in cotton, uamel after the small design woven in its

texture. iS'tc Diaper.

Birds' Nest Mats.—These mats are made of Combed-
out Work and Knitting. To make : Cast on sufficient

stitches to make a width of five or six inches of Knitting,

and cut a number of pieces of soft wool into 8-inch lengths.

Fii-st row

—

Plain Knitting; second row

—

Knit the

first stitch, * take one or two of the cut lengths, according

to size of wool, and put them once round left-hand needle,

hold so that their ends are equal, knit these with the next

stitch, and bring their ends well to the front, knit one, and

repeat from *; third row—Plain Knitting; fourth row

—

same as second, except commencing with two Plain

Stitches rather than one, to allow of the inserted pieces

mixing flatly with those on the second row ; continue

second and third rows until the length required is ob-

tained, changing only the first stitches of the second row

as shown. Cast oil and join, and comb out the inserted

pieces until they cover the whole of the Knitting with a

soft and thick layer of wool, and sew this on to a round

cardboard foundation by one of its edges, allowing the

other to stand erect. Turn this edge inside, and catch it

down to the back side of the Knitting at a depth of two

inches. Shaded greens ai-e the best colours for these

mats. Wool—single or double Berlin, or fleecy.

Bisette Lace.—An ancient Pillow Lace, made in the

villages round Paris during the whole of the seventeenth

century. It was coarse and narrow, but it obtained a

ready sale among the poorer classes. Some better kinds

are mentioned in old inventories ; these seem to have been
made of gold and silver thread, or to have been Orna-

mented with thin plates of these metals.

Black Moliair Cords.—These were formerly used for

binding coat edges, but are now employed for looping up
dress skirts. They are to be had of various sizes, but the

most useful are numbered 2, -1, and 7. They are sold by
the gross of four pieces of 36 yards each, but short lengths

can be obtained. See Coeds.

Black Silk Cords.—Fine round Cords, employed for

binding coat eflgos, making button loops, and for watch-

guards and eyeglasses. There ai-e many numbers, but the

most useful sizes are 3, 5, and 7. They are made up in

knots of 36 yards, and sold by the gross, but short lengths

may be purchased. See Coeds.

Black Silk Stuffs.—These are to be had in many
varieties of make and of richness for dresses. The quality

of the plain kinds may be judged of by holding them up

to the light and looking through them, when the evenness

of the threads may be seen, and superior quality of the

material shown by a certain green shade in the black dye.

The widths vary from 22 to 26 inches.

Blanketing.—This name is derived from that of the

first manufacturer of this description of woollen textile,

Thomas Blanket, who produced them at Bristol, temp.

Edward III. Yorkshire Blankets, for servants, and to put

under sheets, measure from 2 by W yards to 3i by 3 yards,

so do the Witney. Austrian Blankets have gay coloured

stripes, and are much used as portieres ; their size runs

from 2 by li yards to 3 by 2i yards. Scarlet Blankets

have the same proportions, as well as the grey and brown
charity Blankets. Crib Blankets average from I by f
yards to l-J by 1^ yards, and the very best bath make are

not sold narrower than 2i yards. The same name is

applied to a kind of towelling in white cotton; the

cloths measure 48 by 80 inches to 72 by 96 inches.

Brown linen bath Blankets are manufactured only in

the latter dimensions.

Blanket Stitch.—See Embeoideey Stitches.

Bley.—A term especially used in Ireland to denote

unbleached calico. See Calico.

Blind Chintz.—These are i^rinted cotton cloths, plain

made, and calendered, produced in various colours and
patterns, chiefly in stripes and designs resembling Vene-

tian blinds. Their narrowest width is 36 inches, running

upwards, by 2 inches, to 80 or 100 inches.

Blind Cords and Tassels.—These are made of linen

or cotton thread, and of flax covered with worsted. They

are sold in lengths of 72 yards, two pieces to the gross, and

may be had in amber, blue, crimson, green, and scarlet.

The Tassels are made of unbleached thread, to match the

several colours of the Cords.

Blind Ticking.—This is a stout twilled material, made
of a combination of linen and cotton in all colours and

stripes, from 36 to 60 inches in width.

Block-printed Linen.—The art of printing linen

owes its origin to Flanders, and dates back to the four-

teenth century. Ancient specimens are rare; the earliest

sample can be found in the Chapter Library, Durham,

and a sample of Block Printing on a fine sheet wrapped

round the body of a bishop in the cathedral was dis-

covered in 1827. The Indian method of Block Printing

has recently been revived in England, the blocks being

lent for the purpose by the authorities of the India

Museum to a firm in London, and used for printing

on silk.

Blonde de Caen.—See Blonde Net Lace.

Blonde de Til,-—A name sometimes applied to Migno-
nette Lace, which see.

Blonde Ifet Lace.—A general term for black and

white Pillow Laces made with a network ground. The

best is made at Caen, Chantilly, Barcelona, and Catalonia.

The patterns of Blonde Laces are generally heavy—thick

flowers joined together with a wide meshed ground. The
Blondes de Caen were celebrated for their delicate and soft

apppearance. Blonde Laces were first produced in 1745

from unbleached silk, and were known as Blondes. See

Chantilly Lace.

Blond Quillings.—These resemble bobbin quillings,

but are made of silk and highly sized and finished.

Mechlins are also of silk, but ai'c both unfinished and soft.

Each of these Quillings is made in various widths ; they

are used for frills and ruffles.
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Blue Bafts.—-A description of coarse muslin, manu-
factiu'ed at Mancliester, designed for wearing appai'el, and

for export to Africa.

Blunts.—A description of needle, short, thick, and

strong, employed by staymakers as being the most suilahle

for stitching jean or coutille, especially when doubled ; and

used likewise by glovers and tailors.

Bobl)!!!.—(French, Bohine.) A cotton cord employed by

needlewomen for making a ribbed edge to any garment, or

other article, by enclosing it in a strip of the material cut

on the bias. Bobbin is likewise called cotton cord. It is

to be had in white and black, varying in size, and done up

in half bundles of 51b., mixed sizes or otherwise, also in

single pounds ready skeined. Bobbin is a term likewise

employed to denote the small reel on which thread is

wound in some sewing machines, and also a circular pin

of wood, with a wide cutting round it, to receive linen,

silk, or cotton thread for weaving.

Bob1}in Lace.—Used to designate Pillow Lace, and to

distinguish it from Needle-made Lace during the sixteenth

century. It was a better kind than Bone Lace, and sup-

posed to be of gold or silver plaited threads.

Bobbin ITet.—A kind of Net made by machinery, the

stocking frame being adapted to that purpose. The cotton

of which it is made is chiefly spun in Lancashire, and the

superior kinds are known by the elongation of the meshes

near the selvedges. The first attempt to make Net by

machinery was in 1770, when a stocking frame

was employed, and success attained in 1810. The width

of this Net runs from 30 to 72 inches. Quillings are

made of it.

Bobbin Quillings.—Plain cotton net, made in various

widths, and used for frills. Brussels Quillings are superior

in quality, having an extra twist round the mesh.

Bobbins.—The thread that is used in Pillow Lace is

(round upon a number of short ivory sticks, called Bobbins,

and the making of the lace mainly consists in the proper

interlacing of these threads. The Bobbins are always

treated in pairs, with the exception of the Gimp Bobbins,

and are divided into Working and Passive Bobbins. Hang
the number required for the commencement of a pattern

upon a lace pin into the top pinhole of the pattern, and

unwind the thread from them four inches. Spread out

the Passive Bolsbins or Hangers in a fan shape, and allow

them to fall down the pillow ; work the Workers or

Runners across these from side to side, alternately.

Place no mark upon the Bobbins to distinguish them, as

they change too often to allow of it, but number them in

the mind from one to eight, &c., as used. Never look

at the Bobbins when working, but watch the pattern

forming, and use both hands at the same time. Wind
the thread upon the Bobbins by holding them in the left

hand, and wind with the right ; keep the thread smooth,

and never fill the Bobbin. When finished winding, secure

the thread by holding the Bobbin in the left hand turned

upwards, the thread in the right; place the middle finger

of the left hand upon the thread, and turn the wrist to

bi'ing the thread round the finger ; transfer the loop thus

formed to the Bobbin by pulling with the right hand

while putting the loop over the head of the Bobbin with
the left finger. This keeps the Bobbin from running
down, and is called a Rolling or Half Hitch. Lengthen
by tightening the threads, at the same time gently turn-

ing the Bobbin round towards the left, or shorten by
lifting the loop with the needle pin, and winding up the

Bobbin. When wound, tie the Bobbins in pairs by fasten-

ing the ends of the two threads together ; cut ofi: the ends

of the knot as closely as possible, wind one Bobbin a

little way up, and unwind the other in the same
degree; this puts the knots out of the way for the com-

mencement. Winding by a machine is preferable to hand-

winding when the thread is very white, as the hand is

apt to discolour it.

Bobbin Tape.—Made in cotton and in linen, both

roimd and flat ; the numbers being 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15,

17, 19, and 21. See Tapes.

Bobs.—These are used in Pillow and Needle Laces to

ornament the connecting Bars between the lace patterns,

and are identical with Crescents, Crowns, Spines, and
Thorns. To make a Bob : Twist the thread six or seven

times round the needle, draw it up tight, and make a

loop with it upon the Bae or Beidb Oknee.

Bocasine.—(Old French, Boecasin.) A kind of fine

buckram or calamanco, made of wool.

Booking.—A coarse woollen material, resembling baiz9

or drugget, called after the town where it was manufactured.

Bodkin.—(Anglo-Saxon for a dagger ; also designated

tape needle.) A small metal instrument, combining in

appearance a needle and a i:)in, having a knob at one end to

prevent its piercing the hem through which it is passed to

convey the ribbon, cord, or tape, and two eyes at the

other end—one long, and one near the extremity, small

and oval shape. They are sold by the gross or singly.

Body Linings.—These may be had in linen, union, and

calico ; in white, grey, black on one side, and grey the

other; plain and figured materials. They usually measui-e

about 3i inches in width; some plain made, and others

with a satin face.

Bolting.—A kind of canvas, so called because made
originally for the bolting or sifting of meal and flour. It

is a very fine kind of woollen canvas, chiefly made in

England, and employed for samplers. There is also an
inferior desciiption, of a yellow colour, known as sampler

canvas. Bolting is woven after the manner of gauze of

finely-spun yarn. It maybe had also in silk, linen, and hair.

Bolton Sheeting.—Otherwise Workhouse sheeting, or

twill. A thick coarse twilled cotton, of the colour techni-

cally called grey—really yellow, being unbleached ; much
employed for crewel embroidery, and washing better each

time it is cleaned. A suitable material for ladies' and
children's dresses and aprons, as well as for curtains and
other room hangings. It is to be had in various widths,

from 27 to 36 and 72 inches. There are two makes of this

material, the plain and the snowflake. It is much employed
for purposes of embroidery, and often in combination with

Turkey-red twill.

Bonibazet.—This is one of the family of textiles de-

nominated Stuflls, or those worsted materials introduced
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into England by the Dutcli settlers in the reign of

Henry I. It is a plain, twiUed, thin worsted fabric,

with a Tvarp of a single thi'ead, pressed and finished -with-

out a glaze. The -width varies from 21 to 22 inches.

Bomljazine.—(Latin, Bomhacinium, French Bomhasin.)

A combination of silk and -worsted, the -warp being of

the former, and the -weft of the latter ; formerly made
at Norwich and Spitalfields, &c., in various colours, but

no-w chiefly black. A manufacture introduced by the

Flemings in 1575, -which has no glaze, and is manu-
factui'ed both plain and t-will, of about 18 inches in -width.

Nearly the same fabric is no-w sold in different -widths, and

under various names. It has a t-willed appearance, as the

-worsted -weft is thro-wn on the right side, is easily torn,

and ravels out quickly. In the time of Queen Elizabeth

it -was also made of silk and cotton. Bombazine had its

origin at Milan, and -was then a t-willed textile, so named
from hombyx, the Latin for silkworm. It -was first made

of a mixture of cotton and -wool at Nor-wich in 1575.

Boiube (French).—A term signifying puffed or rounded,

and employed in dressmaking as .-well as in embroidery.

Bone-casing.—The covering made for strips of -whale-

bone, designed for the stiffening of dresses and stays.

Bone Point.—The first Pillo-w Laces made in England
in the sixteenth century -were all called Bone, by reason

of the bobbins being formed from the bones of animals,

and sometimes the pins made of fish bones. The -word

Point is, however, an incorrect term to use for Pillow

Laces.

Boning.—A term used by staymakers and dressmakers

to signify the insertion of strips of whalebone into stays,

or into casings in the bodices of dresses.

Bonnet Cotton.—A coarse kind of thread, consisting

of eight to sixteen strands twisted together. Calico

bonnets are made with it, and it is employed in i-ipholstery.

See Se-wing Cottons.

Bonnet Wire, or Wire Piping.^—A small, pliant wire,

covered with silk—black, white, Leghorn, or straw colour,

&c. ; or -with white cotton. The numbers are 2, 3, 4.

Boot Blastics.—This material may be had in silk,

thread, cotton, or mohair, small cords of indiarubber being

enclosed and woven into the fabric. They are made from

3 to 5 inches in width, and are sold in lengths to suit the

purchaser. See Elastic Webbing.

Book Muslin, more correctly written buke muslin, is

a plain, clear description of muslin. It is either " lawn

buke," stiffened to imitate the French clear lawn; or

hard, bluish, and much dressed; or else it is soft, in

imitation of the Indian buke. It is woven for working in

the tambour. See Swiss M-uslin.

Bord^ (French).—Edged with any description of trim-

ming, and Bordc a Chcval, a binding of equal depth on

both sides of the material.

Borders.—Any description of muslin, net, or lace

frillings, whether cmbroidei-ed or plain, employed for

women's caps and bonnets, and the bodice of outer or

inner gai-ments, and usually attached to the neck and
sleeves.

Borders.—That part of the pattern in lace that forms

the rim or oiiter edge. In Needlepoints this edge is

button-holed, and, when raised, called the cordonnet, and
profusely trimmed with picots and couronnes. In Pillow

Laces it forms part of the pattern, and in the working is

ornamented with pinholes.

Botany Wool Cloth.—A fine woollen textile, having a

small woven design on the surface like herringbone in

appearance. It measures 25 inches in width, and is a new
description of material for women's dresses.

Botany Tarn.—A description of worsted yarn em-
ploj'ed for the knitting of coarse stockings.

Bonrette (otherwise known as "Snowflake" and
"Knickerbocker"').—A French term employed to signify

a method of weaving by which the small loops are thro-wn

up to the face of the cloth. It measures 24 inches

in -width.

Boiirre (French).—Stuffed or wadded. A term fre-

quently applied to quilted articles; also used in em-

broidery.

Bourre de Soie, Filoselle.—A French term to denote

that portion of the ravelled silk thro-wn on one side in

the filature of silk cocoons, and afterwards carded and

spun, like cotton or wool. It forms the spun silk of

commerce.

Bo-wline Knot.—Useful for fringes, also for Netting

and Knitting, Crochet, and for any work where double

threads require joining together securely -without raising a

rib. To make : Take a loop of one thread, and hold it in

the left hand, pick up the other thread in the right hand,

pass one end of it under and through the loop, and out at

the lower side, then under both the ends held in the left

hand, then over them and under its o-wn thread after it

comes out of the loop, and before it goes under the threads

held in the left hand. Pull tight right and left-hand

threads at the same time. For fringes, the right-hand

threads are arranged to fall down ; for knots or joins, the

ends will work in flat.

Bo-ws.^Ornamental loopings of ribbon or other silk,

satin, and other material. They are made in several

forms, such as the "Alsatian," two large upright ones worn
by the peasants as a headdress ; the " Marquise," so called

after Mme. de Pompadour, made with three loops and two

ends, seen on the dresses of that period; the "Butterfly

bow," made in imitation of that insect's wings; the well-

kno-wn " True-lovei-'s knot," "Nceuds flots," a succession of

loops so placed as to fall one over the other, like waves,

being one of the present modes of trimming dresses. For

an ordinary Bow, two loops and two ends, three-quarters

of a yard of two-inch ribbon will be found sufiicient.

Box Cloths.—These are thick coarse Melton cloths,

dyed in all colours, although usually in buff. They are

designed for riding habiliments, measure IJ yard in width,

and vary in price.

Box Plait or Pleat.—Two Plaits made side by side,

reversewise, so that the edges of the respective folds should

meet, leaving a broad space of the double thickness between

each stTch conjunction of the Plaits (or Pleats). The name
is taken from the box-iron employed for pressing them.
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Bral)an90ii Lace.—A name given to Brussels Lace,

so called because Brussels is the cliief town of South

Brabant.

Brabant Edge.—Used in ancient Needle Point and

Modern Point. A combiuation of

Brussels and Venetian edge -srorked

alternately.

Braid (Anglo-Saxon Bredan).—

A

woven string, cord, or thread of any

kind, employed for binding the edges

of materials and articles of wear,

or other use and for purposes of

decoration.

Braiding.—(From the Saxon hre-

don, to braid or plait together.)

Braiding has for many centuries

been a form of ornamental needle-

work, gold plaits having been found

To prevent the latter fault, fasten one edge of the

material to a weight cushion while working. Take both

ends of the braid through to the back and fasten ofi

there, as no joins or frayed edges are allowable to the

in British barrows, and ornaments of braidwork are seen

upon the pictured dresses of the ancient Danes. In the

sixteenth century, in Italy, lace was formed of braids

made upon pillows, and the Asiatics, Greeks, Turks, and

Indians have always used it largely for decorations.

Modern Braiding in England is confined to ornamenting

dress materials, the simpler kind of antimacassars, and

mats with mohair and silk braids ; but the natives of

India still embroider magnificently with gold and silver

and silk braids. Braids, of whatever kind, can be laid

upon velvet, leather, cloth, silk, or fancy materials, and

are Backstitched to these materials with strong silk or

thread. To work : Trace the pattern upon the material

or draw it out upon tissue paper, which pull away when

the design is worked. Thread a needle with silk and

lay the braid upon the traced outlines, and Backstitch
it down to the foundation. The beauty of the work
depends upon stitching the braid even and keeping the

stitching to its centre, tm-ning all corners snarp ; either

twisting the braid or carefully settling it; and in making

the braid lie flat on the material without a pucker.

Fia. 63. GOI.D Braih on Cloth.

front. Damp the material, and iron at the back, when

the work is finished. Pigs. 61, 62, and 63 are the

ordinary Braiding patterns used in England. The first

is worked with a fancy coloured bi-aid on white mar-

cella, or other washing ground, and is suitable for

children's dress, nightgown cases, comb bags, &c. Pig. 62

Is a bla;k plain braid upon cloth, and is suitable for

ladies' dresses and jackets. Pig. 63 is a gold braid

upon cloth, useful for mats, tea cosies, and other small

articles. Pig. 64 is an illustration of Indian Braiding,

and is a much more elaborate and beautiful design than

is attempted in England. It is entirely executed with

gold and silver braid,' and is worked upon cloth. This
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cloth is of different colours, joined as in Applique.

The outside border is black, also the dark centre line

;

the rest of the ground is scarlet, except in the centres

of the pine-shaped ornaments, which are pale bufi: and

soft green alternately.

Braids,—(Derived from the old English hrcde, and the

Anglo-Saxon bredan, to braid, bend, weave.) There are

twelve or more varieties of Braid. The alpaca, mohair, and

worsted Braids, for trimming dresses, maybe had in many
colours, as well as in black. These are sold in pieces of

36 yards each; also in small knots by the gross, and by the

yard. Their numbers run 53, 57, 61, 65, 73, 77, 81, 89, 93,

97, and 101. The black glace Braids, made of cotton,

though pretty when new, are not durable. The members

are 41, 53, 61, 65, 73, 81, 93, and 101 ; and there are four

pieces of 36 yards each to the gross. Crochet Braids, also

called Cordon, are very fully waved, and are used for work-

former being rarely more than 16 or 18 yards in length,

instead of 2-t. Skirt Braids of alpaca and mohair are sold

in lengths sufficient for the edge of the dress, and are tied

in knots. In the "super" and " esti'a heavy," the numbers

are 29, 41, and 53. The lengths vary from 4 to 5 yai-ds,

and are sold by the gross pieces. All black Braids should

be shrunk before beiug put on the dress, by pouring boiling

water on them, and hanging them up, to allow the water to

drop from them iintil dry. Hercules Braid is a corded

worsted Braid, made for trimming mantles and dresses,

the cords runniug the lengthway, not across. Grecian

Braid is a closely woven article, resembliog a plait of eleven

or thirteen. There are also waved white cotton Braids, used

for trimming children's dress, which are sold by the gross,

cut into lengths. The numbers are 11, 17, 21, 29, and 33.

There ai-e also waved worsted Braids for children's use,

which are sold in knots of 4 to 5 yards each, and sold by

Fig. Gi. INDIAN BEAIDIHG IN GOLD.

ing edges with crochet cotton : they are a heavy article.

Fancy cotton Braids are made in different colours and
patterns, and a chintz Braid in many colours is included

amongst them, suitable for cuff's, collars, and children's

dresses. There are also thin narrow ones, which are em-

ployed in hand-made lace. French cotton Braids, made
more especially for infants' clothing, are loosely woven,

plain, and fine. The numbers in most request are 13, 15,

17, 19, 21, and 39; but they run from 5 to 77. They are

cut into short pieces, and sold by the gross. The mohair,

Russia, or worsted Braid is to be had in black and in

colours, and consists of two cords woven together. The
numbers run from to 8 ; they arc cut into short lengths,

and sold by the gross. The wide makes are in lengths of

36 yards each, four pieces to the gross. The Russian silk

Braids are of similar make, and are employed for embroi-

dering smoking caps, their colours being particularly

bright. They are sold in skeins, six making the gross, the

the gross pieces. The numbers are 13, 17, and 21. White
cotton Braids, employed for trimming print dresses, run in

the same numbers as the worsted Braids. Gold and silver

Braids, employed for uniforms and court, and fancy dresses

and liveries, &o., form a distinct variety, and are called

lace. Every season produces new varieties, cither desig-

nated by some fashionable name of the current time, or

some distinct term connected with their make, such as

basket, or mat braid. Church Lace, composed of silk, and

sometimes with gold and silver thread, is another make of

Braid. The real Cordon Braid is made without any wave,

and is edged with picots. Most of the coloured cotton

Braids will wash, excepting the pink, but they shrink.

The broad are soli cheaper by the dozen yards, or piece of

36 yards ; the narrow are sold by the knot. The Stab
Beaid (which see) is coloured. To every sewing machine a

braiding foot is attached, by which narrow Braid can be

put on in a pattern. When wide ones are employed they
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need very careful tacking, to keep tliem flat dm-ing the

process of sewing on. Since tlie introduction of machine

sewing, wide Braids have been more extensively used

than ever before.

Braid "Work.—The variety of Braids used in Tape

Guipures is great, and the manner of forming them is the

first step to Pillow Lace making. They form the Engre-

lures and edgings, and are really the chief stitches in the

lace ; they are easier understood when learnt as a Braid,

where all the various interruptions necessary to form

pattei-ns are laid aside, than in the regular patterns, until

the stitch has been thoroughly mastered in straight rows.

Olotlx or Wliole Braid.— Some of the old Guipures

are entirely worked with this Braid, the stitch of which

resembles weaving. Rule two parallel lines on the Passe-

MENT a quarter of an inch apart, and, with a fine needle,

pierce an even row of holes on each line, about as wide

apart as the width of a coarse needle (the pricking is

guided by the coarseness of the thread used) ; the holes

should be opposite eaoli other, and quite even. Take twelve

pairs of Bobbins, tie in a knot, put a pin through it, and

pin it to the pillow, putting the pin in up to its head.

Six of the Bobbins should have a distinguishing mark, and

are called Ritnnees ; they run from side to side, and

answer to the woof of the cloth; the remaining eighteen

are called Hangees, and hang down upon the pillow

without moving, and answer to the web. Run a pin into 1st

hole of pattern of left hand side of pillow, and wind up all

the bobbins to a distance of four inches fI'om the pin to head
of bobbin. Take two pairs of the ranners, twist each pair

three times outside the left hand pin, working with the left

hand, and twisting towards the left ; leave one pair of

runners hanging behind the pin (and name the others

1st and 2nd, the 1st being on left hand),* take up 2nd,

and pass it with the left hand over the 1st hanging bobbin

towards the right hand; then take up the 1st hanging
bobbin in the left hand between the thumb and first finger,

and the 2nd hanging bobbin in the right hand between

the thumb and first finger, and lift them to the left,

BO that each passes over one of the i-unning bobbins
;

then take the 1st running bobbin and lift it to the right

over the 2nd hanging bobbin; the two hangers will

now be together ; leave them resting by the left hand pin,

and take up the 2nd ninner, and pass it to the

right over the 3rd hanger; take up the 3rd and 4th

hangers, and pass them with both hands backwards
to the left, each over one of the two runners ; take the
1st runner and lift it over the 4th hanger to the right,

bringing the hangers and runners together again ; leave

the 3rd and 4th hangers by the side of the 1st and 2nd
hangers ; take 2nd runner and pass it over the 5th hanger
to the right ; take the 1st and 2nd hangers in both hands,
and pass them backwards, as before, to the left, over the 1st

and 2nd runners
; take the 1st runner and pass it over the

6th hanger to the right ; leave the 5th and 6th hangers next
to the 3rd and 4th on the left ; take the 2nd inmner and
pass it over the 7th hanger to the right ; take up the 5th
and 6th hangers and pass them back to the left over the
two runners; take the 1st runner and pass over the 8th

hanger to the right, and leave the 7th and 8th hangers by
the 5th and 6th on the left hand ; take 2nd runner and

pass over 9th hanger to the right; take 9th and 10th

hangers and pass backward to the left hand over the two

runners ; take 1st runner and pass over 10th hanger to the

right ; take 2nd i-unner and pass over 11th hanger to the

right; take 11th and 12th hangers and pass backwards to

the left, over the two runners ; take 1st runner and pass

over 12th hanger to the right, leave the 11th and 12th

hanger by the side of the 9th and 10th ; take 2ud runner

and pass over 13th hanger to the right ; take 13th and 14th

hangers and pass backwards tothe left, over the two ranners;

take 1st runner and pass over the 14th hanger to the right,

leave 13th and 14th hangers by side of 11th and 12th, on

the left side ; take 2nd runner and pass over 15th hanger

;

take 15th and 16th hangers and pass backwards to the left,

over the two inmners ; take 1st ninner and pass over 16th

hanger to the right, then leave the 15th and 16th hangers

on the left, by the side of the 13th and 14th ; take 2nd

i-unner and pass over 17th hanger ; take the 17th and 18th

hangers and pass backwards to the left ; take 1st i-uuner

and pass over 18th hanger to the right. Having now come

to the end of the line, and wox'ked in all the hangex-s, take

the two runners in right hand quite across the piUow, put in

a pin opposite to the one which was placed in pattern on

left hand side, twist the two runners three times to the right.

The 3rd pair of marked runners wiU now be hanging

behind the pin which has just been placed in the pattern,

twist these three times towai-ds the left; then take the

2nd ninner of the pair just brought across, and pass it to

the right over the 1st runner of the pair found behind the

right hand pin ; take these two nmners and pass them back

to the left over those nmners used in woi'king across;

take the 1st ninner of those brought across, and pass it

over the 1st iimner of the new pair. The pair which has

been brought across is now left behind the right hand pin,

and those found must be twisted three times to the left and

worked back the reverse way by taking the 1st hanger and

passing it to the right over the 2nd runner ; take the two

hangers and pass over the 1st and 2nd hangers to the left

;

take the 2nd hanger and pass over 1st runner; leave 1st

and 2nd hangers on the right, and take 4th hanger and
pass over 2nd runner to the right ; take the two runners

and pass over 3rd and 4th hangers to the left ; take 4th

hanger and pass over 1st ninner to the right ; leave 3rd

and 4th nmners on the right, and take 5th hanger and pass

over to the 2nd runner to the right ; take both the runners

and pass over 5th and 6th hangers to the left ; take 6th

hanger and pass over 1st runner to the right ; leave 5th and
6th hangers by the side of 3rd and 4th on the right ; take

7th hanger and pass over 2nd runner to the right, and
take both the runners and pass over 7th and 8th i-unners

to the left ; take 8th hanger and pass over 1st runner to the

right ; leave 7th and 8th on right by 5th and 6th; take 9th

hanger and pass over 2nd runner to left, and take both the

nmners and pass over 9th and 10th hangers to the left,

and take 10th ninner and pass over 1st ninner to the right

leave 9th and 10th hangers on the right by 7th and 8th

take 13th hanger and pass over 2nd ninner to the right

take both nmners and pass over 13th and 14th hangers to
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the left; take litli banger and pass ovex- 1st runner to tlie

right; leave loth and 14tli on the right by 11th and 12th
;

take 15th hanger and pass over 2nd runner to the right

;

take both riinners and pass over 15th and 16th hangers to

the left ; take 16th hanger and pass over 1st runner to the

right; leave loth and 16th hangers on the right beside

13th and l^tth hangers ; take ITth hanger and pass over

2nd rimuer to the right ; take both runners and pass over

17th and 18th hangers to the left; take 18th hanger and

pass over 1st runner to the right ; leave 17th and 18th on

the right by the 16th and 17th ; take the runners across

the piUow, and put up pin in the pattena, Twist three

times, and make the same stitch with the pair of runners

which are waiting behind the left-hand pin; leave the

pair just used in working across, and work back with the

pair that has been waiting, commencing from *.

Cucumber Braid.—Rule the Passement to a quarter

of an inch between two parallel lines, as before, and

prick twelve pinholes to the inch. Put up six pairs of

Bobbins, work two rows of Cloth Stitch, putting up

pins on right and left ; divide the bobbins into fours, and

begin with the four middle ones; make a Cloth Stitch,

and pass the bobbin nearest the right hand over the next

bobbin towards the left hand. Take up the right-hand

pair of centre bobbins and make a Cloth Stitch, pass

the left-hand Runner over towards the right-hand

runner, make a Cloth Stitch, put in the pin, and Twist

each pair once, make a Cloth Stitch, and leave the right

side. Take up the left-hand pair of the four middle

bobbins, make a Cloth Stitch with the next pair towards

left hand, pass the right-hand runner over the left-hand

runner, make a Cloth Stitch, sot up the pin, make

Fig. G5, Cocumbur Braid.

a Cloth stitch, and pass the right-hand bobbin over the

left-hand bobbin. Now return to the middle four, and

make a Cloth Stitch, pass the 1st right-hand bobbin

over the 2nd towards the left-hand side ; then pass the

3rd from the right hand over the 4th towards the left

:

work the right-hand i^air back to right pin, as before, and

the left-hand pair to the left-hand pin; continue to do

this until perfect. See Fig. 65.

Cucuviber Braid as an Edying ivith an Inner Pearl

Edge.—Hang on the Bobbins in two sets, five pairs and a

Gimp for the Plain Edge sifle, four and a gimp for the

Pig. 6(3. Cdcfmbeii Braid.

Peael Edge. Begin at the Plain Edge, work into the

middle with Cloth Stitch, pass the gimp, and make the

inside pearl by Twisting the runners six times; stick a pin

into inside hole, and work back (see Pig. 66). Return to

the middle. Twist the runners twice, and work the other

side the same, but adding the Pearl Edge. Fill the

centre with a Citcumbee Plaiting, then Twist 1st and

2nd runners twice; stick a pin in pillow to hold these

threads. Twist 3rd and 4th runners, and work to the edge

with them; then return, and take 1st anl 2ud runners to

other edge. Make Inside Pearl as before, aud repeat.

Diamond Hole Braid.—Make a Hole in centre of

braid, then work two Cloth Stitch rows, make a

Hole upon each side, and Plait the four bobbins under

the upper Hole with Cloth Stitch; work two Cloth

Stitch rows, and make a Hole in the centre under the

four bobbins which make the Cloth Stitch. Work Holes

that go straight across the braid as follows : Begin from

the left ; having put up a pin in the left hand, bring one

pair of bobbins towards the right hand, making a Cloth

Stitch with the first pair, leave all four hanging; take

the nest four bobbins and make a Cloth Stitch ; leave

these four hanging, and take the next four and repeat

;

this brings the work up to the right-hand pin. Put up
a pin, and work back to the left hand with Cloth Stitch,

having thus formed three small holes across the braid.

Half or Shadoio, or Lace Braid.—Prick the Passe-

ment as in Cloth Braid, and put up twelve pairs of bob-

bins. The Runners in this stitch are not brought in pairs

across the braid. One goes straight across and the other

slanting down the woi-k. Put up six pairs of bobbins

;

work one row in Cloth Stitch across from left to right

and back again; make a Cloth Stitch, place the pair on

one side, and give the running bobbins one Twist to

the left; take the next pair, which is already twisted,

pass the centre left-hand bobbin over the centre right-

hand bobbin; Twist both pairs once to the left; bring

forward the next pair, centre left hand over centre right

Fig 67. Half or Shadow, or Lace Braid.

one Twist with both pairs, and continue this to the last

pair, when make a Cloth Stitch without Twisting ; Twist

three times, and put up pin for the Plain Edge ;
return

in the same way, making one Twist after the Cloth

Stitch, as, unless the worker does this, and is very

careful to bring only one runner across, the work will go

wi-ong. This stitch is not drawn tightly, but a firm pull

at the heads of all the bobbins must be occasionally

given to keep the threads straight and even, and present

a perfect open braid, as shown in Fig. 67.

Hole Braid, or Flemish Stitch.—Prick the Passement

as in Cloth Braid, and put up twelve pairs of bobbins.

The holes are always made in the same way, although

their arrangement, and the number of bobbins used, can

be varied. Work across from left to right in Cloth

Stitch six times, putting up the pins each side in holes

pricked for them ; then divide the bobbins equally, and put

a pin in the centre, having six pairs on each side. Take
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up left-hand bobbins and work witb six pairs in Clotli

Stitch, which brings the work to the pin in the centre;

then work back to the left, without twisting or putting up

a pin, with the same six pairs. Twist and put up a pin and

leave the bobbins. Take up those on the right hand, and

work up to the pin in Cloth Stitch, and back without Twist

Fig. 63. Hole Bkaid, ok Flemish Stiixh.

or pin
; put up a pin and work across the whole twelve

bobbins to the Ifft hand, and so enclose the centre pin,

which thus makes the Hole the Braid is called after. A
badly-shaped Hole will disfigure the lace, but a well-made

one requires practice and care. To avoid making it too

large, do not draw the bobbins tight after dividing them,

and keep the hanging bobbin drawn towards the centre

pin. See illustration (Fig. 68).

Ladder Braid.—Hang on twelve pairs of bobbins,

divide the Hangers in halves, leaving two pairs of

RuNNEES on left-hand side of pillow, and one pair of

runners on right-hand side. Begin from left-hand side,

work in the pin, and work with Cloth Stitch up to the

middle of the hangers ; Twist the pair of runners twice,

Fig. 69. Laddee Bkaid.

and work Cloth Stitch up to right-hand hangers ; work

in the pin on the right, and return to the middle of the

hangers ; Twist the pair of runners twice, and work

Cloth Stitch to the left; repeat from side to side until

the stitch is perfect, as shown ia Fig. 69.

Lattice Braid.—Hang twelve pairs of bobbins on the

pillow. Work in the pin on the right-hand side, and give

one Twist to each pair of bobbins ; take the pair of

RiTNNEES and make a Cloth Stitch with the 1st pair of

Hangees; then take the bobbin neai'est the right-hand

pin, and pass it over the bobbin towards^the left-hand pin

;

then pass the 3rd bobbin over the 4th towards the left

hand; make a Cloth Stitch with the next pair of hangers.

Fig. 70. Lattice Beaid.

and pass the right-hand bobbin over the one next to it

towards the left-hand pin ; then the 3rd over the 4th to the
left hand, and continue until the left hand of the Braid
is reached. The same pair must work right across, and
should be distinguished with a mark. See Fig. 70. In
this stitch work the bobbins in a slanting direction

instead of taking them straight across. Fig. 71 will show
their direction. One side has its pin put
in three pins in advance of the other. In
Fig. 71, the dots down the side are the

pinholes, the square ones between are the

linished stitches, the falling lines show
(he direction of the work. Keep the

hangers tight down while working the

pair of runners across, which manage by
continually pulling the hangers, and

i'lG. 71. Latiice pressing down their heads to keep them
even, and to prevent the threads rising

lip when a pin is put in. This stitch is much used for the
inside or centre of flowers.

Open Braid.—Hang on twelve pairs of bobbins. Make
one row of Stem on each side, and keep the Rttnnee
bobbins at the inner edge; Twist each pair twice, make a
Cloth Stitch, stick a pin in the centre hole, Twist twice.

Fig. 73. Open Beaid.

and make the stitch about the pin, then Twist three times,

and once more work Stem on each side for the space of

two holes, and repeat centre stitch, as shown in Fig. 72.

OjJeii Cros.i Braid.—Fig. 73 may be worked with
different numbers of bobbins, but the illustration only re-

quires eight pairs, and the usual size prickings on Passe-
MENT. Stick in pin right and left; divide the eight pairs

of bobbins into three sets—that is, leave two pairs in the

centre, two pairs to the right and the left, one pair

behind the left-hand pin, and another pair behind the

right-hand pin. Make a Cloth Stitch with the two

Fig. 73. Opek Cross Bkaid.

centre pairs, cross the right-hand bobbin nearest the pin

over the next bobbin towards the left hand, and cross the

3rd bobbin from the right over the 4th towards the left

hand. Make a Cloth Stitch with the left-hand pair of the

centre four ; cross them as before ; make a Cloth Stitch,

crossing the pair only with which the Cloth Stitch is to be

made ; set up pin, cross each once, and make another Cross

Stitch, crossing the runner once. Take the four middle

bobbins, make a Cloth Stitch, and cross the bobbins as

before, once; take up the pair on the right-hand side, and

make a Cloth Stitch with the next pair, but crossing the

one pair only that is required to set up the pins; haviug

set up the pin, cross both pairs and make a Cloth Stitch;

leave them, rctitrn to the middle bobbins and make a Cloth

Stitch, cross, and return to the left, and so continue, always

working from the centre alternately from left to right.

G 2
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Plain jBraui—Made witli eiglit pairs of bobbins in

Fig. 74. Plain Braid.

Cloth Stitch and a Plain Edge, as shown in Fig. 74

Slanting Hole Braid.—Begin from wbcre the holes are

to commence, immaterial which side
;
put in a pin, make

a Cloth Stitch and a half with the first two pairs of

bobbins, work back to the pin and leave them ; take up

the bobbins from the place worked on the opposite side

of Braid, put up a pin and work right across, tighten the

bobbin with a twitch, and upon reaching the hole return

with a Cloth Stitch right across, leave these and begin

from opposite side ; now work to the second set of four

bobbins, make Half Stitch and return; take up the

bobbins as before and work to the opposite side, and return

right across and back again ; this must be repeated until

the Braid is woi-ked right across, taking four more bobbins

from the side worked from each side, so that the holes are

each time one stitch nearer the opposite side. A dice

pattern, as shown in Fig. 75, can be formed by working

from both sides of the Braid to form the hole ; it requires

twelve pairs of bobbins, and, when not formed as a Braid,

is either iiscd as open work to other stitches, or for the

half of a Stem when the other half is in Cloth Stitch; take

the four bobbins on the right hand, and work in the pin,

leave them hanging, take the two 1st pair after the pin,

Twist these twice and leave; take the 2nd pair, twist

tkrice and leave, and continue in the same way up to the

last pair on the left-hand side; now return to the right

IJT' -'"y *'?"- ''.•' 'y

Fig. 7"> ^i > iim- Hori Ii mi. Dn I'liiM j.

hand four behind the pin, work them over to the left side,

give the ninners a twist twice between each stitch until

the pin is worked in, twist the pair in front of the pin

twice and leave ; twist each pair twice, then take up the

left hand bobbin behind the pin, work in the pin, and,

twisting the ninners twice between each pair of bobbins,

work back to the right hand. Fig. 75 illustrates this

stitch as a square with Cloth Stitch. The square is begun

from pair in the middle of the Braid, and increased each

time until it reaches either side, then decreased until it

becomes a single pair; the rest of the bobbins are used

for Cloth Stitch. In working this Braid, each pair of

bobbins must be Twisted the same number of times, so as

to make the open work look in small squares. Some-

times the hangers are Twisted four or six times, and the

runners only twice. This makes a long stitch, and is

chiefly used for the stalks of flowers.

Brancliiug Fibres.—In Honiton and Pillow Laces,

where sprigs are formed separately from the ground, the

sprigs are often diversified by adding to the chief stems

Fig. 76. Leaf with
boaschikg fibbks is

Close Woke.

in the leaves some indication of the fibi-es that run to right

and left. Fig. 76 gives an ex-

ample of these Branching Fibres

on a close worked leaf. In working

from this illustration use No. 9

thread. Hang on sis pairs of

Bobbins, and commence with the

stem and work to first fibre, then

leave two pairs and work the

fibre with four pairs, coming

back with Betukn Rope; con-

tinue the main stem, picking up

the bobbins that were left, make
another fibre with four pairs, coming back with Return

Rope, do the opposite fibre in the same manner, and con-

tinue up the main stem, picking up the left bobbins.

Work these double fibres three times, and the stem to

the end of the leaf. Half Stitch fills in the leaf, the

tips of the fibres being connected to it as they touch;

extra bobbins will be required for this part of the work.

See Half Stitch.

Braadenbourgs. — Synonymous with "Frogs." A
button formed somewhat in the shape of a long and

narrow barrel, smaller at the ends than the middle, and

made of silk on a wooden foundation; also, according to

Fairholt, "the ornamental facings to the breast of an

officer's coat." So termed from the place where the

fashion originated.

Brazil Lace.—Consists of two kinds, both probably

remnants of the early Italian and Spanish Laces. The

lace formed with drawn threads is good, but that made

on the pillow has no pretension to beauty, and is only

in iise among the natives.

Breadth.—(Anglo-Saxon Braed, or broad; Old English

Bredth, or Bredethe.) A term employed in drapery and

dressmaking to denote an entire piece of textile of anj'

description, measuring from one selvedge to the other.

Thus a skirt or an under garment said to contain so

many Breadths, means lengths of material mnning the

width way that it was manufactured in the loom.

Bretelles,—A French term to signify an ornamental

shoulder-strap.

Breton Lace, Imitation.—A lace made with machine

net and lace cotton, in imitation of the Run Laces. To

work : Draw out the design upon pink calico, and upon

this tack a good open meshed net. Work the outlines

Fig. 77. Breton Lace.

of design in Satin Stitch or Run, and fill in the

thicker parts with Stem Stitch and Point Feston.

To edge this Lace, lay a cord along it and OvEr.-
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CAST it; ornament the cord with Picots, or finisli

it with the edging sold for Modern Point Lace.

This edging must not be at all heavy, or it will detract

^Ti;i;^,irsiM«'ri['Vj:i[iiiri;r7'
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is only Breton Lace Run with silk without lace stitches.

Breton Lace can he worked in coloured silks or floss,

and the foundation made of coloured net, or it may be

fabricated of good Brussels net and cream coloured lace

thread.

Breton Work.—An ancient Embroidery, long practised

in Brittany, and still to be found on the best garments of

the peasants. Like most ancient work Chain Stitch forms

the chief motif, but Satin Stitch, Point Lance, Point

Russe, &c., can also be introduced. The foundation

material is either of cloth or silk, the embroidery in

Fig. 78 BRETON WOEK—FLOWER PATTERN.

from the light appearance of the Lace; it is frequently

only Run with a double line of thread and the net cut

straight beyond the running, as shown in Pig. 77, which

Fig. 79. BRETON WORK—GEOMETRICAL PATTERN.

coloured silks and gold and silver thread. The work is

usually made for borders to garments, and the two illustra-

tions given are for that purpose. To work the flower one

(Pig. 78) : Trace out the outline upon cloth or silk, and go

over every thick line with Chain Stitch, and make the

buds with Point Lance and with bright-coloured silks. To
work the geometrical pattern (Fig. 79) : Trace the design

upon cloth, and work it over with Satin Stitch, Point
DE Pois, Point Russe, and Stem Stitch, with gold and

silver thread and coloured silks. Besides these border

designs, Breton Work is also used for ornamenting necktie

ends, book markers, &o., and then the patterns represent
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Breixsn peasants. Draw these to size upon paper, and

transfer to silk ribbon. Cut the faces of the figiu-es

out of cream silk or sticking plaister, and ink in the

features, -work them in Satin Stitch, as like-nise the

hands and legs; work the drapery in Chain Stitch. The

costume of Breton women varies as to colour, but con-

sists of a dark skirt or petticoat, with bright overskirt,

white or black apron, embroidered with colour, dark body,

with yellow, green, or scarlet handkerchief pinned across

it, wide, but not high cap, with flapping sides, heavy gold

earrings, chain and cross, sabots large and heavy, either

of pale brown or black. Breton man—wide flapping black

hat, short black jacket and breeches, ornamented with

gold buttons and braid, bright waistcoat, white shirt,

grey stockings, black sabots, and blue umbrella. The

work is also known as Brittany embroidery.

Brick Stitch.—Used in Embroidery, but chiefly for

Ecclesiastical work ; a variety of Couching, and made

with floss silk, Dacca silk, purse silk, or gold or silver

Fig. 60. Bkick Siiicii.

thread. The name is derived from the appearance of

the stitches, representing regular courses of brickwork,

as in rig. 80. See Couching.

Bridal Lace.-—A Reticella, or Drawn Lace, fabricated

during the sixteenth and commencement of the seven-

teenth centm-ies, in Italy. The peculiarity of this lace

was that it was made for weddings, and the patterns were

the coats of arms and other distinctive badges of the

families about to be united.

Brides.—See Bars.

Brides Claires.—See Bars.

Brides Ornees.—These are Bars ornamented with

Picots, Pin Works, Half Wheels, and used to connect

Fig. 81. Bride Ornee.

together the heavier portions of Needle-made Laces. These

Brides Oniecs can be made of any shape according to the

spaces that require filling and the fancy of the worker.

Fig. 83. Beiue Orkee.

The illustrations (Figs. 81, 82, and 83) ai'e some of the

most efEective. To work : Make the Bars of Button-

holes, and for the Picots wind the thread while making
a Buttonhole eight times round the needle, and then

draw it up tight; for the Coukonnes make a loop from
one part of the Bar to the other, and return the thread

to the point started from ; cover this loop with Button-

Fio. S3. Bribe Oksee.

hole, and make Picots upon it where indicated in the

pattern. See Couronnes and Picots.

Brighton Towelling Bmbroidery.— Modern work

upon honeycomb linen or JaAa canvas and upon

Brighton Towelling. (De.sicns for P-inama Canvas.)

such washing materials as are woven so that the threads

cross each other at equal distances, and are coarse enough

to be counted. Any fancy stitches can be embroidered,

the Bquai'e threads of the material being counted and

used to keep the designs apart and even in size. To

work : Run lines in squares over the canvas, and till in

these squares with crosses or devices, as shown. Work
Fig. 84 with darned lines only. For Fig. 85 work a
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diamond witli Backstitching and fill that in with

Dots. For Fig. 88 work another diamond pattern, cover

the outside with Dots, and fill in with Satin Stitch.

Form borders with Deawn Threads, and make fringes

of the material by drawing out all the threads one

way of the material together, and knotting together or

BtTTTONHOLiNG those left, to prevent the work fraying.

Brilliante Jjace "Work.—A manner of colouring and

ornamenting black lace used as edgings to small tea

tables, mantel borders, &c. The foundation is broad

and coarse Tak lace, and this is ornamented with

stitches made in coloui'ed filoselles, and with black bugles.

To work : Select a piece of Yak lace with a star, rose,

or some decided pattern; tack this to a brown paper

foundation. Stitch coloured beads, or small black beads,

to the centre part of a flower, or ornament, and work

in coloured filoselles, either in Crewel Stitch, or Run-
nings, round all the outhnes of the pattern. Make
rosettes, crosses, and little devices on the lace with

different coloured silks, and finish off the outer edges

of both sides of the lace with Buttonhole. Remove
the lace from the paper back, and sew it on to crimson

or blue cloth as a background to it.

Brilliantines.—Dress fabrics composed of mohair or

goats' wool. They are to be had in all colours, and are

called by various names, according to the fancy of the

several firms producing or selling them. They are very

silky looking, and are equally dm-able and light.

Brilliants.—Muslins with glazed face, and figured,

lined, or crossbarred designs.

Brioche Stitch.—See Knitting.

British, Point Lace.—A Thread Lace, formerly made
in and near London. Black Lace is the only variety now
made, and that in very small quantities.

British Haised Work.—This is also knovra by, the

name of Out Canvas Work, and is worked upon leviathan

canvas with four-thread fleecy wool, and the wool cut and

combed, giving it the appearance of velvet pile. To work

:

Trace the pattern with black wool and in Cross Stitch

Take a skein of wool, fold it three times, and out ; again

fold each thread three times and cut, then tie once in

the centre with fine string, whose ends pass through the

canvas and firmly secure. When these tufts are thus

made fast to the canvas, comb them out. The success

of the work consists in completely filling up the canvas

with tufts and in arranging them in pretty coloured

patterns. British Raised Work differs but little from
Leviathan Raised Work.
Brittany Embroidery.—See Breton Work.

Broadcloths.—So called because exceeding 29 inches

in width. The stoutest and best descriptions of woollen

cloths. These, of course, vary in quality, and are termed
superfine, second, and inferior. Broadcloth is seven

quarters in width, Narrow Cloths being of half the
width named. All our superfine cloths are made of either

Saxon or Spanish wool, an infei'ior kind of superfine

being manufactured from English wool, as well as the

seconds, of which liveries are made, and all the coarser

kinds of various quality and price. The texture should

not only be judged of by the fineness of the threads,

but by the evenness in the felting, so that when the

hand is passed over the surface against the lie of the

nap there should be a silkiness of feeling, uninterrupted

by roughness in any part. To judge of the quality, a

considerable portion should be taken into the two hands,

a fold pressed strongly between the thumb and forefinger

of one hand, and a sudden pull given with the other, and

according to the peculiar clearness and sharpness of the

sound, produced by the escape of the fold, the goodness

of the cloth may be judged. There should not be a

very satin-like gloss upon it, or it would be spotted by
rain. Broadcloths, single milled, run from 52 to 63 inches,

in wool-dyed woaded colours (blue, black, medleys, Oxford,

and other mixtures). In wool-dyed common colour and

unwoaded there are black, medleys, Oxford, and other

colours. Piece-dyed woaded colours are in black, blue, and

fancy colours ; and the piece-dyed unwoaded are in black,

scarlet, gentian, and other colours, double milled, which

run from 52 to 57 inches; medium cloths, from 54 to Co

inches; ladies' cloths, 54 to 63 inches (otherwise called

habit cloths), which are of a light and thin make;
Venetians, 54 to 58 inches ; army cloth, 52 to 54 inches

;

beavers, pilots, mohair, 54 to 58 inches; cloakiugs, 54 to

58 inches ; weeds (single, double, and treble milled),

China striped cloths, piece-dyed, &c., 60 inches wide

!

India cloths, piece-dyed, 72 to 81 inches ; elastic glove

cloth, 54 to 70 inches ; union cloths, cotton warps, piece-

dyed, 52 to 54 inches wide ; double colours, piece-dyed,

54 to 63 inches. See Narrow Cloths.

Broad Couching.—A variety of Couching. Floss silk,

Dacca silk, sewing silk, purse silk, gold and silver cord,

used for the laid lines, and purse silk of different shades

of colour for the securing. The stitch is the same as

Couching, and is illustrated in Fig. 87. See Couching.

iia 87 BuoAD CoULlil^G

Brocade.—(Derived from the Latin Brocare, and French

Brocher, to figure, prick, emboss, and stitch textiles.) In

the present day all silk or stuff materials woven with a

device are said to be brocaded; but in olden times this

term was applied to a costly silken fabric of stout make,

having an embossed design woven in it in gold or silver

threads, and sometimes eni-iched with gems and otherwise.

It is named in the inventory of the wardrobe of Charles

II., where the price is given of different examples; the

" white and gold brocade at two pounds three and sixpence

per yard, and Cohire du Prince at two pounds three

shillings per yard." Chinese and Indian Brocade have

been famous from very remote times. The richest varieties

have been made in Italy, and there was a considerable

manufactory of them at Lucca in the thirteenth century.

Brocade Emhroidery.—Modern work, consistiug in

covering over or oiitlining the various flower or geome-

trical designs woven into brocaded materials. These

patterns arc outlined in Stem or Crewel Stitch, or a
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double piece of wool or silk cord is Couclied along tlie

chief edges of tlie design, as shown in ilhistration, Fig. 88.

Greater effect may, however, be obtained by covering

over the whole of the brocaded design, and leaving only

the foundation material ^nsible ; when so treated Long
or Satin Stitch is used, as in Satin Stitch Embroidery,

for filling in the centres of the design, and gold or silver

thi-ead, or purse silk, to outline. Where the design is

good and the colours judiciously blended, the work is

mediaeval in appearance. The brocades are of silk or

stuff ; the embroidery in crewel wools, floss silk, purse

silk, and gold and silver thread. To work, as shown in

Fig. 88: take a thick strand of wool or silk and lay it

down, following the outline of the design. Cotjch this

Broch^.—A French term denoting a velvet or silk

textile, with a satin figure thrown up on the face.

Broder and Broderie.—French terms for embroidery.

Broderie Anglaise.—An open embroidery upon white

linen or cambric, differing from Madeira work in being

easier to execute, but of the same kind. True Broderie

Anglaise patterns are outlines of various sized holes,

arranged to make floral or geometrical devices. To work

:

Bun embroidery cotton round the outlines, then pierce

the holes with a stiletto, or cut with scissors and turn

the edges under and Sew over with embroidery cotton-

The art in the work consists in cutting and making all the

holes that should be the same size to match, and in taking

the Sewing over stitches closely and regularly, as shown in

BROCADE EMBEOIDEEY.

strand to the material with small stitches made with

purse silk, and put in at regular intervals. Work the

stitches in the centre of the pattern with Satin Stitch.

Brocat,—A variety of brocade of rich quality, composed
of silk interwoven with threads of gold and silver.

Brocatelle.—A French term for linsey-woolsey. A silk

material used for drapery, the linings of carriages, &c. It

is also made of silk and cotton mixed, or of cotton only,

after the manner of brocade.

Brocatine.—A term emijloyed to signify broche; that

is, a method of weaving by which a raised pattern is pro-

duced. Thus, there ai'c silk Brocatines and woollen Bro-

catines, or textiles having a raised design thrown up in

the weaving.

Fig. 90, on opposite page. When used as an edging, a

I'lG. bl). JiliOiiEUIJJ A.N-aLAlSli, SCAJ.I.OPED EliUE.

scalloped or vandykcd border is worked in Buttonhole
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Stitch, as shown in Fig. 89, the outer lines of the border

being run in the same manner as the holes, and the centre

frequently padded with strands of embroidery cotton. Do

not cut away the waste linen outside the Buttonhole until

the work has been once washed, as it will then wear

longer, and there is less fear of cutting the embroidery

cotton in the process. When Broderie Anglaise is used

for an insertion, it requires no edging. The woi-k is

adapted for trimming washing dresses or underlinen.

Broderie de Malines.—A name given, in olden times,

to Mechlin Lace, originating in the look of embroidery

and draw the braid together at the edges to make them

flat, as in Modern Point Lace. For thick portions of

the work the stitches are in Escalier or close Button-

hole, while lighter parts require Point de Bruxelles or

Point de Yenise. Bars connect the braids together, as

in real lace, when there is no filled pattern to be worked,

while a twisted stitch, like Point d'Alenijon, fills up

narrow spaces where greater lightness than that given by

bars is required.

Broderie Perse.—See Appliqu^.

Broderie Suisse.—See Applique.

Fig. do. BEODEEIE ANGLAISE.

given to the lace by the peculiar thread that was worked

in it, and that surrounded all the outside of the pattern.

Broderie de ZTancy.—Identical with Drawn Work
and PuNTO Tieato. See Drawn Work.

Broderie en Lacet.—An Embroidery upon satin with

Silk Braid and Point Lace Stitches, useful for mantelpiece

and table borders, &c. To work : Draw the pattern upon

the satin, and stitch the braid on to the lines, a thread of

Bilk drawn from the braid being the best to use for sewing

it down, as it matches exactly. Wherever the braid ends

or commences, draw the ends to the back of the satin, so

that no joins show in front of the work. Fill in the rounds

and centres made by the braid with Point Lace Stitches,

Broken Bobbins.—In Pillow Laces, when the runners

or workers are broken, and require replacing, tie the new

bobbins in close behind the pin nearest the runners, and

work them into the lace before the knot joining them is

cut close. Twist up broken hangers or passive bobbins

behind the pin, and there tie.

Brown Holland.—A kind of linen, so called because

it is only half or altogether unbleached, and also because

the manufacture was at one time peculiar to Holland.

The haH-bleached kinds are sized and glazed. There

are also Hollands in black and in slate colour, and there

is a light make of the unbleached brown called Susses

lawn, much used for women's dress. The glazed ar^
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employed for lining trunks and covering furniture. All

linen textiles were anciently called Holland in England,

as we learned tlie manufacture from that country, widcli

was in advance of om- people in tlie art. See Linen.

Bruges Lace.—The Lace made at Bruges is of two

kinds, one similar to Valenciennes, and the other called

Guipure de Bruges. The former was not considered of

much value, the Roseau ground being a round mesh, the

bobbins of which were only twisted twice. The Guipure

de Bruges is a species of Honiton Lace, with the sprig

united with Brides Omees. It is held in high esteem.

Brussels Dot Lace.—See Beussels Lace.

Brussels Bdge.—This stitch is used to ornament the

Headings or Footings of Needle Laces, and also in Modern

Fig. 91. Becssels Edge.

Point lace. Make it of a series of loose Buttonholes,
secured with a Point de Betjxelles Stitch, as shown
in Fig. 91.

Brussels Grounds.—In modern Brussels Lace the

net ground is made by machinery, but in olden times

this was worked by the hand, either for the Pillow or

Needle Lace. The Needle Lace Grounds were of two kinds

—the Bride and the Reseau. The Bride is formed of the

connecting threads already described in Bars ; the Reseau
is a series of honeycomb-shaped hexagonals formed with

the needle, or upon the pillow, with the pattern of the

lace, the manner of working which is shown in Fig. 92,

and which is used for most of the net grounds of old

Needle liace. The fine flax used for these Needle-made

Fig. 92, Brussels Gkocnd Eeseau.

Grounds often cost £240 per lb., and this rendered the

lace very expensive. It required to be spun in a dark

underground cellar, as air and light caused it to split,

and the worker was obliged to feel, not see, the threads

in the course of making. This fine flax is not used in

machine net, a Scotch cotton thread being substituted,

which renders the lace much cheaper, but not so durable.

The Needle-made Ground is more expensive than the

Pillow, as it takes four times longer to execute. The
Pillow Res^-avi, introduced early in the eighteenth cen-

tury, is called Au Fuseau, and is made in narrow

strips upon the parchment pattern, and united together

by an invisible stitch, known as Racceoc. This stitch

requii-es a magnifying glass to detect it. The Au Fuseau

most used is a Mechlin ground, and is made upon a parch-

ment pattern, being a six-sided mesh, with pins inserted

into the pattern at set distances, to form even meshes;

round these pins the worker turns and twists the threads,

over and round each other, until the desired mesh is

formed, two sides of which are plaited and four twisted.

The threads for Brussels Grounds are four in number,

and the worker carries the line of mesh from side to side

in a perpendicular line. Rosette and star grounds were

also made like those used in Valenciennes and Normandy
Laces ; and, indeed, for variety of pattern and beauty of

execution in ground work, Brussels Lace has no rival.

See Reseau. The Brussels wire ground is formed with

silk, and is a partly arched, partly straight mesh; the

pattern is worked with the needle separately.

Brussels ITet.—Of this textile there are two kinds

—

Beussels Geound and Beussels Wiee. The former is

made of the finest flax, having a hexagonal mesh, four

threads being twisted and plaited to a perpendicular line

of mesh ; the latter of silk, the mesh partly straight

and partly arched. It is sold by the yard for women's

evening dresses and other articles of wear, being double

width, and the best description of net that is made.

Brussels Point, Imitation.—A lace formed with

braid laid on net and ornamented with lace and darning

stitches. The work is much easier of execution than most

imitation laces, cleans well, and the worker has ample

scope for taste from the number and variety of stitches

with which the net can be adorned. The materials are

:

best cream-coloiired net of a clear honeycomb, cream-

coloured braids of various kinds, the usual lace thread,

also cream-coloured lace edging. The different braids

are shown in Figs. 93, 94, 95, and 96. Fig. 96 is founda-

tion braid, and the one most used; Fig. 94 a variety of

the same, generally put as the Engrelure; Fig. 93 for

small flowers. Fig. 95 for larger. A variety of Fig. 95

is shown as forming the flowers in Fig. 97. The
manner of working is as follows : Trace the pattern of

the lace on pink calico, and back with brown paper. Take

Fig. 97 as pattern (which is intended for a flounce, and

reduced to half-size). Tack on to the pattern a straight
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piece of well-opened net, run on the top braid, and the

braid foi-ming the scallops, which narrow where so re-

quired by turning it under itself. Then tack on the

braid that forms the heading. None of these braids are

more than tacked to their places, and their ends are

not cut, but rolled up, so that the flounce can be finished

without joins. Cut the fancy braid (Fig. 93) where it

narrows, and tack the pieces singly on to form the

flowers. Now secure these braids, the single sprays first,

by OvEHCASTiKG their edges on to the net. "Where cut

at the points Buttonhole them down, but only enough

.to prevent them from uni-avelling and to give a pointed

finish. Give a little turn of the thread round one

honeycomb of the net beyond their other points, to make
them look light. After they are secure, Daen the

thread in and out of the net to form stalks and tendrils,

and make the Dots that finish the work by Buttonholing

round one honeycomb for the larger ones, and by thick

neater to sew it on after the lace has been unpicked

from the pattern, but more difficult than when the lace

is still in position.

Brussels Point Laoe.—This name is given as a

general term, with that of Brabant Lace, Point d'Angle-

terre, and Point de Flandre, to the laces made at Brussels,

classing together the Needle and the Pillow made Laces.

Brussels is equally celebrated for her Needle and Pillow

Laces, and for ceutmies has maintained without rivalry

the highest position in lace making. Her Needle Laces

are known as Point d'Aiguille, Point d'Angleterre, and

Point Gaze, and her Pillows as Point Plat. The manu-

facture of these kinds of lace is carried on to the present

time. The making of Brussels Lace seems to have com-

menced in the fifteenth century, when laces in imitation

of Spanish and Venetian Point were made, as well as

Genoese Guipures, and to have been upheld in the country

through all its wars and persecutions during the following

U\
Fio. 97. BEUSSELS IMITATION LACE.

Overcasting for the smaller ones. Then Overcast all

the remaining braids, taking the stitches in their outer

edges. Pill the interior of the scallops with fancy darn-

ing stitches, Buttonholed Spots, and lace Wheels. The
darned stitches are easily made by taking advantage of

the honeycomb of the net, and present a good field for

the display of individual taste. Thus, the thread may
be run across the net with an occasional loop round a

honeycomb, or down it as a Hbeeijtgbone, or transverse,

ending as a Spot, or a combination of lines, Herringbone,

and Spots made. The lace stitches should be simple

Point de Beuxelles, Point d'Alen^on, and Point
d'Angleteeee, and should be worked adhering to the

net. The little spots over the surface of the net work
simply over and over until a sufficiently thick knob is

made. They are a great help to the lace, and should

never be omitted. The pearled edge is Overcast on the

scallops when the rest of the work is finished; it is

three centuries. The Pillow Laces were manufactured
under the supervision of the nuns, and were largely used

as Bone laces on the Continent by those lace wearers who
could not afford to piu'chase the more expensive Needle
Lace. The Needle Lace, or Point d'Aiguille, made in

Brussels during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

was so much imported into England, that in 1665 the

native laces were protected by an Act of Parliament, and
from that date Brussels lace was known as Point d'Angle-

terre, being smuggled to England and sold under that

name, by which it was called in a few years' time all

over the Continent. The earliest Point a I'Aiguille

patterns were taken from the ancient Point de Venise,

and were made like the earliest Alenjon and Argentan

Laces, with Raised Work, and a thick Cordonnet,

except their grounds, which were simple open button-

holes, known as Point de Bruselles, neither with Brides

or net patterned meshes. The flowers of the patterns

h3
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were fine, and tlie Fillings open, without many picots,

aU that -n-ere used being made on the Cordonnet. The

net-patterned Roseau ground succeeded the earlier lace,

and the patterns, like those of Alenfon, followed the

fashion of the age, changing from Renaissance to Rococo,

and from that to dotted; in fact, they degenerated from

their old beauty, although the workmanship was as

excellent as ever. The illustration (Fig. 9S) is of a

Brussels needle point of the earliest part of the present

centui'y, and is taken from a piece formerly in possession

of Queen Charlotte. The patterns of the lace have much

improved of late years, and the kind that is worked with

the Vrai Beseau ground is the most valuable lace that

together, as in Fig. 99 ; the grounds were made in narrow

strips upon the pillow, joined together with the invisible

Raccroc Stitch, and the sprigs finally attached ; but, at the

present day, the ground is machine-made net, and the

sprigs only of real lace. Many specimens of Brussels Lace

display flowers made both with the needle and on the

pillow mingled together; and these patterns are remark-

ably good. The making of Brussels Lace, like that of

Alenfon, is not confined to a single worker, but many
hands are engaged in forming one piece, a plan originally

adopted to hasten the execution of the numerous orders

for the work. With the pattern the real workers have

no concern; their pieces are distinct, and are put together

Fio. 93. BEUSSELS NEEDLE POINT LACE.

can be obtained. The flowers are first made and the

ground worked from one to the other, as in illustra-

tion. Fig. 3, page 3. The best lace is made at Binche
and Brussels, although other towns also manufacture it,

and one reason of its great cost is the fine flax thread,

which is gi-own in Brabant, and spun by hand. The use

of this thread for the grounds of Brussels Lace is now
confined to orders for royal weddings, &e., and the

ordinary Brussels Lace ia made of sprigs which are laid

upon machine net made of Scotch thread. The Brussels

Pillow Lace, though not so good as that made with the

needle, was more used on the continent, and a greater

article of commerce than the Needle Lace. Pillow Lace

was formerly made in one piece, flowers and ground

by the head of the establishment : thus the platteuse

makes the pUlow flowers, the pointeuse the needle-made

ones, the drocheleuae the Vrai Reseau ground, the

formeuse the open stitches, the denteliere the footings,

the attaoheuse unites the portions of lace together, and

the striqueuse attaches the sprigs to the machine net.

These machine nets have made a vast difference in the

trade at Brussels, and with the exception of the modern

Point Gaze, the lace makers now limit their work to the

making of the needle or pillow flowers. Real Brussels

Lace, with the Vrai Reseau, costs in England 42s.

the yard, 2^ inches wide ; the same, with machine ground,

2s. 6d. the yard. Point Gaze, the modern Brussels

Lace, so called from its needle ground or Fond Gaze, which
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is an open gauze-like mesh, is made in small pieces,

like tlie other Brussels Laces, the ground and iiowers at

one time, and the joins carefully arranged so as to be

hidden by the pattern. The Cordonnet is not a Button-

holed edging, but is a thread caught round by others.

mentioned by old writers. It received the first prize for

Bone Laces in 1752. The Baby Lace before mentioned was

chiefly made in Buckinghamshire, though it was not

unknown in Bedfordshire. The grounds were the Reseau,

net-patterned and wire, the design shown in Fig. 100

Fia. 99. BEDSSEL3 PILLOW LACE

The stitches are varied and raised in some parts. It

requires three people to make it—one to make the flowers

and ground, another the fancy stitches, and the third the

Cordonnet. The habit of whitening the Brussels Lace

sprigs, after they are made, with a preparation of white

lead, is most injurious, causing the lace to tui-n black when

being called Buckinghamshire Ti-oUy, from the outline

of the pattern being accented with a thick thread,

known as trolly by the workers. The finer Eeseau

grounds have now been displaced by plaited Maltese

patterns in black lace. Those are the flat Maltese pat-

terns, and are not raised like the black lace produced

Fig. 100. BUCKINGHAM TEOLLY.

put away near flannel or woollen materials, and producing

a disease among the striqueuses.

BucMnghamsliire Lace.—This is of the same date

as Bedfordshire Lace, and shared with it the name

of Enghsh Lille during the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries. The lace produced in Buckinghamshire was

considered superior to that of Bedford, and was more

ill Bedfordshire, the stitches being similar to those used

in Honiton Lace. The industry is reviving, and some

good specimens of modern Buckinghamshire were ex-

hibited in 1884, at the Health Exhibition.

Buckle Braid.—See Bkaids.

Buckle Stitch.—This stitch is used in Honiton and

other Pillow Laces as an open braid, for open fibres down
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tie leaves of sprays, or for stems. It requires eight pairs

of bobbins—four Tvorkevs or Eunnees, and four passive

or Hangers, but the number of the latter can be in-

creased according to the -n-idtli required. To work : First

row, work from left to right into the middle across the

two pairs of hangers. Twist the runners once, and also

the next pair (which will now become the fourth work-

ing pair); make a Cloth Stitch, Twist both pairs once,

continue aci'oss to other side with the first workers, luake

the edge stitch, and bring them back into the middle.

Twist once, and leave them. Take up fourth runners,

work to the left edge, back into the middle. Twist once.

Two pairs of runners will now be in the middle and both

twisted; make a stitch with these pairs. Twist once,

then work with each of these to the edges, and back

luggage, and is called ticket-buckram. It was originally

as costly as the richest silks, and in Louis XV.'s time

was used for stays.

Bncksbin.—A kerseymere cloth of very fine texture,

embroidered with silk by children. It is remarkably

beautiful, is designed for waistcoatings, and is manu-

factured at Bradford, Yorkshire. See Kerseymeee.

Buchskiu Cloth.—A species of closely-woven woollen

cloth, designed to supply the place of buckskin leather,

and of a cream-white colour. It is preferred to corded

cloth for riding, being fine, smooth, thick, and firm in

its texture, and measures 27 inches in width.

Buckskin Leather,—This leather is dressed with oil,

after the method of chamois leather, and is employed for

Fio. 101, BtJCKLE STITCH, CONVOLVULUS SPEAT.

into the middle. In the illustration of the convolvulus

spray (Fig. 101), Buckle Stitch is shown as a braid

to the flower, as stems to the leaves, and as open fibre

down the centre of the leaves.

Buckram.—(Latin Buchiranus, French Houracan or

Barracan.) This textile was originally manufactured at

Bokkara, in the Middle Ages, and was also called Panus

Tartaricus, and afterwards Boheram. It was then a fine

and costly stuff, and much esteemed. The material now
known as Buckram is a coarse linen or cotton cloth,

stiffened with glue. It is strong, though loosely woven,

and is used for the making of bonnet shapes. A variety

of it is placed by tailors between the cloth and the

lining of a garment in which some degree of stiffness

is required. It is made both in white and black, and

is sold in lengths of 10 or 12 yards. Buckram, with a

highly-sized paper face, is employed for making labels for

the use of cavalry soldiers. It was substituted for woollen

cloth by the selection of the Duke of Wellington, with the

exception of the two i-egiments of Life Guards. The
greater part of the deerskins employed are imported from

the United States of America.

Budge.—(Old English). Lambskin, with the wool

dressed outwards. Formerly used as an edging and
decoration, more especially for scholastic habits. It is

still employed as a trimming on the City liveries. Budge-

row was so named after this fur, as the dressers of it

used to reside there. It is mentioned by Chaucer, and

also by Milton

—

" Oh, foolishness of men, that lend their ears

To those hudge doctors of the Stoio fur!
"

Buff Leather.—Tliis is a preparation of the skin of

the buffalo, so named from its colour. It is durable and

strong, and is employed for military accoutrements and
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uniforms. In earliei' times, it was used to supply the place

of armour. Imitations are made of the skins of oxen.

Bugles.—(Latin, Bugidus.) An ornament worn by-

women, consisting of an elongated glass bead, sold in

various colours, but chiefly in black, and much used for

trimmings of bonnets, mantles, and dresses.

Bake Muslin.—See Book Muslin.

Bulgare Pleat.—A double box pleat, employed at the

back of a dress skirt at the waistband, to produce an

extra fulness.

Bulgarian Needlework.—A description of oriental

needlework executed in Constantinople by the refugees

from Bulgaria. The material upon which the em-

broidery is executed is worked in hand looms by the

workers, and resembles coarse unstifEened black or white

muslin. The embroidery is especially beautiful, being

firm, compact, and even, and is the same on both sides.

It is made with gold or silver thread and silks of

different colours ; both threads and silks are much finer

in texture than those used in England, and are capable

of being passed in and out of the work without raising

the pattern from the muslin foundation. The stitches

used are not named in England; the one most employed

is a rem line worked over with a line of stitching,

while lines of gold or silver thread are made by Over-

casting in a slanting direction, and leaving no space

between each stitch. The value of the work is judged,

by the Bulgarians, by the amount of gold thread

employed in each pattern, and very little attention is

paid to the labour of the execution and the time

spent over bringing it to perfection. The designs, before

the Ooimtess Dufferin took the work under her protec-

tion, were of no particular art value; but since a com-

mittee has been formed to help and encourage the

development of the trade, good arabesques and oriental

patterns are worked, and the result is much superior in

execution and colouring to the ordinary oriental em-

broideiy.

Bullion Em'broiderjr.—As ancient as Embroidery with

gold thread, and dates back to the time of the Phrygians.

By early writers it is called embroidery with gold wire, and

as such mentioned as being used about Aaron's garments.

It was known to the Egyptians, Hebrews, and Romans in

very early times, and by them embroidery, when wi-ought

in solid gold wire or gold thread, was distinguished by the

name of " Am-iphi-ygium," even as embroidery with silk was
called Phrygio or Phrygian work, from the first woi-kers.

From Auriphrygium the old English word " Orphrey " is

derived. Much of the celebrated Opus Anglicanum of the

eleventh and following centuries was ornamented with
bullion work. It is now but sparingly used in ecclesiastical

embroidery for monograms and work in relief, and is

chiefly employed for ornamenting uniforms or for heraldic

devices. The work is diificult of execution ; the twisted

gold wire being so formed that it will pull out to any
length, and has therefore to be laid on with the greatest

exactitude so as to fit the place it has to fill without being

unduly drawn out or pressed together. The patterns are

the same as used in ordinary ecclesiastical embroidery,

and the bullion is laid on for stems, works in relief, and

letters. To work : For raised work and letters, cut a card-

board foundation to the design, and lay this over the

holland backing ; upon this sew down a stuffing of yellow

carpet threads, and lay the bullion over all. The work is

done in a frame and Applique to the proper foundation.

First cut the lengths of bullion to their various sizes with

a sharp pair of nail scissors, and lay them upon an extra

piece of cloth, and place on the frame for the worker to

select from ; when required, pick them up with the needle

without touching them with the hand. Use Walker's

needle No. 9, and strong yellow sewing silk, waxed and

doubled, for working with. Bring the sewing thread

through from the back of the linen foundation, pick up

the bullion and run it down like a bugle, and pass the

needle through the linen on the opposite side to where it

came out, leaving the bullion upon the raised surface.

The hand, while working, keeps a strong and even hold of

the silk, firmly drawing it through and laying down each

twist of bullion side by side, regulating its position with

the flat end of the piercer, but never touching it. The
bullion is always better cut a Kttle longer than required,

so as to lay down without dragging over the raised surface,

and so that it may completely cover the sides. The five

sorts of bullion (rough, check, pearl, wire, and smooth) are

often worked in together, and make a species of diaper

pattern, with judicious intermixture. The check is all

glitter, and should therefore be used with greater caution

than the others, one line of check to three of rough being

the right proportions. Bullion embroidery, when used for

letters and large pieces, is applied to the material, as in

Applique ; but when worked upon a piece of silk em-

broidery that has already to be applied, it can be worked

in the frame with it.

Bullion Knot.—Useful in Crewel and Silk embroideries,

and largely employed in ancient embroideries for the

foliage of trees and shrubs, and the hair of figm-es. It is

made of a number of rings of silk or crewel, obtained by

being rolled round the working needle, and this roll laid

flat along the surface of the work, instead of being raised

up and knotted together, as in French Knot. To make

:

Put the needle into the material where one end of the

Bullion Knot is to come, and bring the point out at the

other end, and round this point wind the silk and the

wool ten or twelve times (according to the space to be

covered) and then carefully draw the needle through, while

keeping straight the knots or rolls upon it, by holding

them down with the left thumb. Still holding down the

rolls, insert the needle into the other end of the space

where it was first put through, and gently pull the thread

until the knots lie all along the intervening space as a

long roll. A quantity of these long rolls laid together,

and of various lengths, form a variety in the trees in

ancient landscape embroideries with French Knots.

Bullion Lace.—A Lace made of gold and silver thread,

and of great antiquity, the earliest laces being made of

gold threads. The patterns are simple, and like Greek

and Maltese Laces. It is much used in the East for orna-

menting robes of state, and is found in Italian and French

churches upon the priests' vestments and saints' rooes. In

England, owing to the climate, it ie rarely seen. An in-
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ferior Bullion Lace is used for footmen's clothes, although

Buch Tvas the extravagance of the ancient nobility, that in

the time of Queen Anne the most expensive kind was

employed for this purpose.

Bullion Lace or Braid i,Latin Bullio, a mass of gold

or silver; old English BuUyon).—Officers" epaulettes are

made of a large gold wire, which is called "bullion," a

smaller kind is called " frisure," a flat gold ribbon is

called ' cliquant," and all are classed under the name of

" cannetille."

Bundle, or Komal, Handkerchiefs.— These are

made in dark blue plaids, in both cotton and linen. The
former measure 34 inches by 39; the latter 37 inches

by 41.

Bunting (German Bunt, i.e., variegated, streaked, or

of different colours).—A thin open-made kind of worsted

stufF, employed for flags, and, of late years, for women's

dresses. The width runs from 18 to 36 inches.

Burano Lace.—In this island a considerable quantity

of lace was manufactured during the eighteenth century,

and the art lingered in the nunneries until 1845. Within
a few years the making of lace in Burano has revived, but

the new pattei'ns are not as delicate as the old ones.

Burano Lace was a hand-made Venetian Point, with a

Rcseau and not Bride ground; it resembled both Aleu?on
and Brussels Needle Laces. The thread used was fine,

and of extreme delicacy.

Fig. 103. Bctioshole, Oenamentai.

Burden Stitch.— A variety of Cushion Stitch and

Plain Couching, called " Burden," as it was used by a lady

of that name, at the South Kensington Needlework School,

for working flesh, but dating from the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, when German, Flemish, and Italian

schools used it for grounding, and for working flesh in

embi'oidery. The beauty of the stitch consists in every

thread being laid evenly down, and caught or secured in

exact lengths. To work : Lay the floss silk forming the

ground straight across the foundation, and bring a small

fastening stitch through from the back, return it to the

back, and there secure it. Keep these fastening stitches

at even distances from each other, but do not begin at the

Bame place for each row, but at every other row, as in

Plain Cotjching.

Burlop.—An arrangement at the top of a dress im-

provei', so termed in certain shops.

Busks.—Broad flat steels employed by staymakers to

stiffen the fronts of stays. These are often covered with

chamois leather before they are inserted in their outer

casing. In former times these busks were made of wood.

Buttonhole, Ornamental.—The illustration (Fig. 102)

is of an ornamental Biittonhole. AVork the spray of leaves

in raised Satin Stitch, the stem and battlemented out-

line surrounding the Buttonhole in Oveecast, and the

dots in Point de Pois.

Buttonhole Stitch.—One of the chief stitches in all

Needle-made Laces, and equally known as Close Stitch and

Point None. It is used for the thickest parts of all

patterns, and called Cordonnet when outlining or raised.

Fig. 103. Bdtioxhole in Lace Woke.

The manner of working is identical with Buttonhole

Stitch ; but, as a number of rows are required instead

of the ordinary single Buttonhole, the loops of each row

are used for the foundation of the next, and the needle is

passed thi-ough every one of them. The efllect of this is

that no raised ridge is left on the sui'face of the stitch,

but it has the appearance of a solid mass of upright close

lines. Worked as follows : Throw a foundation thread

across the space to be filled from right to left, and

FlO. 104. BCTIONHOLE SlIICH FOSUIHS THICK PAKT OF LaCE.

firmly secure it; put the needle into the Cokdonnet
or other already made part of the lace, and then down-

wards behind the foundation thread; and pass the

working thread to the right, under the needle, to

form a loop upon the foundation thread when drawn

up tight, as shown in Fig. 103. Continvie these loopa
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to the end of the space, and pull all up to the same tight-

ness and work close, but do not overcrowd. At the end

of the line secure the thread, then throw it back again

to the left to form a foundation line, and repeat, using the

raised edge of the buttonhole this time to pass the needle

through instead of the Cordonnet or ali-eady formed lace.

Fig. 104 shows the important part in lace that this stitch

plays, all the solid part of the pattern being formed by it.

Buttonholes.—In linen or calico cut the hole with the

thread of the material, using the proper scissors, exactly

the diameter of the button ; insert the needle four or five

threads from the edge on the wi-ong side, and bring out

on the right, holding the material so as to let the button-

hole lie along the forefinger (Fig. 105). When the thread

is drawn through ready for use, hold it down with the left

thumb, so as to make a loop at each stitch ; and in passing

the needle through the material, biing it likewise through

the loop, leaving a sort of Chain Stitch along the edge. A
bar of Buttonhole Stitching should be made across each

end of the hole. This work must be done from left to

right. One or two loose strands

of thi'ead should be kept along

the edge, over which sew, and

when the Buttonhole Stitching

is finished, thread the loose

strand on the needle and piill

it slightly, and thus draw the

hole even ; then fasten off, darn-

ing in the ends of thread under-

neath. In woi'king on thick

cloth, cut the hole like an elon-

gated V, the wide part at the edge. The silk employed

is tailors' twist. The bar at each end of the Buttonhole

is called by some a "bridge." The needle should be

brought through the loop of thread, which the engraver

has failed to do in the illustration. The bar at the end

has not been given.

Battouliole Twist.—This is employed to bind and

strengthen buttonholes in cloth stuffs. It is sold by loz.

and 2oz. reels, and by the yard wound in twelve strands.

Bnttous.—(French Bouton, Welsh Bohum.) These sub-

stitutes for hooks are made in every variety of stuff,

depending on the material of the garment or article of

furniture requiring them. Linen ones, and those of silk

and cotton, can be bought machine-made, but they can be

hand-made by covering a wooden mould designed for the

purpose, or a round flat bone foundation. The strongest

fom-fold linen buttons are sold by the dozen or the gross,

and are measured by lines, from 6 to 36. Some kinds are

covered in hand crochet, netting, and gimp. Other varieties

can be had in ivory, bone, jet, mother-o'-peai-l, leather,

glass, and metals of all kinds—those of polished metal

covered with a thin coating of gold or silver being the

most durable. They ai-e made with and without shanks,

those of bone, horn, and mother-o'-pearl being drilled with

holes necessary for their sewing on, when there is no

shank, and when uncovered by any textile. The most

ancient fonn of button was a short cylinder, which was

sewn at the middle upon the garment.

Byzantine Embroidery.—A modem work, dating from

Fig. 105. Bdtionhole Siitch.

1878. It is a combination of Onlaid Applique, Couching

outlines, and fancy stitches, and useful for ornamenting

leather, cloth, and such materials as are too thick for

the needle to be easily taken through them. Geometrical

and arabesque outlines are traced upon cloth or fine

leather, and strands of filoselle, double crewels, or worsted,

laid down upon these lines, and secured by a fastening

thread coming from the back of the material, and return-

ing to it as in Applique and ecclesiastical embroidery. The

beauty of the work consists in selecting suitable colours

for these strands of filoseUe, &c., upon their raised appear-

ance, and upon the catching down threads being put in at

regular distances. Their ends must be brought from the

back, as in braiding. Byzantine Embroidery is eniiched

by applying to the design pieces of cloth, silk, or satin

of varied colours. These are surrounded with a thick

strand of filoselle or cord, as in Applique. Fancy stitches,

such as Satin Stitch, Feather Stitch, Wheels, and

French Knots, are worked over such applied pieces or on

to the leather or cloth in vacant spaces. To. work : Trace

out the pattern upon fine cloth and out this out. Lay the

cloth upon a different coloiu-ed foundation, and slightly

tack it down. Then take a strand of filoseUe or some

fine braid, and Couch it down along the edge of the

cloth, so as to connect that firmly to the matei'ial. Work
in with filoselle and with Satin Stitch any parts of the

design that require filling in.

0.
Cable Knitting.—See Knitting.

Caddis.—^A variety of worsted lace or ribbon.

Cadis.—A kind of coarse serge.

Cadiz Lace.—A stitch used in old needle point and

modem point laces. It takes two lines to make, and is

one of the numerous varieties of Point de Bruxelles.

It is worked as follows : First row—work 6 Point de

Bruxelles close together, * miss the space that 2 would

take up, work 2 Point de Bruxelles, miss the space of 2

and work 6, repeat from * to end of I'ow. Second row

—

work 2 Point de Bruxelles into every loop left in first row,

missing all the thick stitches of whatever number. Third

row—work like the first, commencing with the 6 close

Point de Bruxelles stitches. Fourth row as second. Re-

peat to end of space.

Caen and Bayeux lace.—In the department of Cal-

vados, Bayeux and Caen are justly celebrated for their

black silk blonde laces, which are identical with those made
at Chantilly. Before 1745 the lacemakers at Caen made
a white thread lace of Venetian design, the needle point

flowers being surrounded with a heavy thi-ead called " fil

de crin," instead of the ordinary thick cordonnet of Venice

points. The Blondes de Caen were first made in 1745 from

a silk of an ecru colour brought from Nankin, which after-

wards gave place to a beautiful white silk brought from

Cevennes, and which established the reputation of the lace.

Blonde de Caen was made of two descriptions of silk, one

used for the pattern, and the other for the ground. The

manufacture of this beautiful white blonde was destroyed

by the machine blondes made at Nottingham and Calais.

The Blonde Matte, which resembles Chantilly lace, is

I
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described imder that lieading. At the present time, Oaen,

witli Chantilly and Bayeus, produces black silk laces, and

this city is considered to excel in the making of piece goods,

such as veils, scai-res, and dresses. (See Fig. lOG.) These

large pieces of lace are joined with the celebrated raccroc

stitch, and so beautifully as to be almost imperceptible.

The workers earn about 50 sous a day, and more than

25,000 are engaged in the trade.

Calamanco, or Callimanco. — (Spanish, Oalmnaco, a

kind of worsted stuif ; French Ca?maiiiJe.) This material

the ai't of printing upon cotton textiles. In 1712 the

printing of these goods in England, exported plain from

India (on account of a prohibitory Act passed at one time

against the importation of printed cottons and chintzes),

was introduced, and England now carries on the largest

trade in the world. America produces the next in quantity,

France and Switzerland follow, but produce goods far

superior in quality to the American. The introduction of

the manufactm-e of cotton into Europe was effected by the

Ai-abs or Moors of Spain, who brought the cotton plant to

Fig. 106. BLACK LACE OP CAEN AND BAYEU3.

resembles Tammies and Durants. It is highly glazed, and

can be had plain or twilled, raised in stripes or brocaded,

the width ranging from 27 to 36 inches. It is employed for

women's petticoats.

CalfsMn. — Calfskins, which are imported from the

Baltic, are taken from younger animals than those killed

Ln this country, and are employed in the manufacture of

gloves and ladies' shoes, as well as for bookbinding.

Calico.—The name of this textile is derived from Calicut,

a seapsrt town on the coast of Malabar, the birthplace of

that country, from the fleecy wool of which the yam for

calico is spun. It is made into hanks containing 810 yards

each. It was brought to England in the year 1631, but not

manufactured here until 1772. The various makes of

calico are known respectively under the following names :

Cotton Cloth, Croydons, Derries, Double Warp, Dacca

Twist, Longcloth, Loom Sheeting, Madapolams, Power-

loom Sheetings, Swansdown Unions, and "Wigans. There

arc also printed calicoes. The widths rarely measure above

3 3 inches, and those numbered 33 or 36 inches seldom reach
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that standard. " Pents " are ends of calicoes of different

descriptions. Calico should liave an even splvedge, fine

and close in tie woof and warp, without knots and flaws.

Cheap sorts are dressed with a coating of lime and china

clay, to detect which a comer should be rubbed together in

the hands, when it will fall off in powder. Unbleached

calico of a coarse description goes by the name of " bley
"

in Ireland. (See each make under its own heading.) The

cotton plant is gi-own in Egypt, the United States, and

Brazil, as well as in the East Indies.

Calico Prints.—See Cotton Prints.

Calico Shirting.—Otherwise known as Twine Cloth.

A veiy evenly made cotton material, supplying a good

imitation of linen, and employed for shii-t making. It runs

from 32 inches to 36 inches in width, and is made both in

single and double wai-p.

Califomian Embroidery.—The natives of California,

before that land was discovered, in the sixteenth century,

by the Spaniards, were unacquainted with silk and other

ordinary embroideiy materials ; but they managed to twist

into fine cords the entrails of whales, and covered their

gai-ments with needlework made with these thi'eads. Their

needles were shaped fishbones.

Cambric.—(German Kainmerich ; Dutch Kammeraeh ;

French Toile de Cambrai and Batiste.) The name of this

textile is derived from Cambrai, a town in the department

du KTord, Prance, whence the manufacture was originated

by Baptista. It is a beautiful and delicate linen textile, of

which there are several kinds. Its introduction into this

country dates from the reign of Queen Elizabeth. Tha,t

made in Lancashire is, perhaps, on a par with that made in

Ireland and Prance. The Scotch are mere imitations in

cotton. See French Cambric.

" Come, I wnnld yonr camhricJc were sensible as your finger,

That you might leave pricking it for pitie."

—Coriolanus, Act i., so. 3.

Cambric IMnslin.—This is an imitation of cambric,

being made of cotton instead of flax. It may be had in

most colours, as well as in black and white. These varieties

are figured, striped, corded, and twilled, and sometimes

have a glaze. Cambric muslin is much employed for

linings. They run from 34 inches to a yard wide, at

various prices.

Camelina.—A woollen material with very small basket

pattern and loose upstanding hairs. It measures 25 inches

in width, and is a species of the material called Vicuna.

Camelote.—A coarse kind of fustian of infei'ior quality,

employed for the dress of labouring men. It is 27 inches

in width. See Fustian.

Camels' Hair. — This is long and silky hair spun
into textiles, tents, ropes, shawls, carpets, fine stockings,

&c. The hair clipped from the animal furnishes three

qualities, distinguished by the colour. Black is the
dearest, red the next, whilst gi-ey fetches but half the
value of the red.

Camels' Hair Cloth, or Puttoo.—Scmitimes known
as Cashgar cloth. This material is thick, warm, light,

full of electricity, and has a fine gloss. It is unshaved,

and the long hairs are of a paler colour than the close

substance of the cloth. The price varies according to its

quality, and the widths are respectively from 42 to 4S

inches. It is French made, and is employed for costumes,

mantles, and other articles of di-ess. This material is

generally considered to be manufactured from the inferior

qualities of shawl wool in India, where the material is

known as Puttoo.

Camera Work. — A modern embroidery of recent

invention. It consists of Photographs expressly designed
for the work, attached to linen or cream sheeting

materials, and surrounded with sprays and groups of

flowers. The photographs (Watteau landscape and figure

subjects) are sold ready fixed to the material, and the
worker is only requii-ed to embroider the already traced
flower design.

Camlet.—The name of this textile was due to its manu-
facture of camels' hair, being of Eastern origin. By a

strange coincidence, the subsequent manufacture of a

similar kind of stuff had its rise in Montgomeryshire,
and was named after the river Camlet in that locality.

Subsequently to the employment in the East of camels'

hair, that of the white glossy hair, growing in spiral

ringlets, of the Angoi'a goat of Asia Minor, has been sub-

stituted. In certain districts of that country the whole
of the population is engaged in the manufacture and
commerce of camlets. The best European article is made
at Bnissels, where woollen thread is mixed with the hair.

The imitations are made of closely twisted worsted yarn
or worsted and silk, hair being sometimes added. Camlet
is thick and warm, and admirable for winter wear. It

turns ofi! rain better than any other unprepared article, and
measures 25 inches in width. It is sold at various prices.

Campane Iiace.—A narrow pillow lace made in France
in the sixteenth century, which was used as an edging to

wider laces. The Feston was ornamented with grelots and
sonnettes.

Canada Lynx Tnr.—{Felix Canadensis.) This fur- is

chiefly employed in British America and the States, but
is prepared, as all furs are, in this coimtry. The animal
much resembles the cat, but has longer ears, and a short

thick tail. The fur is long, soft, and of a greyish colour,

and is sometimes covered with brown spots. Under the

body it is white, silky, and at times spotted with black. It

is dj'ed, and exported largely to America, and being very
soft and light, it is well suited for cloaks, facings, and
linings.

Canadian Embroidery.—The natives of Canada were
at one time celebrated for their skill in embroidery with
porcupine quills, and with the skins of reptiles and animals.
Their skin work was particularly ingenious, as they cut the
skins into minute pieces and formed from them designs
representing trees, plants, and animals, using their own
hair for thread. The porcupine quill work was of two
kinds—a coarse kind, executed upon bark or leather, with
split quills arranged in devices according to length and
size, and sewn together; and a much more elaborate

work, shown in Fig. 107, kept to ornament their di-esses,

I 2
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tobacco pouclies, &c. In these the quills were split so fine

that they became flexible, and could be threaded through
a coarse needle. They were dyed various colours, and
worked upon scarlet and other bright toned cloths in the
same way as Satin Stitch embroidery. The quills were
dyed such pure colours as yellow, green, scarlet, blue, and
amber, and great ingenuity was exercised in bending
to shape them into flowers and leaves. The illustra-

tion is upon scarlet gi-ound, the flowers are amber and
wbite, the white being in the centre ; the leaves, stems,

and tendrils are of shaded greens, terminating in bright

yellow. The design is part of a tobacco pouch, the whole

of which is hand made, the scarlet cloth being sewn to a

dark foundation, and the stitches concealed by a row of

white quills couched down. At the present time Canadian
embroidery is no longer worked by the natives, but is exclu-

sively executed in the French nunneries, and the true spirit

of the old designs is dying out, the nuns having intro-

duced into the work many fancy stitches and dyes unknown

Fig. 107, Canadian Embeoidert.

to the real native patterns. The work made by the nuns

can be recognised by the elaborate French Knots that form

the chief part of the devices, by these devices being bad

imitations of natural flowers, and not so conventional as

the old ones, and also by the quills being dyed magenta,

pink, mauve, and other aniline colours. Bundles of these

split quills are pi'ocurable, and the work is easy of execu-

tion; therefore English ladies could embroider in Canadian

work without much trouble, and it would form a pleasing

variety to other fancy needlework. To work : Procure

bundles of split quills. Trace out upon thin leather or

scarlet cloth a design similar to the one given. Thread

the quills upon a large-eyed needle, and work with them

with irregular Satin Stitches to fiU. in the pattern.

Change the colour of the quills used, so as to represent

flowers, leaves, and stems, in their natural hues.

Canton Crape.—One of the many varieties of crape-

woven fabrics. It is a dress material, measuring 27 inches

in width, and is made in various plain colours.

Cantoon.—A kind of fustian, having a fine cord visible

on one side, and a satiny surface of yams, running at right

angles to the cords, upon the other. This satiny side is

sometimes made smooth by means of singeing. It is a

strong stuff, has a good appearance, measuring 27 inches

in width, and is employed for the dress of labouring men.

Canvas.—Derived from the Latin Cannabis, hemp;
and the name literally means Hempen Cloth. There
are four distinct kinds of Canvas—the silk, thread of fiax

or hemp, cotton, and woollen. They are to be distin-

guished by numbers corresponding to their several sizes.
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Fig, 111. Java Canvas.

The finest Canvas, whether of silk, thread, or cotton, is

denominated Mosaic. Amongst those in use for em-
broidery are the Berlin or Penelope Canvas (Fig. 108),

Check Canvas (Fig. 109), Flattened French and Flax

Canvas (Fig. 110), the Java and Japanese (Fig. Ill),

Painters' Canvas, and coarse descnptions such as Scrim,
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made of hemp, for tent cuvtains and sails, upliolsteiy,

papering, and sieves. The seat of the home manufacture

is at Dundee. (See Beklist, Bolting, Cotton, Flat-

tened, Silk, Thread, and Woollen Canvas.) With

the exception of silk Canvas, four sizes only are gene-

rally manufactured, which number about twenty-one,

twenty-nine, thirty-four, and forty threads to the inch

respectively.

Canvas Work.—Before the introduction of Berlin

patterns, in 1835, all wool work upon canvas was called

by this name, which has now, however, become almost

obsolete. Besides the Canvas Work described under

Berlin Wool Work, there are four other kinds. For

the first: Paint in shades matching the wools to be

used; then take the wools and work in Oeoss or Tent

Stitch over the painted surface, commencing with the

darkest shade and ending with the lightest. To work the

second, in which the ground is of cloth or satin, and the

pattern painted upon the canvas : Work in Tent Stitch,

and puU away the threads when the design is finished.

To work the third : Sew gold or silver braid upon canvas

in outline patterns, and fill in the grounding with Cross

or Tent Stitch. The fourth is the Raised Canvas

Work. Ancient Canvas Work was done upon very fine

canvas in Tent Stitch, and was really Tapestiy Work.

The works of Miss Linwood, during the last century and

the beginning of the present, are the most remarkable

examples of modern Canvas Work. They are large

copies of celebrated pictures, sixty-four in number, and

were drawn upon closely woven canvas, or tammy, by that

lady's own hand, and embroidered by herself in coloured

worsteds, or what are now called crewels, dyed expressly

for the purpose. These works were exhibited to the

public, and one is now in the South Kensington col-

lection. All the stitches enumerated in Berlin Wool
Work are suitable for Canvas Woi'k.

Baised Canvas Worlc.—This is a work that is executed

from Berlin flower designs upon silk canvas with Plush

Stitch, and which, when completed, is raised above the

foundation, and has the appearance of velvet pile. The

Plush Stitches forming the pattern are made in single

Berlin wool, taken over a mesh, as described in Plush

Stitch. Begin the work from the bottom, and complete

each line before the next is commenced, holding the mesh
on the first line of stitches, until the second line is worked,

when it is withdrawn, and ready for using in the third

line. From this manner of working, a number of shades of

wool are required at one time. To prevent delay, have

them ready threaded and an-anged before commencing.

When the pattern is completed, cut the loops made on

the surface by the withdrawal of the meshes, and be

careful that they are cut quite evenly, and then turn

the work, and paste a piece of tissue paper at the back of

the Plush Stitches to prevent any of the cut threads

coming out. Raised Canvas Work is only suitable for

mantel boards and fire screens.

Cap.—Anglo-Saxon, Cceppe; Greek, Slcepo, to cover.

A generic term for a head covering. See Millinery.

Capitoun^.—This is a French term, signifying drawn
in at intervals, as a etuffed sofa, chair, or pincushion,

which is buttoned down at each attachment of the double

matei'ial, at the front and back.

Cap Springs.—These appliances are made of steel, and

in either round or flat form. They are sold by the gross.

Carbonised Linen and Paper.—These are required

for tracing patterns upon thick materials, and are used in

Braiding, Crew^el Work, Silk, Linen and Cloth Em-

broideries. The best is the linen, which is sold in two

colours, white and blue. It is dm-able and clean. The

paper is sold in black, blue, white, orange, and red ; but

the black rubs ofi upon the material, and is not good. A
new piece of linen or paper is either rubbed with bread

or tissue paper laid between it and the work, as the car-

bon, when quite fresh, is liable to come off. The white

is used when tracing on dark materials, the blue for light.

To trace : Lay the material upon a sheet of plate glass,

then place the carbonised linen, and then the pattern.

See that the pattern is over the part it is to be traced

upon, and pin all three together. Take a blunt bone

crochet-hook or steel knitting-needle, and carefully go

over every line of the pattern with a firm, even pressure

upon the needle. Look under the carbonised linen now

and then to see if the marks are right, and continue until

the whole design is thus transferred. Carbonised linen

is warmed with a moderately-heated iron, when, after

much using, the marks are becoming faint; or it can be

entirely renewed by the maker.

Carmelite.—A woollen textile, almost identical with

beige. So called because adopted as the dress of the

order of Cai'melites. It is 25 inches in width.

Carnival Lace.—AReticella Lace, used in Italy, Spain,

and France, during the sixteenth century, and differing

only in its pattern from the ordinary Reticella. This

particular lace was ornamented with the badges of the

families who possessed it, and was given as part of the

trousseau to the bride, and worn by her during the wed-

ding ceremonies and upon state occasions, such as car-

nivals, during her life. iSee Bridal Lace.

Carpet.—Derived from the Latin Carpeta, woollen cloth.

Carpet Bindings.—These are manufactured in dif-

ferent qualities, the best being made entirely of worsted,

and the inferior kinds of a mixture of worsted and cotton

thread. They are to be had in plain colours and also in

chintz designs, so as to match carpets of every colour.

They are sold by the gross, four pieces of 36 yards each.

They may also be purchased by the yard from a few

pence upwards, according to the width and quality.

Carpet Thread.—A heavy-made three-cord sewing

thread. It may be had in black, drab, green, brown,

yellow, and red, as well as unbleached, and is made
with a soft and satin-like finish. Sold by the ounce and

the pound.

Carpet Worsted.—A very coarse kind of sewing

thread of worsted yarn, made in various bright colours,

and done up in balls. Sold in paper bags containing 31b.

or 61b. each, and used for darning and renewing carpets.

Carrickmacross Point.—A lace made in Ii-eland since

the year 1820, Miss Roid, of Ahans, founding a school for

instruction before. There are two kinds of lace known as
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Carrickmacross, tlie first resembling Bruselles Applique

Lace, except that the design is cut out of fine cambric,

and applied to net, with Point Lace stitches woi'ked with

a needle. The second lace is a Giiipure, and is quite dis-

tinct from the first kind. A design is traced by a thread

on cambric, and connected -srith Point Stitches, and worked

round with Oyeecast. Beides and Brides Oenees
connect the various parts of the pattern together.

Casbans.—Cotton textiles of similar make to jaconets,

only of a stouter quality, some being twilled and having a

finished surface, resembling sateen. They are chiefly used

for linings, the widths i-unning from 30 to 36 inches.

Cascade.—The method of laying down a trimming of

lace folded in a zig-zag form, first one way and then back

again, taking a broken diagonal descent down the front

of a dress.

Casing.—A term used to denote a cover of material,

of whatever description, through which a ribbon is to be

passed, laid on separately from the foundation stuff.

Cashmere des Indes, or Goat Cloth..—A variety of

casimir, made of the soft wool of the Thibet goat, mixed

with Australian wool. It is exceedingly fine in texture

and twilled, measuring 42 inches in width. The seat of

the manufacture is at Rheims, and those French made
are much superior to our own. Many imitations and

varieties of this cloth are made in England. One descrip-

tion is produced at Bradford, the weft of which is spun

from the fui- of the Angola rabbit, which is an exceedingly

soft materia], and much resembles cashmere. There is

also a variety made at Huddersfield, called the Tigre cash-

mere; a variegated cloth, having a cotton warp, figured,

and shot with goats' hair. Ordinary French cashmere is

sent to England unwashed and imdyed, is of a delicate

ecru or cream colour, and is made entirely of wool, either

of the finest Saxon or the Australian.

Casimer, or Cassimere, or Kerseymere.—A twilled

woollen cloth, remarkable for its pliability, so that when
pi'essed it does not become creased. One third of the

warp is always above and two-thirds below each shoot of

the weft. It is either single or double milled, and is

usually woven of the width of 34 or 36 inches, and reduced

by milling to 27 inches. Cassimerette is another variety

of this stufll.

Cassiuette.—A cloth made of cotton warp, and the

woof of very fine wool, or wool and silk. It differs from

toilinette and Yalentia in having its twill thrown diagon-

ally, and measures 27 inches in width.

Cast off.—A knitting teim, used to describe the

finishing of the work in any part.

Cast on.—A knitting term, used to describe the first

putting of the wool upon the needle to form stitches.

Castor.—A heavy broadcloth, used for overcoats.

Cast over.—A knitting term, used when the cotton is

brought over the needle and quite round it. Identical

Vi-ith " Round the Needle." See Knitting.

Caterpillar Point.—A Needle-made Lace, resembling

fiat Venetian point, made in Italy during the seventeenth

century, and distinguished by this name from other

varieties of Venetian Lace. The reason it was so called

was the resemblance of the narrow, curlinj?, and inter-

lacing sprig that formed its pattern to the bodies of cater-

pillai's when in motion. These sprigs are surrounded with

a fine Cordonnet closely Buttonholed, and are filled ^vith a

vai-iety of thick stitches, such as Escalier and Brabafon,
They are connected together with fine Brides, trimmed
with Cockscombs and Picots, and the eifect of the whole

design is peoidiarly rich and delicate. A different kind of

Caterpillar Lace has lately been made at Munich by a

gentleman of that place, who has trained a large hairy

species of caterpillar to unconsciously become lace-

makers. The process is as follows : A paste is made of

the food the caterpillars most like, which is thinly spread

upon a smooth flat stone. A lace design is then traced

upon this with oil, and the catei-pillars arranged at the

bottom of the stone, which is placed in an inclined posi-

tion. The caterpillars eat their way from the bottom to

the top of the stone, avoiding any parts touched with oil,

and spinning a strong web as they go, which serves to

connect the uneaten parts together. This lace finds a

sale because of the peculiarity of its make, and it is

distinguished from real lace by its extreme lightness, a

square yard of it only weighing 4'f grains, while the same

quantity of net would weigh 262 grains.

Catherine Wheel.—This wheel is also known by the

name of Spider Wheel or Spider Stitch, and is chiefly

employed to fill up round holes in embroidery on muslin.

It is made as follows: Outline the round to be filled by the

Wheel with embroidery cotton, and closely BUTTONHOLE
;

Fig. 112. CiiiiEiiiM; or Spider ^\ulll.- Dltvil A.

then work a row of loose Buttonhole under it, and from

this the cords that form the centre of the wheel proceed

(see Pig. 112, Detail A). Take these across the space in

the order shown; the figures 1 to 2 being the first line;

FlO. 113. CATllEHl.XE OR Sl'lDEU WilEEL.—DETAII. B.

Cord back 2 to the centre, and put the needle in at 3,

which Cord back to the centre, and so on until all the

lines are completed. Form the boss to pass the thread

under and over the threads until a round is made of the

size indicated in Fig. 113, Detail B, and Cord the thread
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up No. 1 to finish. Take a line of Overcast round the

second line of Buttonhole when the branching lines are

formed, which will tend to strengthen and to stiffen the

work. Cub away the under muslin from the first Button-

bole line, when the Wheel is complete.

CatsMn Tur (Felis cafMs).—The fur of the wild cat of

Hungary is of a brownish grey, mottled, and spotted with

black. It is soft and durable, and is employed for cloak

linings and wrappers for carriages. The domestic cat of

Holland is bred for its fur, fed on fish, and carefully

tended until the coat has arrived at its full perfection.

Tbe fur is frequently dyed in imitation of Sable.

Caul Work.—The ancient name for Netting, which see.

Ceutre Fibre.— This Centre Fibre is required in

Honiton Lace making and other Pillow Laces, when a

raised appearance is to be given to the centre of the

leaves. This is shown in Pig. 114, and worked as follows :

Hang on five pairs of bobbins at the stem of the leaf;

work up the middle of the first leaf, and when last pin

is stuck, work to the Turning Stitch and back; then,

with the pair lying at the pins, make a Rope Sewing,

and this, which is termed a Return
Rope, is made, not upon the stem,

but at the back of it. Work the

next two fibres in the same manner,

the middle one last, and when each

is finished, run a piece to its head

in the end hole, and take out the

rest. Now carry the Raised Work
to the tip of the middle leaf, hang '°'

on two pairs, work back in Cloth Stitch, and when
the fibre is reached, take out the pin, stick it three

or four holes lower down, insert the hook into the top

hole, and make a Sewing with the centre stitch of

the work to the cross strand; this will secure the fibre,

and it can now be worked over. The other leaves are

done in the same manner.

Ceylon Pillow Iiace.—A lace of Maltese design,

made in Ceylon by the native women, and probably

imported there by early European settlers. It is of no

commercial value, and only remarkable because of its

semblance to that of European manufacture.

Chain Boulee.—A short rough cord, made in macrame
lace with two threads. Hold one in each hand, and keep

the left tight while looping the right-hand thread over it,

and running it to the top of left-hand thread. The right-

hand thread is then held tight, while the left-hand thread

is looped over it. In this manner a rough cord of any

length can be made. iSee Macrame.
Chain Port.—This instrument is usually made of

ivory, bone, or boxwood. It is shaped something like an

ancient lyre, but flat, and the braid is fastened round

the two horns, and when made into a chain is passed

through the rormd hole in the middle of that portion of

the fork which resembles the sounding-board.

Chain Stitch.—A stitch used in Embroidery, Tambour
Work, and Crochet. The manner of working it for em-

broidery (shown in Fig. 115) is as follows : Bring the

needle, threaded, from back of material, and form a loop

on the right side, and keep this loop steady with the

left thumb, return the needle close to whore it came out;

Fio. 115. Chain Stitch
(Embeoidert).

bring the needle up again in the centre of the loop,

and pull the thread evenly up ; then form another loop

and return the needle as before, and

so on for the whole of the pattern.

Gold thread, silk, and cotton are all

used for Chain Stitch.

Chain Stitch Crochet. See

Crochet.
Chain Stitch in Tamhour Worh

(of which it is the only stitch) is

formed with a crochet hook, and

can only be worked upon fine linen,

cambric, or muslin, that will allow

of the work passing through it with

ease. To work : Stretch the material

in an open frame, draw the thread

through from the back to the

front by the hook in a succession

of loops, the second loop formed

catching or securing the first ; and
so on for the remainder.

Chain Stitch Embroidery.—One of the most ancient

of embroideries, and first brought from the East, where it

is still practised by the Persians, Indians, and Chinese.

It was known to the workers in Europe of the Middle
Ages, and much of the celebrated Opus Anglicanum was
simply Chain Stitch. When worked with a hook, and
not with a needle, it was known in later times as

Tambour Work. The imitation of Chain Stitch Em-
broidery by machinery has caused it to fall into

discredit; but although machinery may do much in

reproducing the appearance of hand work, it can never
give such an amount of varied shades and minute
curves and embellishments as hand work. The embroi-

dery is worked upon any material, and with anything
that can be thi-eaded; it is chiefly worked in filoselle or

gold thread upon cloth or silk, or in bright-coloured

washing silks and cottons upon white matei-ials, for

ornamenting washing dresses and household linen.

Fig. 116, p. 6i, is an example of this kind of embroidery,

and is done with red ingrain cotton, upon flax or Kirrie-

muir twill, and used for a tea table cover. The same
pattern would look well as a border to a Japanese silk

tablecloth. The pattern is traced with the aid of car-

bonised paper and tracing linen, or ironed off. Chain

Stitch Embroidery is now more used for embellishing

Church linen than for anything else; the corporal, chalice

veO. and cloth, used at Communion, should all be em-

broidered with designs in Chain Stitch, either in white or

coloured washing silks. The Communion cloth is generally

of a fine damask woven expressly for the purpose, and is

made so as to fall over the table to the depth of em-

broidery, should there be no super-frontal. The chalice

veil is of fine cambric or silk, from 9 inches to 18

inches square ; the corporal of fine lawn. The only colours

allowed in this embroidery are red, blue, lilac, and green

;

but the first two are the ones chit fly used. The Chain

Stitch, though forming the chief part of the design, can be

varied with Satin Stitch fillings, or with enrichments

of Dots and Bosses worked in dotting cotton; but the

character of the work should be that of an outline, or it
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will be too Leavy for the pui'pose. To work, as shown in

Fig. 116 : Trace the outline of the design upon fine

cambric. Thread a fine needle with scai'let ingrain cotton,

and work with it the centre part of the design in Chain
Stitch. Take blue ingrain cotton, and work the two

borders with that, also in Chain Stitch.

Chain Work Clotli.—A peculiar style of textile, em-

ployed for tambouring and hosiery.

Challis, or Chalis.—A thin textile, made of silk and

wool, and having a good lustre; employed for women's

whether Reseau or Bride. It is identical with Fond and
TrieUe. See Fond.
Chautilly Blonde Lace,—No other country can sur-

pass France' in its black and white silk Blonde Laces. They
were first made at Chantilly, about the year 1740, and,
though produced at Caen and Bayeus, the mother town
was considered to manufacture finer patterns and textured
laces, though it did not produce such large pieces. The
old white and black Pillow Blondes were made of floss

silk, with flowers of large size, and with a fine open

Fio. 110. CHAIN STITCH EMBEOIDEET.

dresses. It is twilled and printed in coloured flowers on a

white groimd, which has the efPect of velvet painting.

The material was introduced into this country about the

year 1832. It is made on a similar principle to the

Norwich crape, but is thinner and softer, and without a

gloss. The width measures about 30 inches.

Chamois Leather.—The skin of the Alpine goat of

that name, which has been " efflowered " or deprived of

the epidermis. It is d:-essed without tan, salt, or alum,

and is brought to a state of pelt by liming and washing.

ground. These cost twenty guineas a yard, and were

much used in the court of Marie Antoinette. Fig. 117

is an illustration of one of them, copied from one of

the old order books of that date ; but is much reduced

in size, in order to take in its design. The flowers and
ground of this lace are worked in the same silk, and

the pattern has more open stitches than some of the laces.

The manufactory at Chantilly was broken up during

the Fi'ench Revolution, and most of the lace-makers

were guillotined, as the popular fury could not dis-

Fia. 117. CHANTILLY BLONDE LACE.

That dyed buff colour is dipped in tan ooze. The skiu

is strong, soft, elastic, and wann in wear, is used for tight

riding breeches for both sexes, as it does not wrinkle,

and is otherwise suitable for that purpose, as well as for

under-vests, linings of petticoats, and other garments,

which are perforated to make them more wholesome

wear. Chamois leather is used by jewellers in cleaning

trinkets and plate, and is also employed for cleaning

carriages. It is sold by the skin. Much leather, im-

properly called chamois, and rightly named wash-leather,

is the skin of deer, sheep, and ordinary goats prepared

with oil.

Champ.—A term used, in lace work, for the ground,

tinguish between the wearers and makers of a costly

fabric, and classed them both as royalists. It was, how-

ever, restored in 1805, when the white Blondes were eagerly

bought, and the trade flourished more than at any other

period of its history. The large-patterned Blondes Mattes

were then made. The machine laces spoilt the trade in

white Blondes, and black are now chiefly made. The flowers

of the modem laces are not so heavy and so distinct as

those of the old blondes ; they are slighter in form, and

thoroughly dispersed over the lace, and cannot be trans-

ferred from the ground like the ancient ones. Anothei"

variety has been brought to great beauty. It is a close

pattern with deep borders of irregular outline, flowered
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in most patterns, and contrasts witli tlie fine filmy Roseau

ground upon wliioli it is worked. It is too expensive to

be an article of commerce, and tlie Ohantilly laces now
in the market are nearly certain to lie productions of

either Caen or Bayeux. See Oaen.

Check-Moliair.—Dress material, so called from the

pattern woven in it, and measuring 24 inches in width. It

is much employed for children's dresses ; the cross-bars

being of small dimensions, like the shepherd's plaid and

the "Louisine silks." The price varies according to the

quality. It may be had in pink, blue, brown, red, and

black " shephei'd's plaid " checks ; all on a white ground.

It is plain made, i.e., not produced in any fancy style of

weaving.

Cheese Cloth.—An open-make of fine canvas, employed

for drawn work embroidery. It is 42 inches in width, and

is inexpensive, but varies in price in different shops.

Chemise.—A loose under-shirt of linen, longcloth, or

calico, worn next to the vest ; sometimes called Shift. See

Cutting Out and Deessmaking.

Chemisette.—A plain or ornamental under-bodice,

with fronts and backs imconnected at the sides. See

Cutting Out and Dressmaking.

Chenille.—The French for Caterpillar. A beautiful

description of cord employed for embroidery and decora-

tive purposes. The name denotes the appearance of the

material, which somewhat resembles that of a hairy cater-

pillar. It is usually made of silk, is sometimes a com-

bination of silk and wool, and has been produced in wool

only. There are two sizes ; the coarse is called Chenille

Ordinaire, the small Chenille a Broder. There is a new
kind of Chenille called Pomponet, having a very long pile,

boa-shaped, and employed for neckties. For the purposes

of millinery it is mounted on fine wii'e ; the fine soft silk

Chenille is that used for embroidery, and sold in art

colours.

Chenille Cloth.—Also known as Moss Bcge. This

material is made with a fringed silken thread used as weft

in pile-weaving, in combination with silk, wool, or cotton.

When woven, the fringed threads protrude through the

interstices of the material, and produce a fui'-like sui--

face. Many varieties are made, since the recent gx-eat

demand for the cloth, both in millinery, dress, and flower

making. It was appropriately named by the French
Chenille (caterpillar), from its gi-eat resemblance to the

insect's velvety coat of fur. It is 27 inches in width.

Chenille Emhroidery.—A work originating in France,

and deriving its name from the resemblance its round fluffy

threads have to the bodies of caterpillars. During the

eighteenth century. Chenille Embroidery was the fashion

at the French Court ; and many specimens of it executed

by Marie Aatoinctte and her ladies are still preserved.

From France it passed over to England, and was popular
for years, and never entirely disappeared in this country.

The taste for the work has now revived ; and, when well

executed, it has all the softness and beauty of painting

upon velvet, and well repays the time and money spent

upon it. It looks particularly handsome when made up
as curtain borders, in which form it has been lately

employed at the South Kensington School of Art Needle-
work.

Chenille is of two kinds : Chenille a Broder, which is

soft and not on wire, is the one used in old, and in the
better sorts of modern, work. This Chenille a Broder comes
from Paris, and is extremely fine in texture. The other
kiad is called Chenille Ordinaire, a coarser Chenille,
adapted for being either Couched upon the surface of the
material, or darned through large-holed silk canvas net, or
gold and silver perforated cardboard. The fine Chenille
costs about 3d. the yard, and the greater the number of
shades required in the design the greater the expense.
Simple Satin embroidery patterns ai-e the best to work
from.

To work
: Outline the design upon the material before

it is framed, and use a coloured pattern to work from.
Use for the needles large-eyed, sharp-pointed rug needles,
and thread the Chenille in short lengths, as every passing
backwards and forwards deteriorates its pile. If the work
is upon canvas, stretch it in a frame, and only work the
design in Chenille; make the ground in Cross or Tent
Stitch with filoseUe or wool. The stitch used is Satin
Stitch. Thread many needlefuls of various coloured
CheniUe before commencing the work, and put in each
shade of colour following the line preceding it, not the

Pia. 118. CHENILLE EMBEOIDEET.—Detail A.

whole of one shade before another is commenced. Fig.

118 (Detail A) is of fine Chenille worked upon thin silk.

Frame the silk after the outlLue of the design is traced,

and fill the needles with Chenille, bring these up from the
back of the frame, and push them down again as in

ordinary WooL WoEK. Each thread of the Chenille can
also be laid on the surface in lines, and secured with silk

of the same colour, as in Couching. When this is done at

the commencement and end of the thread, make a hole

through the material with a stiletto, and pull the Chenille

through to the wrong side, and there secure it; but,

unless the foundation is thick and heavy, the first manner
of working is the best.
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Clienille Ordinaire can be worked as shown in Fig. 119

(Detail B), upon lai-ge open-meslied canvas. To work :

Pass the CbeniUe backwards and forwards through the

open-meshed canvas. Use but few shades. The stitches

for the rosebud are Satin ; for leaves and points of bud,

Tetb de Bcetjf; for the stem, Crewel. Upon a closer

Fig. 119. Chenille E.imitounntY irON large Canvas.—Detail B.

material the Chenille is laid in lines close together for

the leaves of a iDattern, while loops of Chenille, mounted

upon fine wire aud sewn to the material with purse silk,

make the flower petals. Make the centres to the flowers

by loops sewn flat, and form the stems of Chenille plainly

Couched down.

Fig. 120 (Detail 0) is an illustration of Chenille Ordi-

naire used upon perforated gold and silver cardboard,

and very pretty devices and patterns are worked by

simple arrangements of the stitches to form crosses,

stars, and wheels. The work is useful as an ornamen-

tation for sachets, blotting cases, dinner rings, and other

Fig. 120. Chenille upon Gold Caudboard.—Detail C.

fancy articles suitable for bazaars. To work : Back the

cardboard with linen, to prevent its breaking away in

the process of working, and thread the Chenille into

large-eyed needles, which pass backwards and forwards

through the cardboard, as if it were canvas. Two or

three distinct contrasting colours are the best to use for

this kind of Chenille embroidery.

Chenille Iiace.—A peculiar kind of Lace made during

the eighteenth century, in France. The ground of this

lace was silk honeycomb Rcseau; the patterns were

poor, and chiefly geometrical, filled with thick stitches,

and outlined with fine white Chenille ; hence the name.

Chenille Needles.—These Needles resemble iu form
the ordinary nig needle, but are sharp at their points,

and to avoid rubbing the Chenille they are vei'y wide

in the eye.

ChenUle Kolio.—A twisted silk ChenUle cord stiffened

by wire ; used, according to its width, either to surround

glass shades for clocks, boxes, &c., or to be twisted into

flowers. It is sold by the yard and by the piece. When
passed through an iron tube the Chenille becomes the

silky compact roll, appropriately nicknamed " rats" tails,"

employed in rich mantle fringes.

Chenille Travailleuse.—The French name to desig-

nate the fluffy silk thread employed in embroidery, fringes,

and gimp ornaments.

Chequer Stitch.— This Stitch is used for working
berries in Honiton Lace designs, and is illustrated in the

Poppy and Briuny Design. {See Honiton Lace.) To
work : Hang on six pairs of bobbins, and begin at the

base of the lower beiTy, work the Stem all round,, leave

the three outer pairs of bobbins to carry on the Stem
afterwards, hang on six more pairs. There being Stem
on both sides, there will be one pair of workers to pass

backwards and forwards across eight pairs; work one,

Twist the workers thrice ; work two. Twist thrice, work

two, Twist thrice; work one, and Sew to the Stem.

Rexjeat this row three times, then Sew the workers to

the next pinhole, Twist all the passive pairs three times,

and repeat the three rows; then Sew to two pinholes

in succession, and Twist the passive pairs. Be carefnl

to draw each stitch well up. This Stitch is used for

fillings to flowers as well as berries.

Chequet^.—A French term employed in dressmaking,

to denote " pinked out," or cut by means of scissors, or

a stamping instrument having teeth, which produces a

Fig. 121. Cheqiiete.

decorative bordering in notched scallops, or diamond
points, to a silk ribbon, flounce, or other trimming.

See Fig. 121.

Chesshoard Canvas.—A handsome thick white cotton

Canvas, designed as a foundation for embroidery. Each
chequer is upwards of an inch square, and made in

alternate honeycomb pattern, aud simple Egyptian cloth

mat. The width is 26i inches. See illustration (Fig. 122)

on page 67.

Cheveril.—Soft leather, made of kid-skin.

Cheviot Cloth.—A rough description of Cloth, made
both for men and women's dress, twilled, and coarser

than what is known as Homespun. This Cloth is 27 inches

in width. The Cheviot Homespun measures 25 inches

in width, and Cheviot Tweed 27 inches.

Chiffon Work.—A modern variety of Patchwork, which
consists of laying on to a foundation straight lines of

black velvet alternately with stripes made of pieces of silk

and satin. The advantage of Chiffon Work is that it uses

up pieces of silk too small for ordinary Patchwork, and
pieces that are cut upon the cross. To work : Cut out and
arrange bits of silk as in Patchvs^ork, but upon the
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cross ; lay down a line of velvet, and then Tack a piece of

silk to it, so that it will turn over on the right side. Con-

tinue to tack pieces of silk together cnt into the forms

of crosses, wedges, rounds, and other devices, but keep

them within the margin of a broad straight band. Add
more velvet and more coloured stripes until the founda-

tion material is quite covered, then stuff the velvet with

wadding to give it a raised appearance, and ornament the

scraps of silk with Coral, Feathee, Heeeingbone,

and other fancy stitches in filoselle, after the rest of the

work is finished. The foundation should be of ticking or

coarse canvas.

Fig. 122. CHESSBOAED CANVAS.

China Crape.—A beautiful variety of Crape, but

thicker in texture than the ordinary kind, remarkably

fine, but weighty in substance. It is generally sold at

Indian warehouses, being made in white and various colours,

exquisitely dyed, and is employed for women's dress. It

is made of raw silk, gummed, and twisted on the mill, and

woven without crossing. The width is 24 inches.

China Grass Cloth.—A beautiful and delicate, as well

as a very coarse description of Cloth, having its origin in

China. It is produced from the fibres of a species of

nettle [Urtica nivea), which the natives split into lengths

and unite together at the smaller ends. Exquisite hand-

kerchiefs and fine linens are also made from China Grass,

and of late years it has been united with silk and cotton

for coloured textiles. Laving a brilliant appearance. It

is employed in Canton, and has been utilised at Leeds

with much success. Very beautiful textiles are produced

in China Grass with a silk warp. One of the chief

seats of the manufacture as a yarn is to be found at

Leeds.

China Kibbon.—A very nan-ow Ribbon, of about one-

eighth of an inch in width, woven with a plain edge, and

to be had in one colour, or shaded gradually from a dark

to a light tint of any colour. This description of Ribbon

was much in fashion about forty years ago, but the best

qualities are now only to be had at fii'st-class embroidery

shops in town, and sometimes in country places. In-

ferior kinds are procurable elsewhere. China Ribbon

is often used for book markers in the best bound books

(especially Prayer-books), being attached in the process of

binding.

China Ribbon Emhroidery.—This work was largely

employed for decorative pviiqioses during the earlier part

of the present century, and has lately reappeared under

the title of Rococo and Ribbon Embroidery. Ancient

designs were floral and of the Renaissance style, and

differed but little from those used at that period for

silk embroidery upon dresses, waistcoats, &c. The

materials required are China ribbon of various colours,

shaded and self-coloui-ed ; thick cotton canvas, silk, satin,

or velvet foundations, and embroidery silk. Shaded

China ribbons, being now out of date, are sold only at

some of the first class embroidery shops; but the plain

can still be met with at linendrapers'.

The work, which is very durable, is done in a frame ; the

background being generally selected of a dark colour, as

the ribbons look best upon dark foundations. When the

material is stretched in a frame, trace the design iipon it,

and apply the i-ibbon to it as follows : For all spirays

intended for leaves or grasses, thread shaded green

China ribbon upon a large crewel needle, and work in

Satin Stitch. Bring the needle up from the back of

the material at the outer line of the spray, hold the

ribbon in the left hand, to prevent its twisting, and put

the needle into the material in the centre of the spray or

leaf in a rather slanting direction. Eorm all one side of

the leaf, and then work the other side in the same manner,

always bringing the ribbon from the outer edge and
finishing in the centre. By this means the aj^pearance of

a centre vein is given to the leaves and sprays. The
flowers are variously worked : small ones with unshaded

ribbon in Satin Stitch worked to their centres, and a

knot of different coloured riljbon put over the Satin Stitch

as a finish ; while large ones make more raised, thus : Run
the ribbon at one edge, and gather it closely together,

and then sew it to the background in enlarging circles,

so that the unrun edge of the ribbon stands up from the

material in a thick round mass. Make the centres of

those rounds of shaded ribbon, and of a different colour

to the shaded ribbon used in the first part of the rounds.

Make the buds of Satin Stitch, with ribbons of two

colours, but not shaded; or aU of the same tint, and

finish with stitches of embroidery silk, and work the

stems and other light parts of the work with the same

silk in Chain, Ceewei., or Long Stitch. The best

patterns are those that introduce fiowers of the forget-

me-not size, small roses and bluebells, as, although this

work does in no way attempt to be natural, it should

never offend by being executed in large designs; when
worked in small patterns, it has a quaint, old-fashioned

look which it cannot retain when enlarged.

Fig. 123 is an illustration taken from a piece of work

fifty years old, and intended for a sachet or hand-bag.
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The foundation is of black satin, and the coloni's used

are as follows : Commencing from the top left-hand

comer, the spray there is formed of pink and white ribbon

intermixed, the large flower, of amb3r-coloiirod shaded

ribbon, with buds of a deeper tone, and the small bunch of

flowers beneath it, blue with yellow centres. On the

right hand, the small flowei-s at the top are yellow, the

rose of gathered ribbon of a plain crimson shade, and the

bunch of small flowers above it, white with pink centres.

The rose in the centre is formed by the ribbon being

closely gathered as before described, the colour a varie-

gated deep red ; the little two-petal flowers over it are rose

threads being drawn out easily, and is useful for table-

cloths and chair backs, and very simple in execution.

To work : Cut the material to the size, and then draw
out its threads in wide lines at equal distances from each

other', and wider than the width of the ribbon. Into

these drawn lines run ribbon which has pi-eviously been

threaded into a rug needle. Dakn the ribbon down the

space left by the Dravra Threads, going over six and
under six of the threads still remaining. An inch and
a half space is generally sufficient to leave between the

lines, and this should be ornamented with a pattern in

Holbein or Cross Stitch. Various coloured ribbons

Fig. 123. CUINA RIBBON EMBUOIDEEY.

colour, and at its left side are yellow and white ; the four-

petal flowers underneath rose pink with white centres

;

leaves throughout of shaded yellow greens. Form all

stems, rose thorns, and other fine parts of the pattern of

green purse silk, and work in Stem or Ckewel Stitch.

The above are the shades used upon this old piece of work,

and, as none of them are produced from aniline dyes, they

amalgamate extremely well.

China Kibbon Work.—A modern name given to a

kind of Drawn Work, into which coloured China ribbons

are run instead of crochet cotton. It is suitable for any

linen or cotton materials coarse enough to allow of the

are used in one piece of work ; their ends being allowed

to fonn the fringe with the Drawn Threads of the mate-

rial. Check and other drawn patterns are adapted to

China Ribbon Work, the ribbons being crossed in the

open spaces. The ribbons when forming check pattern

are sewn on the wrong side of the material, to keep them

from moving; and care is taken that they are run in flat

and are not twisted. Letters forming the initials of the

worker are made by darning the ribbon into the back-

ground, to form their outlines. These initials are placed

in a corner.

Chinas.—Ribbon composed of a common kind of satin,
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designed for rosettes, book markers, &c., and dyed in

wliite, black, and all colours. They are made in narrow

widths, and are trifling in price.

China Sewing' Silk.—This Silk is of a pure white

colour. One quality is much, used by glove-makers, and a

coarse two or three cord by stay-makers. The best Sewing

Silk is sold on reels, containing one ounce.

China Stripe Cloth.—A description of Broadcloth

(which see).

Chinchilla Far. — Of the animal producing tins

Tur there are two varieties, both of South America.

broideries. But little of ancient needlework now re-

mains, the dampness of the Chinese climate being in-

jurious to the preservation of materials, and the long

civil wars proving destructive to much that had escaped

the action of the climate; but the ancient designs arc

continually reproduced with extreme fidelity, the Chinese

mind being averse to novelty ani change, and prefen-ing

what is already pronounced good to any innovations.

Tooohow was the ancient seat of embroidery, but at

Canton and Ning-po a great deal is now worked, particu-

larly large screens, fan cases, and robes, which are the

Fig. 124. CHINESE EMBROIDERY

That giving the best Fur is a native of Buenos Ayres

and Ai'ica, and is of a silver grey, the darkest and

best in colour coming from the latter place. Those

from Lima are short in the Fur, and inferior in quality.

The Fur is extremely soft and delicate, and lies as readily

in one direction as another. The skins measure 6

inches by 9 inches.

Chinese Embroidery.—The Chinese appear to have

learnt the art of embroidery from Persia at a very

early date, and became celebrated for their productions,

which display an amount of labour and delicacy of exe-

cution almost unsurpassed, save by the Japanese em-

principal articles in request. Men embroider as well as

women, and the patience with which they entirely cover

a state robe, curtain, or screen with elaborate needle-

work, is remarkable. Under the late dynasty, robes

embroidered with floss silk, and with gold and silver

thread, were worn much more universally than they are

at the present time, as it is now considered sufficient

to indicate a mandarin's rank by a small square of em-

broidery containing his device, instead of repeating the

same, combined with dragons, ribbons, and flowers, all

over the dress, as was universal during the Ming dynasty.

Chinese ladies are also now content with embroidery in
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silk instead of floss about fheir dresses, and the costly

floss and gold embroideries are found more upon screens

and actors' costumes than upon ordinary wearing apparel.

The Chinese embroider in several ways.

In one, both sides of the work are the same; this is

done by painting the pattern upon transparent material,

stretching it, and working in Satin Stitch backwards

and forwards, so that there is no wrong side.

Another kind is crepe work, as borders to crepe shawls.

In this, large showy flowers are woi-ked in Long and
Feather Stitch, or in Chain Stitch. The beauty of the

last-named consists in the dexterity of its execution, the

lights and shades of the pattern being shown, not by
varying the shades of colour, but by working the Chain
Stitch open and wide apart for light, and close and thick

for dark parts, the effect being further enhanced by the

soft tones of the oriental colours.

Feather work, in which real feathers are introduced, is

.mother kiad of embroidery they execute ; the designs in

the parts where the feathers are to be laid are stamped
upon metal, to which the feathers are glued, and the rest

of the pattern finished iu silk work. But their most
famous embroidery is with floss silk and gold and silver

threads. The patterns for these, though numerous,

exhibit but little variety, the sacred dragons, various

monsters, figures, jars, ribbons, asters, and cherry blossom,

mixed with birds and butterflies, being repeated and accu-

rately copied as to colours in most of the designs. Pattern

books for these are sold in China for a penny.

Fig. 12 1 is an example of this kind of embroidery. It

is taken from the border of a mandarin's robe, which is

covered from top to bottom with embroidery in floss silk,

gold and silver thread, and pui'se silk, representing

dragons, quaint animals, flowers, ribbons, and jars. It is

worked as follows : The foundation material is of dark

blue silk, and the dragons are constantly repeated all over

it. Make these of gold thread, laid upon the surface and

Couched down with coloured silks. Where the animal

has scales, arrange these threads as haH curves, but upon
the head, feet, claws, and tail make the lines to follow the

undulations of the parts they represent. Pad the eyes

and make them very prominent, and work with coloured

floss silk ; decorate the mouths with long white moustaches,

which allow to trail and cui-l over the background. The
flower shown in Fig. 124 is taken from the border of the

robe; surround every petal with a flne white silk cord,

and fill with French Knots in purse silk, colour deep

crimson, shading to pale silk in centres; make the half-

opened flowers of the same colours, work them in Satin
Stitch, with leaves of a deep green; flnish the large

centre one with veins of gold thread ; work the ribbons in

dark blue; where turned under in light blue, or green

turned under yellow silk ; the outline knot of ribbon with

white cord, and fill with crimson French Knots. Work
the animal at the side in red and white, without any inter-

mediate shades. None of the colours blend imperceptibly

into each other ; all are sharply defined, and three distinct

shades used when any shading is employed, but the

greater part of the design is in Satin Stitch worked in one

colour. The effect is in no way bright and vulgar, as

the tints are all subdued and blend together.

Chinese Silks.—Although there are several varieties

of Silk, satin, and brocaded textiles, the Silk stuff most
known, and having a large sale in this country, is the

Pongee. It is manufactured from the silkworm feeding

on the leaves of the Ailanthus oak, and made in the

mountain ranges of the province of Shantung, bordering

on the Yellow Sea. Sec Shantung Pongee Silk.

Chinese Tape, India or Star.—This Tape is of

superior strength, and is made both soft and sized. It is

sold in any lengths desired, or on blocks. The numbers
run from 00 to 12.

Chin6 Silk.—So called because the patterns upon
them have the appearance of having run from damp.
The name is derived from the origin of the style in China.

The threads are coloui-ed in such a manner before being

woven that when worked up into the silk textile, the

peculiar appearance of the shading is produced. The
silk measures 36 inches in width.

Chintz.—This word is the Persian for spotted, stained

I

or variegated. It is a term employed in this country to

! denote a fast-printed calico, in which several, and genc-

rally five, different colours are applied to small designs

I and printed on a white or yellow ground, highly glazed.

i

Originally of Indian manufacture, and known by the

I names of Kheetee and Calum-koaree, or firm colour, it

I

is now made in this country, and is of great beauty.

i
Chintzes measure from 30 inches to a yard in width.

Chintz Braid.—A cotton galloon resembling dimity

\
binding, but having a minute chintz pattern, and printed

j
in all kinds of colours to suit the dresses for which

i
they are designed. They are much employed in the

j

making of collars and cuffs. Chintz Braid is sold in

\
pieces, or by the yard ; and the price varies according to

I

the width.

i
Chip.—Wood split into thin filaments, for bonnets.

i See MiLLINEET.

j
Chromo Embroidery.—This is a modern work, invented

I

by Mrs. Mee, and consists of coloured paper patterns of

1
flowers or geometrical designs laid upon silk, satin, or

j
coloured cloth foundations, and then worked over iu Satin

i Stitch with filoselles or fine crewels, so that the colours

i
on the pattern are reproduced upon the work. To work :

Trace out a design upon thin coloured pajjers, cut this

out, and then lay them upon the material. Work over

them in Satin Stitch in the natural colours of the

design imtil the whole is filled in. The paper pattern is

entirely covered with the Satin Stitch, and need not be

removed. Chromo embroidery is especially useful to

workers who are difiidcnt about their powers of shading

leaves and flowers naturally; the design being so close to

the eye, they cannot fail to matcli the colours painted

upon it, and by following it out, line by lino, need be

under no api^rehcnsion about the result.

Church Embroidery.'—Some of the finest specimcus of

needlework ever produced are those that were consecrated

to the use of the Clnirch during the centuries between

the tenth and the sixteenth. In them are displayed

both elaborate workmanship and good design, and we are

the more impressed at their production when contrasting

their excellence and reflnement with our knowledge of the
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rude manners and customs of tlie times in wliich they were

made. The work is, verily, picture painting, the colouring

and the symbolical meaning attached to the ornaments

depicted matching with the famous illuminations of the

time. Many reasons combined to produce this perfection.

Thus, artists were employed to sketch out the patterns

(some of them lay claim to being those of St. Dunstan's),

and an embroiderer was content to labour for a lifetime over

one piece of work, which frequently was too elaborate to be

finished even then, and was handed reverently down from

one generation to another until completed. Such labour

was looked upon as a service particularly pleasing to the

Creator, nor was there any fear of its not being used when

completed. In the gorgeous ritual prevailing before the

Reformation, every altar required a different frontal and

appendages for each festival or fast; and curtains, known

as Tetravela, were placed at the sides of the altar and

drawn in front of it, while priests and choristers had
as many vai-ious vestments, and all required rich and
elaborate embroidery. The Anglo-Saxons were not behind

other nations in this particular, and mention is made of

gifts of needlework to the Church as far back as 708

;

while Pope Innocent and Pope Adrian collected from

England, for St. Peter's, much of the celebrated Opus
Anglicanum ; and a good deal of the old needlework now
preserved on the Continent is undoubtedly of English make.

William I. enriched Normandy with it, and it is constantly

mentioned in the " Roman de Rose " and "De Garin; " and

in ISJiS the Bishop of Marseilles made a special bequest

of his English alb to his church. The early Anglo-Saxon

embroidery was distinguished by its lightness and freedom

from overloaded ornaments. The designs were chiefly in

outline, and worked as borders to garments, &c. ; they

were all symbolical, and conceived and executed under true

art principles. These outlines were altered later, when
more elaborate work was achieved. The work executed in

Europe from the tenth to the twelfth centuries is of Eastern

origin, and possesses many of the features of the early

Phrygian and Babylonian embroidex'ies ; but the workers

of Europe developed its sacerdotal character, and clothed

each individual ornament with symbolical meanings,

while they executed the designs with the minuteness and

untiring patience that now only survives in Japanese

and other oriental works. The magnificent embroidery

produced was a mass of gold and silver threads, pearls,

Bi^angles, precious stones, and silks. A few specimens

still remain; but at the time of the Reformation much
was burnt for the sake of the gold, while copes and

frontals were made into carpets and put to other base

uses. The Sion cope (1250), the cope of St. Cuthbert, in

Dm-ham Cathedral, the maniple of St. Stephen and St.

Blaise, the palls of the Yintners' and Fishmongers'

Companies, are still in good preservation, and are the

best-known specimens extant. In the earlier Anglo-Saxon

works, which were chiefly in outline, the symbol of the

Gammodian is frequently used, but it is not found often

in later examples. It had the appearance of the Greek

letter Gamma, and four of these letters are either en-

twined together, so as to form a square cross, or two of

them, arranged to make the figure S> ^.re used with

Ohurch. roses and leaves as outline embroidery. This

Gammodian was of Indian origin, and was known to the

worshipiDers of Buddha, 600 B.C.; it was brought by the

Orientals to Rome, and adopted by the early Christians

as an emblem of Chi'ist ci'ucified. The celebrated Opus

Anglicanum of the twelfth and thirteenth centuiies is

not an outline embroidery, but consists of the most

elaborate filled-in figure designs, the stitch used for the

faces and garments being considered to be an invention

of the English, and therefore its name. It is an

exceedingly fine Split Stitch, which has the appearance

of Chain Stitch, and it is so worked that it follows the

curves and lines of the face and drapery, and gives the

appearance of relief to a flat surface without any

great change of colouring. This relief was further

heightened by those parts that were intended for hollows

in drapery or flesh, being depressed by a heated knob,

thus throwing into bolder relief those places which were

arranged to be in the light. Some fragments of this work

can be seen at South Kensington, so carefully executed,

and with such exactness, that we can understand the

A)

Fig. 125. Altar Cloth eeom Steeple Aston, Oxon.

admiration it gained from the whole world. The Opus
Anglicanum is not confined only to this stitch; the

Opus Plumarium, or Feather Stitch, is largely used; also

Crewel Stitch, Long Stitch, and many varieties of Couching.

Of the raised work formed with different kinds of Couch-

ing an example is shown in Fig. 125, taken from an altar

cloth at Steeple Aston, Oxou, time Edward III. The
grotesque animal (an emblem of power) would not be in-

troduced in the present age upon such a covering, but

figures of this description were not then considered irre-

verent ; witness the representation of the Deity (Fig. 126)

taken from the same cloth. To work Fig. 125 : Form the

chief parts of gold threads, which Couch over various

thicknesses of whipcord, and raise by this means above the

level of the flat embroidery; the direction the gold threads

take copy from the design. For Fig. 126, work the face of

flesh-coloured silk, with the features rudely indicated, and
surround the silk with a thick gold cord. Work the

leaves above and below the face in floss silk embroidery.
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suri-ound them by a davk cord, and clearly define tlie

veins in the leaves. Raised work was not always in good

taste when applied to faces of the Holy personages, as the

embroiderer frequently imparted a grotesque expression

to the figures instead of the agonised suffering inteaded

to be conveyed by the contorted features; but nothing

could exceed the beauty produced by the backgrounds

formed with these raised Couehings or the flat floss em-

broideries of the figures and powderings. In Fig. 127,

taken from a pulpit cloth at Forest Hill, is shown one of

the favourite devices of early embroiderers. It is the

winged and crowned angel resting upon a wheel, and is

a symbol of eternity, power, and swiftness. This device is

frequently scattered over altar frontals, and is found

worked in every variety of colour; for this one, work the

wings in shaded blues and crimsons and in floss silk.

Couch each leaf round with a thick cord; make the

nimbus of silver or gold, outlined with a gold cord ; the

Fig. 126. Altab Cloth from Steiple Aston, Oion.

wheel of silk, finished with gold cord ; work the face and

hair of the angel in floss silk. In the rays proceeding

from the wheel and at the side of the device introduce

spangles, which are always largely tiscd about ancient

embroidery, but never laid upon it; they either form

separate rays or small devices, as in this design, or are

used upon each side of rays, as shown in Fig. 131. Always

catch them down to the foundation material, and nevei'

Applique them, and fasten them down with bright-coloured

silk. The devices need in ancient work from the thirteenth

to the sixteenth centuries are noticeable for their con-

stant repetition ; and, considering the very large amount
of embroidery that was then executed, and the ingenuity

and care expended upon it, this fact indicates that variety

in those days was not looked upon as essential, the aim

of the worker being excellence in execution. Thus,

although the figure scenes were varied, and ranged thi'ough

incidents in both Old and New Testaments, and through
the lives of numerous saints and martyrs, the symbols
that sm-rounded the subject embroidered as a centre, or

that were scattered separately over the foundation (and

called powderings in that position), were almost limited to

the following : Angels, with or without wheels, the Star of

Bethlehem (the rays of which are waved like flames), fleur-

de-lys, winged eagles, leopards, lions, white harts with

crowns and gold chains, griffins, dragons, swans, peacocks,

moons, crowns, lilypots, thistles, roses, and black trefoils.

Secular subjects were not wholly excluded, and the coats

of arms of the donor of the frontal are occasionally met
with worked upon some part of it. Towards the close of the

fifteenth century Church embroidery became overloaded

with ornaments, and more mixed with secular subjects.

The work may be said to have died out in England iu

Fig. 127. PcLriT Cloth feom Forest Hill,

the reign of Henry YIII. ; and, although it continued for

another century on the Continent, it gradually became
confined to the nunneries, and was no longer the universal

labour of the ladies of the land ; whilst, even among the

nuns, the embroidery produced was much inferior to that

of earlier times. The taste for it has during the last twenty

years revived, old specimens are eagerly sought for, and
the stitches carefully cop)ied; and the productions of

the present age can vie in minuteness and beauty with

the most elaborate old work, for, with the exception of

a few alterations, it is identically the same. In modern
work, even the sprays and minor parts are Applique, and
laid upon the material when worked; while in old em-
broideries, although the chief parts were worked upon
double flax linen that had been boiled to take out its

stiffness, the lighter were frequently embroidered dii'cctly

i
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on to the foundation, and the lines laid over to conceal the

junction were stitched on after the two were together.

Now these cords are worked on the Applique, and a small

second cord laid to conceal the edges, as by this means

the larger cord is more likely to be evenly stretched and

laid down. The linen foundations are no longer doubled,

it being evident that a double foundation is more trouble-

some to work through than a single ; and the linens now

used, being expressly woven for the work, are made of the

right thickness. In old work, gold lace is often cut into

the shape required for a small filling and inserted instead

of needlework, but this practice has not been revived.

Requiring great attention and much labour to bring to

perfection, Church Embroidery should not be attempted

by anyone who cannot devote a large portion of her

time to it; but its difficulties are soon overcome by an

earnest worker.

The materials necessary are : Embroidery frames of

various sizes and shapes; good strong unbleached linen,

boiled to take out the stiffness and used single (bleached

and cotton mateiuals are injurious to the gold work,

and have a nap on them, so should be avoided) ; best

English made Genoa velvet, 13s. the yard ; rep silk, 22s.

the yard, or broadcloth, 21s., for foundations, which

are always of the best; piercer, for helping to lay on

floss or pick up gold bullion; stiletto, for puncturing

holes; two thimbles, one for each hand; nail scissors;

round-eyed needles of many sizes ; carpet needles, Nos. 2,

9, 10, for gold and silk cord; packing-needles to pull

twist with ; the various floss silks, Dacca, sewings, purse,

Mitorse, gold and silver threads, pearl purl, coloured

cords, spangles, bullion, &c. Floss is the most used of

all; the thick floss is split and subdivided into many
pieces, or a finer floss used that needs no splitting ; both

are laid on or worked in Long Stitch over all the various

powderings and chief parts of the embroidery. Dacca silk

is used in the same parts of the work ; sewings for tacking

edges down
;
purse silk for all parts requiring strength, and

frequently for Couchings ; Mitorse for leaves when floss is

not employed; twist, purse silk, gold and silver thread,

for Couchings and for ornamental sprays; spangles for

ornaments, and bullion of five kinds for raised work.

Cloth of gold and silver is inserted into the devices

instead of the embroidery, and sometimes brocades, the

"bawdkin" of the ancient chroniclers. All materials

must be of the best, and bought at the best shops, it

being worse than folly to execute such laborious work
with materials that quickly deteriorate; cheap gold and
silver thread, or inferior floss, quickly betraying them-

selves. The hands of the woi-ker must also be smooth,

and should be rubbed daily with pumice stone. Plain

needlework, or anything that causes the flesh to grate

or peel, should be put on one side for the time, as the

floss silk catches in everything, and soon spoils. The
hands also should be diy

;
people who have moist hands

caimot work with silk and gold, as they quickly tarnish

;

and the left hand must be as ready and expert as the

right, as it is constantly employed under the frame

where the needle, without the help of eyesight, has to

be put accurately up to the front in perfect lines of

stitchery.

Before commencing the embroidery, draw a full-size

design of it upon paper, and tint it as the colours are

to come. The design when representing a large piece

of needlework, such as an altar cloth, curtain, or pall,

is too large and too heavy to be worked in one frame;
portions of it are therefore selected and worked
separately, and afterwards united, and Applique upon
the velvet or silk background; but the full-size design

gives a just idea of the whole, and enables the worker
to fit the various pieces correctly together. Stretch the

linen foundation in a frame, and pounce the outline

of the part to be worked upon it with charcoal, and
set or paint this outline with Indian ink. Carefully

tack in any pieces of enrich-

ments, such as gold tissue or

brocade, and commence the

work with raised Couchings

or with the laying down of

gold threads. Work these

lines of gold thread so as to

foUow the wave of the part

they are ornamenting. Thus,

the flower shown in Fig. 128

is entirely executed with lines

of gold or silver, placed as

the shading of the pattern

indicates. Fig. 128 is much
reduced from natural size; an ornament so small as

it is represented rarely has threads laid down. Use wavy
lines of gold more than straight ones ; they are shown in

working detail in Fig. 129, and are managed in two ways,

Fia, 128. Chcech Embeoidbet,

WOEKiNQ Detail.

Fib. 129. Chukch Embhoileet.—Woekino Detaii.

thus : For the first, through a hole made by the

stiletto in the foundation linen, bring to the front of the

work from the back two pieces of gold twist of equal

size and thickness, and make a bend or curve in them

by curling them once round the stiletto, and then lay
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them on the foundation with the curve still in them,

and catch them down with the holding thread thrown

across both at once. For the second, use veiy fine gold

twist, and, instead of putting the ends through to the

back of the work, stitch them securely down on the

front part. Lay the gold twist so curved between each

securing stitch (see Fig. 129, c) on the space it is to cover

in an upright direction, then turn and bring it down,

turn again and bring it up, and so on until the space

is quite filled. These lines need not be laid close together,

but with a space between them equal to one line in width,

and this space may be fiUed inwith a line laid afterwards

;

the gold twist lying flatter on the surface when so

arranged than when laid down in consecutive lines. Turn

the twist wherever possible, but in many places this

cannot be done, and it must be cut and fastened, and

again commenced. When angles and cm-ves are being

laid, it is a task of dexterity and patience to lay the

lines and turn them so as to fill the paces with the fewest

breaks. The fastening threads are of bright-colom-ed

purse silk.

In Fig. 129 these fastening threads are shown worked

in two ways. To work : Arrange them in the space

marked c so as to form open diamonds, while in the

long narrow space marked d make every other fastening

thread form part of a straight line aiTanged across the

work. An illustration of the two ways of using floss

silk is also given in this working detail. In a lay it

in flat lines across the surface of the foundation, and catch

it down with lines of purse silk of a contrasting colour

to the floss, and laid in a contrary direction. Fasten

these above the floss silk by catching stitches of silk

brought from the back of the work and returned there.

Lay the lines of purse silk over the floss silk at nearly

equal distances from each other, to imitate the veinings

of a leaf, and make the threads that catch them down
of a silk matching them in colour, or a contrasting shade.

The space marked 6 shows the manner of working the

floss silk when it is passed through the foundation and

not laid upon the surface. It is Long Stio:ch: ; but work

it so that each stitch is placed in a slanting direction,

and does not follow the preceding one with the regularity

Fig. 130. Chdrch EMBnoiDEnr.

—

Stitch in Floss Sile.

of a straight line. The Long Stitch is more fully illus-

trated in Fig. 130, where it is considerably enlarged.

Fill the small space with black silk lines, which catch

down by three lines, two of gold tambour, and one of

silk. Make the border to the detail of two lines of thick

silk cord of harmonising colours, and catch both down

with the same stitch. The single cord that surrounds the

piece of work between « and 6 is a silk cord, round which

twist a fine gold thread, and Couch this down with a silk

thread. This working detail is an extremely useful piece

for a beginner to try her

^^>^hand upon, as it combines

several of the stitches that

must be known.

The powdering, from an
ancient chasuble, given in

Fig. 131, is another suitable

working detail, and should

be carried out as follows

:

Lay gold tambour in waved
lines, as at A A A A, and
catch these down with even

rows of purse silk. Lay "^^^
down the head of the seed

"

pod with gold tambour, as

at A, but make the lines

straight. Fill the stalk B B B

with green floss silk of three

distinct shades, work in

Long Stitch; the leaves

are of the same, except the

veins E E, which make of

yellow floss silk; d d re-

present the soft hairs on stalk, and are in green
floss silk; K, the centre of the seed pod, which work

PiO. 131. CnniiCH Embroidert.—
WouKiNG Detail.

Fio. 132. CnrECH Eubboideet.—Powdebinq pkoh IIabdwicke Hall.

with two shades of pinky red floss in upright

and suiToujid with a silk cordj work h h with

lines,

silver
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thread twisted round it and caught down with pale

blue silk ; in the inside of the cord place a naiTow black

cord, and catch it down with black thread. The two

succeeding oval cords laid upon the gold tambour are of

yellow silk, one thick, L, and one thin, M, but both with a

silver twist round them. The outside cord, G, is also of

yellow, but thicker than either of the others, and caught

down with black. Fig. 132, p. 74, is a powdering, taken

from some ancient work at Hardwicke Hall. To work

:

fill the centre with lines of gold thread laid horizontally,

catch them down with stitches an-anged as broad diagonal

bands, and surround with a line of black crochet twist.

Lay gold thread down, to form the calyx, in perpendicular

lines, and catch it with stitches arranged in a reverse

direction to those worked in the centre part of the powder-

ing. Make the leaves surrounding the centre in Long
Stitch, of floss silk, in three distinct shades of green, and

edge them with crimson cord. Fill the pine-shaped head,

e:l

Fio. 133, Chubch Embroidery,— CnRTAitf or Frontal.

as to its centre, with dark crimson floss silk, and secure

this with lines of silver twist, forming diamonds; as to

the half leaves on each side, in their upper parts work
Long Stitch in pink, shading to crimson floss, and their

lower with light blue floss, shading to dark, also in Long
Stitch; divide the crimson stitches from the light blue

ones with a line of black crochet twist ; outline the whole

powdering with a gold cord caught down with crimson

silk. Work the sprays, proceeding from the powdering,

with gold thread, and ornament the upper ones on each

side with spangles caught down with crimson silk.

The next illustrations are for more advanced work, and
therefore are shown in smaller sizes, so as to give some
idea of a whole design. Fig. 133 is a border and pow-

derings suitable either for altar frontals or for altar

curtains. Work the large fleur-de-lys in Long Stitch,
with green floss of three distinct shades, and edge it with

blue purse silk. Fill the band in the centre of the fleur-

de-lys with crimson floss laid in perpendicular lines, and
secure these lines either with gold passing or with gold

tambour, and edge them with black crochet silk. The
various tendrils or sprays springing from the fleur-de-lys

should be made of gold thread, laid in lines, and caught

down with crimson silk. These lines of gold thread re-

quii-e a line of floss silk laid close to them, and following

their outline; this is not shown in the illustration, but is

always worked when gold thread is laid over an unorna-

mented spray. Work the smaller powderings in Long
Stitch with floss silk; their colours are alternately crimson

and green, the crimson shading to pink, the green from
dark to light. Surround them with black crochet silk,

and with branching fibres of gold thread and floss silk.

The rounds are spangles, four to each i-ound, caught down
with red or green silk. Work the border upon a band of

silk of a darker shade of colour to that used for the

large surface ; work the wheels or stars upon it in gold

thread or yellow purse silk, caught down with black

;

work the leaves in shades of blue in Long Stitch, with

stems and tendrils of gold cord, and add small spangles

where shown. The three shades of blue, green, and rose

colour used should be perfectly distinct from each other,

not chosen, as in ordinary embroidery, so that one shade

illlfliiiliiilliililililillJiiiB

Fia. 13i. CnnRCB Embroidebt.—Boedeb fob Sopeb Fbokiaii.

blends imperceptibly into the other; but, although har-

monising, every one must be distinct from the shade

above and below it. Fig. 134 is another border for an

altar frontal or super altar. This is worked upon the

same coloured velvet as the rest of the embroidery. Form
the chief stem with several lines of gold tambour, caught

at intervals across with coloured purse silks. Work the

flowers with shaded silks, and further enrich them with

lines of gold bullion laid over them, and tiny spangles

;

while the little buds should be made of yellow purse

silk, surrounded with black cords, ornamented with

sprays of red cord, and crossed with the same. Straight

and battlemented lines of various coloured cords finish

the work. Work these on the material, the set centre

only being Applique. The colouring of the flowers

in this pattern will depend upon the colour of the

foundation, which should always be introduced to a

certain extent in the embroidery, but not forming the

prevailing tint. Work the flowers alternately in colours

that harmonise and introduce the shade of the founda-

tion, and in those that contrast with it,

1 2
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Tlie centre cross for altar frontal, Eig. 135, is more
elaborate than any previously shown, and requires very

good workmansliip. Tlie difference in this design to those

previously given, is that some of the parts forming it are

worked directly on to silk, and others Applique on to velvet,

of a different colour to either the foundation or to those

used in other parts of the same design. The stitches on
the cross work are upon white silk; the round enclosing

the four arms upon deep crimson silk, on to which the

floriated ornaments are Applique ; and the boss forming
the centre of the cross, and containing the centre jewel,

first work on to a linen foundation, and then Applique on

Couching in yellow silk or gold thread. Partially cover

the ends of the cross that appear beyond the round with

embroidery, leaving visible the foundation of blue velvet

of the same colour as used round the centre boss; make
the crowns finishing these ends of gold thread, laid upon
the velvet, also the thick line from which they proceed.

Work the leaves in crimson silk, shading to pink. The
round inclosing the cross is of crimson silk, on to which
the floriated ornaments that proceed from the cross ai'e

Applique after having been worked upon a linen founda-

tion
; work the outside leaves of these ornaments in Long

Stitch in three shades of green floss, the space they

Fia, 135. CHUECH EMBEOIDEET— CENTEE FOE ALTAE FEONTAL.

to deep blue velvet, which lay over the white silk founda-

tion. The cross is shown as it would be worked in the

embroidery frame. When removed and applied to the

foundation, rays of gold thread or yellow silk surround its

outside circle, and branching fibres proceed from the four

limbs, with spangles carried up each side of them. Make
the five bosses of jewels ; surround each with gold thread

and with rays of green floss silk, shading to light green.

Form the body of the cross with white silk, which orna-

ment with lines of gold thread laid in diamond patterns

caught down, with spangles and red silk, and with straight

lines in floss silk; arrange the outside Unes in Beice

inclose fill in—the lower part with crimson silk, worked in

Long Stitch, and ornament with Bobs or knots formed of

gold-coloured silk ; above this lay lines of gold thread,

and catch them down with crimson silk ; the points which

finish the ornament work in Long Stitch with pale blue

silk. CaiTy pale blue cords round the edges of the orna-

ments, to hide the stitches connecting them to the silk

foundation. The scrolls that fill in the rounds, form of

lines of gold threads, terminating with spangles, and

catch them down with blue silk.

The designs given illustrate all the various ways of

using floss silk in flat Church Embroidery. Thus, it is
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eitlier laid down in even lines of one shade of colour

and kept in position witli gold or silk cords placed in

devices over it, or it is worked in Long Stitch with

three shades of colour. These shades are distinct from

each other, and are worked with the lightest upper-

most; they never blend together, but they match in

tint. If contrasts are used, such as pink and blue upon

the same leaf, they are divided either by a line of black

crochet twist, or gold thread. In Church Embroidery

no regard is paid to copying any device in its natural

colours ; the designs are never intended as realistic,

but as conventional ornaments, and blue, lilac, crimson,

and yellow are used about leaves and other floral orna-

ments as well as green; though, in examining old

work, it will be seen that green and gold are more used

about the powderings and borderings than brighter hues,

which are found in all their glory in the picture centres.

The faces of figui-es are worked in Satin Stitch, in one

or two shades of flesh colour, or in Split Stitch; the

shade and contour of the features are managed by the

direction given to the stitches, which follow the lines

that would indicate them in an engraving. The manner

of embroidering the various raised and flat Couchings

is described under that heading. The raised are as

diversified as the flat, and were particularly popular as

backgrounds during the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-

turies; the cords that raise them are laid under floss

silk, or Dacca silk, as well as under gold and silver

threads, with binding threads worked in almost endless

varieties. A very rich and favourite raised Couching

for backgrounds is the Spider or Wheel pattern. In

this fine whipcord is laid upon the foundation in rays

like the spokes of a wheel, only curved (each wheel

being about an inch in size) ; the gold floss silk is laid

over them, and the catching threads put in on each side

of every cord, so that when finished the appearance is

like raised spiders' webs. Upon rich materials open

Couchings ai-e frequently laid for borders. These are

made of diagonal lines of gold caught down with crosses

of coloured silk, and the centre of the diamonds formed
by lines filled in with spangles, beads, or French Knots

;

in fact, the variety that can be made by laying down one

colour and attaching it to the material with stitches of

a difEerent shade is almost endless.

Having worked the various parts of the design upon
frames and on linen foundations, it now remains to attach

them to their proper backgrounds. This, when the article

is an altar frontal or curtain, and large and heavy, is

better done for the lady worker at a shop where they
possess the necessary large sized frames to stretch the

foundation in when applying the embroidery, as, unless

that is perfectly tight, no work can be properly laid upon
it. First stretch the background, and then transfer the
various outlines of the traced pattern to it by dusting

pouncing powder through pricked holes. Upon these lines

lay the various detached worked pieces after they have
been carefully cut out from their frames with very sharp
scissors, leaving a small edging of about the sixteenth of

an inch of linen round them. Stretch and hold down these
pieces in their proper positions with a number of fine pins,

and then secm-e them all round with fine stitching of

waxed silk or sewings. The large cord that always finishes

these detached pieces, sew on to them before they are cut

out : it will nearly cover the stitches, and is caught down
over them; but, when in their right positions, a fine outline

cord is run roimd them, and entirely conceals any joins.

After the Applique work is arranged, sew spangles and

other ornaments on the foundation; also sprays made of

lines of gold thread. When not otherwise eni-iched, these

gold thread sprays require the finish of a line of floss silk

following their outline. Lay the floss silk as a line close

to the gold thread, but not touching it, and catch it down
with a silk matching it in colour. A fringe is generally

added to an altar cloth; it is made of silk, the colours

used in the embroidery, as well as the background colour,

being represented. It is always knotted together in a

cross pattern at the top, and should be exceedingly rich

and good.

A less laborious kind of Church Needlework, useful for

pede mats, altar cushions, and other inferior Church uses,

is made upon canvas, and the threads either drawn away
and the embroidery left upon velvet or cloth foundations,

or the whole filled in with needlework. Brown canvas is

generally used. To work : Stretch the materials in a

frame, and select geometrical designs of ecclesiastical

symbols ; work these in Tapestry or Okoss Stitch,
partly in Berlin wool and partly in coloured filoselles.

Cross Stitch makes the embroidery coarse, unless worked
entirely with silk; therefore Tapestry Stitch is the best

to use. Damask and diaper patterns are suitable, while

the Church rose, lily, and passion flower, treated conven-

tionally, are good. Attempt no design that does not fit

easily and with a good margin into the space intended for

it, nothing looking so bad as work that is evidently too

big for its surroundings. Work church carpets, &c., in

squares, so as to fit into the embroidery frames, and after-

wards join them together with a pattern edge placed

round them. This work, being similar to Berlin Work,
requires no further explanation. Crewel Work is also

used for Church Embroidery, and adapts itself admirably

for many purposes; but it can never vie with the true

Church work of gold threads and floss silks.

Church Work over Cardboard.—This is a kind of

Church Needlework which was not known in olden times,

and has only been introduced since the revival of interest

in church decoration. All ancient needlework was in flat

embroidery, and was raised from the ground, when neces-

sary, by means of twine and cord ; but the cardboard

foundations forming this variety are used for sacred

monograms and emblems, and are found invaluable when
clear, distinct, and slightly raised work is required. This
work over cardboard is only employed in church furniture

for such minor details as the emblems on stoles, burses,

alms bags, mats, book markers, sermon cases, &c. ; it being

considered too severe in outline, and too mechanical of

execution, for altar frontals and the vestments of the

Church. Being worked with silk of one shade of colour

throughout, and over rigid outlines, it requires no artistic

taste in execution, but it must be arranged with precision,

and the stitches laid down with gi*eat neatness, or it will

entirely fail of effect; therefore patience and knowledge
should be bestowed upon it. The designs are simplcj
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clear in outline, and correct as to ecclesiastical foims.

The usual ones are the Latin cross, the initials of our

Saviour and patron saints, triangles, circles, and other

unfloriated devices. Some of these are shown in Figs.

136, 137, 138, and 139, in their plain cardboard founda-

tion. Fig. 136, the double triangle, is an emblem of the

Tiinity, as is also Fig. 137, the circle. Fig. 138, the Latin

cross, combined with the anchor and the circle, an emblem
of atonement and patience ; and Fig. 139, the Greek cross,

surrounded by triangle and trefoil combined, a symbol of

the Godhead. The manner of working is as follows

:

Select the design, and trace it out ijpon paper
;
piick this

outline thoroughly, and transfer it to thin Bristol board

by pouncing charcoal through it. Colour the design

yellow, and cut it out carefully, leaving little supports,

that are called " stays," to any part of the letter or emblem
that is too fine to support itself before it is caught down
in its position. The stays in the designs given would
only be required to keep the extremities of the Greek
cross (Fig. 139) in position. Tightly frame a piece of

gi-eat nicety; the thread or purse silk is kept evenly

twisted, and each line laid down with great regularity, as

the whole work is spoilt with one irregular stitch. When
the cardboard is covered, outline the letters or emblems
with a Couched line of gold, blue or red cord, or gold

thread, as sho-mi in Fig. 140. This Couched line will take

away any unevenness of outHne that may have been made
in the working. Cut the material away from the frame,

and the holland from round the edge of the embroidery
at the back, and the work is finislied. Fig. 141 is an
illustration of a single letter worked in this manner.
Cut out the exact shape and size required in cardboard,

and lay the cardboard on the foundation, and carefully

sew it down; the arm of the "r" requires very delicate

adjustment. Then lay a line of carpet thread down the

centre of the letter and fasten it, and cover all the card-

board over with lines of yellow purse silk. Fig. 140 shows

the manner of working interlaced letters and adding the

Couched line round them. Cut these out in one piece,

lay them on the foundation, and cover with lines of yellow

Fig. 138. Church Work over
CAnnBOARD.—Latin Cross,
Anchor, and Circle.

Tig. 139. Church Work over
Cardboard.—Greek Cross
Triangle, and Trefoil.

grey holland, sold expressly for the purpose, and secure

the matei"ial to be embroidered to it. If velvet, or a large

piece of plush, paste it down ; if silk, sew on with great

care, and sew round the centre when the emblem is

arranged. Then lay the pricked outline of paper on to

the velvet or silk, and pounce it through over with pipe-

clay; this will show where the cardboard is to come,

which put on and then carefully tack down into position,

and as soon as every part is secure, cut away the stays.

Fix a strand of yellow twine or carpet thread down the

middle of all the straight lines or the middle of rounds of

cardboard, to give the work the appearance of relief; this

adds to the effect, but is not absolutely necessary. Now
commence the embroidery. Do this either with yellow

purse silk or with gold twist of short lengths, and follow

the manner of working shown in Fig. 14^0. Bring the

needle up from the back of the frame on the left-hand

side, and pass the thread over the cardboard. Use the

point of the piei'cer to lay it flat, and insert the needle

on the right side in a line parallel to where it came up.

This operation, though seemingly an easy one, requires

purse silk; put on no centre cord of carpet thread to

raise them, their forms being too intricate, and no stays,

Fig 140. Cardbo.^rd Embroidery.

as the cardboard foundation is not disjointed. Add
the Couched line, and the work is complete. A variation
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in colouring devices is allowable, but there is no shading

necessary. Thus, in Fig. 142, " I.H.C." placed upon a cross,

and which can be used for a sermon case, bookmarker,

or alms bag, is worked as follows : Work the cross

in gold pui-se silk or gold thread, and Cottch it round

Fig. 143. Caedboaed Embroidery.

with a line of black silk; work the "I.H.O." in crimson

silk, and Couch it round with pale blue silk, and place

the device upon green or blue velvet. The large " I.H.S."

of Fig. 143 is arranged for a banner. Work the " I

"

in gold silk, the "S" in blue, and the "H" in red;

Fio. 143, Caedboard Embeoidert.

outline all the letters in black, and make the foundation
of white silk; work the wreath in Satin Stitch and
in flat embroidery.

The chief use of this embroidery being for such furni-

ture as ladies can make without the assistance of shops,

the lengths and widths of these various ornaments will be
welcome. For book-markers a very thick ribbed ribbon
is required, from one to three inches in width, accoi-ding to

the size of the book, and a yard and a quarter in length

if a double marker, which should then have an ivory

bai'rel dividing it in the middle to keep the ends even.

These ban-els cost 3s. 9d. to 4s. 6d., according to their

make, some being covered with a network of silk, others

with gold twist. Tack the ribbon to be embroidered down
to the framed hoUand, and put on the device at its lowest

part six inches from its end, so as to allow of five inches

or more turning up at the back to hide the lining. The
length of the book-marker is regulated by the size of the

book; a yard and a quarter being the longest required.

The opposite sides of the ribbon are embroidered, or the

work will not fall properly when used. The fringe, which
requires to be very handsome, is either of gold thread or

knotted silk, double the width of the marker and an inch

over, so as to turn in. Sew one side on and then turn the

work, and fix the other side so that both may be neat;

hem the ends of the ribbon that tui'n up, and tack down
with frays from the ribbon to render the stitches invisible.

For alms bags there are two shapes : one, a regular bag
hung upon a ring or hoop of brass, and made of a straight

piece of velvet eleven inches wide and nine inches deep,

joined, gathered, and sewn into a circular velvet bottom,

stiffened with cardboard ; and the other, the ordinary

handbag, nine inches in length, six in width, with a front

flap of six inches long upon which the motto or emblem
is embroidered. Line the bag with white silk, but cover

any part that shows with coloured velvet surrounded with

an ornamental cord of gold and silk. The upper part of

the alms bag is shaped, and is either curved or pointed.

Make the alms mats to fit the plate, and work the mono-
gram ornamenting them so as to be contained in a square.

The ornament upon a stole consists of Greek crosses in

gold silk. The length of the stole is to the knees of the

wearer, and it is a narrow piece of silk that slightly widens
at the ends where the cross is placed, and is finished with
a handsome fringe or lace. Work a small cross at the

back of the stole in the centre. Make sermon cases of

velvet, lined with silk ; strengthen with a cardboard foun-

dation. The burse is used to keep the corporal and
smaller eucharistic linen in. It is a kind of pocket
made of silk, strengthened with cardboard and ornamented
with needlework, and is in the shape of a portemonnaie
without the flap, being a square of from ten to eleven
inches. The colours of these ornaments vary with those
used upon the altar, which are as follows : White for
festivals of our Lord, the Virgin, and saints (not martyrs),
and for Easter; blue for week days after Trinity, and
indifferently used with green on ordinary Sundays;
red, aU Feasts of Martyrs, Evensong of Vigil, and of
Pentecost, to the following Saturday; violet for Advent,
Lent, Rogation Days, Ember week, and vigils; black
for Good Friday.

Church Lace.—An Italian Needle Lace made in the
seventeenth century expressly for trimmings to altar

cloths and priests' vestments. It was a thick coarse Lace,
the ground of which was first made and the pattern added
afterwards, and worked entirely of thick Buttonhole
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Stitches. The patterns were chiefly figure subjects illus-

trating passages in the Old and New Testaments, or the

chief events in the history of the Church.

Cinq Trous, on Mariage.—A lace made at Puy and
in other parts of Prance, with five-sided mesh, similar to

the Reseau grounds of some of the old Dieppe Lace.

Circles.
—"When working Pillow Lace it is often neces-

sary to form Circles and curves with the threads for the

proper delineation of the design. In the inner part of a

Cii'cle there will be fewer pinholes than on the outer, so

that it is necessary to work back in this part without set-

ting up a pin. To work : Upon reaching the end of the

pins, make a Cloth Stitch and a half with the Kunners
that will be waiting ; give a Twist to the outside pair, and

return to the pins on the outside. If pins are put up on

both sides, the worker will have to miss every other on the

inside ; and, if that does not give room enough, two stitches

are worked into the same pin on the inner side. This is

called making a False Pinhole. Take the runners

across to the inside. Twist three times, put up a pin; do

not take up the pair that will be waiting behind the pin,

but return with the same pair, and put up the pin on the

outer edge; finish the stitch, and return with the pair

behind the pin. "When they arrive at the inner pin, take

it out and stick it in again, so that it holds the row just

worked, putting it in the same hole as before; work the

Plain Edge with the pair left behind. By this plan

there are two outer pins to one inner. In a very sharp

curve it is better to only Twist twice, as otherwise it

would give the lace a heavy and puckered appearance.

To keep the lace firm while it is being curved, occasion-

ally drive a pin down to its head.

Clavi.—These are bands of embroidery that were worn

by Roman senators, and, at a later period, by knights, on

their robes of state. These bands were embroidered with

thick silk or gold, and frequently ornamented with jewels.

The orphrey of the priests' robes were similar in make.

Cleaning Woolwork.—If the "Woolwork is not much
soiled, stretch it in a frame and wash it over with a quart

of water, into which a tablespoonful of ox-gall has been

dropped. If much soiled, wash with gin and soft soap, in

the proportions of a quarter of a pound of soap to half a

pint of gin. "When carefully washed, stretch the work out

to dry, and iron on the wrong side while it is still damp.

If the Woolwork is only faded, and not dirty, stretch it in

a frame, and sponge with a pint of wami water, into which

a piece of soap the size of a walnut, and a tablespoonful

of ox-gall, have been dropped. "Wash out the mixture by
sponging the work over with clean warm water, and

leave in the frame until it is perfectly dry.

Clear Point.—A lace made at Puy, in Haut Loire,

after Valenciennes pattern. The lace is of durable make,

but coarse, and of low price.

Clew (Anglo-Saxon Cleow).—A ball of thread.

Clocks.—These are ornamental embroidered finishes to

the leg and instep of knitted stockings and socks, and are

worked with filoselle or washing silk of a colour that

either matches or contrasts with the stocking they adom,
or with two shades of one, colour. They are embroidered

);efore the foot is Knitted and after the heel is finished.

The name given to this decoration is considered to have
originated in the resemblance to the pendulum of a clock.

To work : No tracing is required, but run a guiding line

up the foot from the point where the heel joins the foot

;

the height of this line for a stocking is seven inches, for a
gentleman's sock three inches. The Clock consists of a
plain line and an ornament.al finish. "Work the plain line

as follows : Overcast the two stitches in the stocking

that run up the leg from the point where the heel joins

the foot to a height of foui- inches, then Overcast two
more inches, but only over one stitch of the stocking.

The plain line thus made will be six inches in height.

The ornamental finish to this is varied to suit the worker's
taste, the simplest being the fleur-de-lys and the arrow-
head. Make the fleur-de-lys by thickly Overcasting the

three leaves that form the well-

known conventionalised copy of

that flower; for the arrow-head,

take the plain line already formed
up another inch of the stocking

and add to it on each side six

diagonal lines graduating in

length; those nearest the end of

the line, or the tip of the arrow,

make the shortest, and the last,

half - an - inch in length, the

longest.

Fig. 144 is an illustration of

a much more elaborate final to

a Clock than the two described

above; it is worked in two

shades of one colour, the darker

forming the centre, and the

diamonds on each side. Make
these diamonds of raised dots

formed with Overcast ; the

rest of the design is simply Overcast. Overcast a line

along the side of the foot of the stocking or sock three

inches in length, after the foot is nearly knitted and

before commencing to narrow.

Close Cord.—The thick lines in Macrame are called

Close Cords.

Close Knitting. See Knitting.

Close Leaf.—In Honiton Lace the Close Leaves of the

sprigs are worked in Cloth Stitch, which is illustrated in

Figs. 145 and 146, as a leaf with a Plain Edge half finished

and completed. To work : Commence by first running the

lace pin down to its head to hold firm the twelve pairs of

bobbins required to make the leaf ; Twist the outside pair

on each side 3 times to the left, put the left-hand pair

aside, and take the next two pairs, numbering them 1 and

2, and 3 and 4. 1 and 2 are the Runners, and will work

aci'oss, taking the other bobbins as they come. First stitch

—

put 2 over 3 with the left hand, then with both hands

put 4 over 2, and 3 over 1, 1 over 4 with left hand, push

away 3 and 4 with left hand, and bring forward 5 and

6 with the right. Second stitch—2 over 5 with the left

hand, 6 over 2 with the right, 5 over 1 with the loft,

1 over 6 with the left, push away 5 and 6 with the left

hand, bring forward 7 and 8 with the right. Third stitch

pill T1>|"
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- -2 over 7 witli left hand, 8 over 2 with right, 7 over 1

with left, 1 over 8 with left, push away 7 and 8 with left

hand, bring forward 9 and 10 with right. Fourth stitch

—

2 ove r 9, 10 over 2, 9 over 1, 1 over 10. Fifth stitch—

2

over 11, 12 over 2, 11 over 1,

1 over 12. Sixth stitch—

2

over 13, 14 over 2, 13 over 1.

1 over 14. Seventh stitch

—

2 over 15, 16 over 2, 15 over

1, 1 over 16. Eighth stitch

—2 over 17, 18 over 2, 17

over 1, 1 over 18. Ninth

stitch—2 over 19, 20 over 2,

19 over 1, 1 over 20. Having

now worked across the leaf

to within one pair of bob-

bins, do the plain edge.

Twist 1 and 2 thi-ee times

to the left with the left hand,

while the right is taking a

lace pin from cushion ; then

holding both bobbins in the

left hand, stick the pin in

front of the twisted thread

into the first pin hole on the

right liand, give a small pull

to di'aw the twist up; this

had better be done after the

twist. Two pairs are now
outside the pin. The right-

hand pair will be found

twisted as it was done in

commencement. Make the

stitch about the pin 2 over

21, 22 over 2, 21 over 1, 1

over 22. Twist both pairs

three times to the left, using

both hands at once ;
pull the

Twist up gently. The first

pair have now worked across, and are put away, the last

pair becoming 1 and 2 in their turn. In the first row the

bobbins were taken as they came; in arranging them so as

to make the knots belong to the Hanging bobbins they

were, of necessity, twisted over each other. This is imma-

terial at the commencement,but each bobbin must now have

its own place, and every twist will be a defect. In putting

down a pillow the bobbins run together, and become

twisted, and half a beginner's time is taken up in dis-

entangling them. It is a tiresome process, but it has its

uses, as it gives facility in handling, and accustoms the

eye to detect wrongful twists. In the 2nd row the bobbins

must be numbered from right to left, 4 and 3, 2 and 1, the

latter being the active pair. The stitch is apparently

reversed, but the theory is the same. There are two pairs

of bobbins used, a right and a left-hand pair ; the middle

left-hand bobbin is always put over the middle right-hand

one ; each of the latter pair is put over the one nearest to it,

and the middle left-hand again over the middle right-hand

one. In working from left to right the Runners begin and

end the stitch, in returning, the Hangers begin and end it.

First stitch—3 over 2 left hand, 2 over 4 left hand, 1 over

3 right hand, 4 over 1 left hand, put away 3 and 4 with

the right hand, bring forward 5 and 6 with the left.

Second stitch—5 over 2, 2 over 6, 1 over 5, 6 over 1. Third

stitch—7 over 2, 2 over 8, 1 over 7, 8 over 1. Fourth

stitch—9 over 2, 2 over 10, 1 over 9, 10 over 1. Fifth

stitch—11 over 2, 2 over 12, 1 over 11, 12 over 1. Sixth

stitch—13 over 2, 2 over 14, 1 over 13, 14 over 1. Seventh

stitch—15 over 2, 2 over 16, 1 over 15, 16 over 1. Eighth
stitch—17 over 2, 2 over 18, 1 over 17, 18 over 1. Ninth

stitoh—19 over 2, 2 over 20, 1 over 19, 20 over 1. Having

now reached the edge where the pair of bobbins were put

aside at commencement of row, twist 1 and 2 thrice

to the left, stick a pin in the first left-hand pinhole in

front of the Twist; make the stitch about the pin 21 over

2, 2 over 22, 1 over 21, 22 over 1, Twist both pair thrice,

and pull Twist up. Repeat these two rows until three

rows near the end are reached, then cut off a passive pair

in each row close up to the work, and when the three rows

are finished, plait the threads into a beginner's stem. See

Finished Leaf Fig. 146.

Close Stitch,—In Needle-point Lace the Close Stitch

is a simple Buttonhole worked without any openings.

Close Trefoil.—A Honiton Lace sprig, as in Fig. 147,

Fia. 147. Close Tbefoil.

the leaf being worked in Lace Stitch, and the petals in

Cloth Stitch. Commence at the end of stem, and hang

on six pairs of bobbins ; work straight up the stem and

round the inner circle of flower, make a Sewing when
the circle is crossed. In the petals, which are next

worked, there are more pinholes round the oiTtside edge

than there are on the inside, therefore false pinholes

wiU here be required ; and as the petals require a greater

number of bobbins to form them than the inner circle

and stem, they will have to be added. Work the first

two rows of petal in Cloth Stitch with the six pairs,

and, before putting in the second pin on the outside,

hang on a new pair of bobbins, winding the knot well

out of the way
;
pass the new thread well underneath the

two workers, and run it close up to the hanging bobbins

;

stick a pin, and complete a Plain edge. The pair just

added will count as the seventh pair, and will hang on to

the threads which come across; work two rows in Cloth
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Stitcli, and Lang on an eiglitli pair in the same manner.

When the eighth pair is added it -will be necessary to

make a false pinhole, in order to keep the outer and inner

edges level with each other. This is done as follows: Work
across to the inside in Cloth Stitch, Twist the bobbins

thrice, and stick a pin in; but instead of completing the

edge, come back with the same pair, and again to the outer

edge ; then return to the inside edge, take out the pin,

re-stick it in the same hole, and finish the Plain Edge with

the idle pan- left. Two pins, by this arrangement, are

stuck in the outer edge to one in the inner, and a curve

is thus smoothly made. When the pins are put up close

together, Twist the bobbins twice instead of thrice at

the edges to prevent any puckering. The false pinholes

must be repeated until the petal is rounded and the

thinner part arrived at, when a single pair of bobbins

is cut away. When turning the corner of the first petal

and commencing the second, Sew twice to the circle,

and hang on two pairs of bobbins in two following rows,

and cut them oU when the petal is rounded and the

thinner pai't of it reached ; the middle petal being wider

than the others requires an extra pair of bobbins ; the last

petal will only require one additional pair of bobbins,

hung on where it widens ; the first and third petals require

eight pairs of bobbins to woi-k them, and the middle nine.

When working, turn the pillow as the work turns, so as to

keep the hanging bobbins straight in the front; and

when the third petal is finished, Sew at each side; tie

all the threads up inside one of the working pairs, tie these

working pairs separately, and cut quite close. The leaf

requires eight pairs of bobbins, and two gimp bobbins ; the

latter will take the place of the Streak Stitch, the gimp

being passed thi-ough the working pair on each side, but

in all other respects the leaf is worked in Half Stitch.

When the leaf is neai-ly finished, tie up two pairs of bob-

bins in successive rows, and cut off, Sew to the stem on

each side, cut the gimp close, tie the remaining bobbins

inside the working pair, tie these separately, and cut off.

Cloth.—(Derived from the Saxon QAatli, signifying any

woven textile, whether of silk, wool, flax, hemp, cotton,

ai'ras, or hair.) A woollen material of several descriptions,

as also a generic term applied equally to linen and cotton.

Broadcloths are the best and stoutest, and are seven

quarters wide. They vary in fineness ; there is the super-

fine, second, and inferior. Narrow Cloths are half the

width of the last, or three-quarters, or seven-eighths.

Habit cloths are a thinner and lighter description of

material, generally seven quarters wide. Royal cashmere

is used for summer coating, being a fine narrow cloth,

made of Saxon wool, in worsted weft. The best superfine

is made of Saxon or Spanish wool ; the inferior superfine

of the English, as also the seconds, which is used for

liveries, beside coarser sorts. The excellence of the cloth

depends on the quality of the wool, the permanence of

the dye, and the degree of perfection attained in the

processes of manufacture. In judging the quality of

broadcloth, the fineness of fibre and closeness of texture

have to be observed ; and the hand should be passed along

the surface against the lie of the nap, when the fineness

of the wool will be made evident by the silkincss of the

feeling. A portion being taken up loosely in both hands,

a fold pressed strongly between the fingers of one hand,

and a sudden sharp pull given by the other, the peculiar

vibrating clearness of the sound produced by the sadden

escape of the fold indicates, to the experienced ear, the

goodness of the cloth. The gloss on cloth should not look

very satiny.

Cloth. Appliq^u6.—A modern imitation of the Cloth

embroidery so largely worked by Eastern nations. It

consists of cutting out and arranging upon a coloured

cloth foundation variously coloured and shaped pieces of

the same material, and securing these by fancy stitches

worked in silk or wool.

To work : Select a dark coloured cloth as a foundation,

trace upon it a geometrica,l design, and then stitch it in an

embroidery frame. Prepare pieces of cartridge paper by

Fig. U3. cloth EMBEOIDEET.

cutting them into the shapes that fit the various parts of

this design, and lay these upon the coloured cloths selected

to form the pattern. Cut out these shapes accurately in

the coloured cloths, pin them on to the cloth founda-

tion in their right positions, and secure them by working

round their edges either with Heeeingbone or Point
Lance stitches. Use fine Pyrenean wool or filoselle for

these fancy stitches, and further enrich the work by
others, such as French Knots, Tete de Bceup, and

Satin Stitch, worked over the pieces of coloured cloth,

or made to form tendrils, bosses, and other ornaments

to the pattern.

Cloth Embroidery.—A kind of needlework exten-

sively practised by the natives of India and Persia, and

other Asiatic nations, who excel in joining together

coloured pieces of cloth in handsome designs, and covering

them with various fancy stitches made in floss silk or

gold and silver thread. The work is a species of Inlaid

Applique, the pieces of cloth not being laid on any

foundation, but sewed together continuously.
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Fig. 148 is a mat of this description. To work : Make
the centre of crimson or deep blue cloth, and the outside

edge of cream white, pale blue, or grey. Hide the parts

where these two pieces join with a row of Point Lance
stitches worked over the overcasting. Make the em-

broidery upon the light cloth with Wheels and Point

Lance, cut and turn down the outside edge to form

Vandykes, and ornament with a coloured silk tassel

in every hollow. Tlie beauty of the embroidery depends

paper, and go over the lines so made with water colour

mixed with gum to render them permanent. "Work the

whole pattern in Satin Stitch, with the exception of

the centres to the flowers, which either fiU in with French
Knots or with Leviathan Stitch. "Work the large

flower in three distinct shades of one colour, using the

lightest as the outside colour and for the innermost circle,

and fill the centre of the flower with French Knots made
of the medium shade of colour. "Work the sciaU flowers

FlO. 149. CLOTH EMBEOIDEET.

upon the judicious colouring of the floss silk fancy
stitches, which should be bright and distinct, like all

Eastern colouring, but not of hues that become gaudy
by reason of their violent contrasts.

Fig. 149 is of another description of Cloth Embroidery,
worked upon a dark-coloured cloth, such as maroon,
peacock blue, or invisible green, and is useful for valances,
tablecloth borders, and other purposes. Trace the out-
line of the design upon cloth with white carbonised

in two shades of colour, place the darkest shade inside,

and finish the centres with a Leviathan Stitch made
in the lightest shade used. "Work the buds and leaves

in two shades of coloui-, also the small forget-me-not

shaped flowers ; but in these last, keep each individual

flower to one shade of the two colours employed. In the

small pattern that forms the border of this design, use

two shades of one colour, and work all the under stitches

(ses Fig. 149) in the light shade, and the stitches that fill

M 2
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in tlie ceiiti-es, and tliat are worked so as partly to cover

tlie first made ones, in the dark. A liandsome design is pro-

duced when the whole pattern is worked with a red brown

filoselle as the darkest colour, and orange gold as the

lightest, upon a cloth of a medium brown shade. Shades

of blue upon peacock blue foundation, and cinnamon

upon russet red, are good, as the embroidery worked

ing cushions and footstools. Materials required : a frame,

skeins of various coloured filoselles. No. 2 gold braid, and

Berlin canvas. To work : Stretch the canvas in a frame,

and stitch the gold down upon it, line by line, until the

canvas is completely covered. Select an easy geometrical

pattern of those printed for Berlin wool work, and work

out the design in Gobelin Stitch over the gold braid
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Fia. 150. CIiUNT GUIPUEE LACE.

out in shades of one colour is more artistic than when
many bright colours are used. The border in the illus-

tration is of chenille gimp, but a soft ball fringe of the

colours used in the work would look equally well.

Cloth of Gold Embroidery.—A modern work, formed

with gold braid and filoselle silks, and useful for cover-

with coloured filoselle, take each thread over one strand

of the gold braid foundation, and count it as one stitch.

No shading need be attempted, and two colours, such

as red and grey, are sufiicient to work the whole design,

the foundation of braid being already bright enough for

effect.
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Cloth Patchwork.—This is Patchwork of the ordinary

kind, but made with pieces of bright cloth instead of

scraps of silk. See Patchwork.

Cloth Stitch.—The close stitch used in most Pillow

Laces, and consisting of simply weaving the threads like

those of a piece of cloth. It is fully described in Beaid-

woEK {Cloth or Whole Braid) and in Close Leaf.

Clnny Guipure Iiace.—^One of the Darned Net Laces

whose origin is lost in antiquity, and which were

known as "Opus Filatorium" in early times, "Opus

Aranum," or Spider Work, in the Middle Ages, and
" Filet Erode," or Guipure d'Art, in more modern

times. Numerous patterns of these laces are to be

seen in the pattern books of Vinciola, sixteenth century,

and much mention is made of them in the inventories

of lace from the fourteenth to the seventeenth centuries.

The groundwork is plain Netting, commenced with one

stitch, and increased and decreased like ordinary Netting,

and upon this is worked the pattern with counted stitches,

darned in and out like the modern Guipiui'e. The name
"Point Conte," generally given to Guiijure, is derived

from this counting of stitches. Cluny was only a

variety of this Darned Netting, but into it were intro-

duced raised stitches, wheels, circles, and triangles, which

distinguished it from the plain darned Guipure. A
shiny glazed thread was also introduced about parts of

the lace as a contrast to the unglazed thread forming

the rest of the pattern.

Fig. 150 is a reproduction of a piece of Cluny
Guipure formerly ornamenting a bed quilt belonging to

Louis XIII., and is a good example of the quaint kind

of patterns that were anciently worked, and that have

been lately revived in French and Irish lace manufac-
tories. In this the glazed thread forms the raised

feathers of the bird, the stars and the circles, and also

surrounds what is intended for a tree in the design. In
many designs the glazed thread is worked as an outline

round every part of the pattern, and Buttonhole Stitch

used; but here Point Passe, Point de Toile, and Point
Feston are employed, and there is no Buttonhole. This
lace requires its foundation to be stretched in a frame
while the pattern is worked upon it. Its stitches and
manner of working them are similar to those used in
GrripUEE d'Aet.

Coatings.—Black or blue cloths, in checks, stripes, or
diagonals, manufactured for men's wear. The widths
comprise both the narrow and wide, and their several

prices vary according to quality and width.

Cobble. — (Danish Cobbler, to mend coarsely; the
Welsh Cob being a round stone, making a rough street

pavement; descriptive of the irackering of work; old
French Cobler, to knit or join together.) A term em-
ployed in needlework to denote coarse and unevenly
drawn work or mending.

Coburgs.—These stuffs are composed of wool and
cotton, and in their make resemble a twilled Orleans
or French merino. Some of the varieties have a silk

warp and woollen weft. They can be had in all colours,
and measure from 30 to 36 inches in width, varying
in price according to their quality and width. They

are chiefly used for coat linings and for dresses by the

lower orders, who always employ them for mourning.

Cockscombs.—A name given by lacewoi'kers to the

uniting threads known in Needle Laces as Bars and

Brides. See Bae.

Cocoa Bindings.—These are to be had of 22 inches and

3 inches width, and are sold by the gross. The lengths

i-un from 18 to 24. yards. They are employed for sew-

ing round cocoa-nut mattings as bindings.

Coins.—A French term signifying the clocks of a

stocking ; that is to say, the decorative embroidery,

consisting of a mere line made with floss silk, with

a finish more or less ornamental, running from the foot

to aboiit half way up the leg of the stocking, on both

sides of the ankle and calf. These are sometimes of

a uniform colour with the stocking and sometimes con-

trast with it. See Clocks.

Coive.—A French term to designate the lining of a

bonnet, of whatever material it may be made.

Colberteen Lace.—A lace made in France in the

seventeenth centuiy, and named after Colbert, the King's

Minister, the founder of the French lace manufactories.

There is no accurate record of , its make, but it is con-

sidered to have been a coarse network lace of an open

square mesh, and to have been used for ordinary

occasions. It is frequently mentioned by English and
French authors and poets of the seventeenth century,

as a common and gaudy lace.

Coloured Handkerchief Embroidery.—A modern
embroidery that imitates Indian embroidery. The
materials required are all shades of filoselle silks, gold

thread, and a large cotton handkerchief, such as worn
by peasants in France and Switzerland round the

shoulders. The handkerchief is selected for its oriental

design and colouring, and for its good border. To work :

Back the handkerchief with a piece of ticking, and
Run lining and material together. Work round the

chief outlines of the pattern with Ceewel or Rope
Stitch, then Couch down a line of gold thread out-

side the outlines. Fill up the centres of the pattern

and the groundwork with Ceewel and Satin" Stitch
worked in filoselles that match the colouring; in fact,

reproduce the whole design in rich materials. Finish

with a border of plain velvet or plush, and use for a

banner screen or a table cover.

Coloured Twill.—A stout cotton material, made in

all the principal colours and employed for linings of

curtains and embroidery; it will not bear washing.

It is If yard in width.

Combed Out Work.—This is of two kinds : The first

consists of inserting loops of wool an inch and a half

in length into alternate rows of plain Knitting during

the process of making, and, after a sufiicient length has

been knitted, cutting these loojis and combing them
out with first a large toothed comb, and then a small

one, until the wool assumes the texture of hair, and
entirely conceals the knitted foundation. This is fully

explained in Bied Nest Mats. In the second, detached

flowers are fomied of combed out wool and bits of

velvet. This latter kind is illustrated in Fig. 151, which
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sliows two different coloui'ed and sliaped pansies, and

tlie manner of finisliing tliem at tlie back.

The materials necessary for tliis Combed Out Work are

different sbades of single Berlin wool, pieces of good

velvet, fine green wire, and gum. Eacli petal is made
separately, thus : Wind single wool of a liglit colour six

times round two fingers of tbe left band, tben take tbe

wool off tbe fingers witboiit disturbing it, and run a piece

of fine wire tbrougb tbe loops at one end, and fasten tbe

wire firmly by twisting it so tbat it secures all tbe wool at

tbat end. Cut tbe loops at tbe end wbere tbey are not

secm-ed witb tbe wire, and proceed to comb out tbe wool

;

use a coarse comb to commence witb, and tben cliange to

a smaller tootbed one until tbe wool is as fine as floss silk,

tben snip tbe edges of tbe wool to tbe sbape of a pansy

petal. Carefully drop a little pure gum in and about tbe

w^ool forming tbe petal, to keep tbe combings from getting

out of place, and also use gum to fix on to tbe petal tbe

Detail C.

Fig. 151. Combed Out Wool 'Woek.

ligbt fibres of different coloured wool tbat form tbe mark-

ings in Details A and B. Comb tbese out before tbey are

laid on tbe petal, and fix tbem to tbeir places witb tbe

points of scissors, not witb tbe bands. Make tbe eye of

tbe pansy and tbe dark outside lines of Detail A witb pieces

of velvet cut to sbape and caugbt down witb long stitcbes

of coloured silk, but gum tbe edges of tbe velvet into

position. As eacb petal is made, crook tbe cud of tbe wire

supporting it, and bang it up by tbis crook to dry; wben
all are finisbcd, combine tbe separate wires, cover them
witb green wool, and finish off tbe back of tbe flower

quite neatly, to present tbe appearance of Detail C. The
colours of Detail A are a foundation of white wool with

dark ruby velvet forming centre spots and edges, and ligbt

bits of combed out ruby wool put on the petals, to shade

tbe velvet into tbe white in the centre of flower and at

the edge. The silks used are yellow purse silk. Detail B
has an amber ground, with violet markings, witb a deeper

violet velvet used for tbe eye of the flower, and violet

purse silk used for the lines. Pansy leaves are generally

formed like those used iu AVooL Work Flowers, or they

can be made of various shades of green wool combed out

and fastened as tbe pansy petals.

Commence a Loop.—A term used in Tattinq.

Common Heel.—Sec Stocking Knitting.

Cone.—A term sometimes used iu Guipure dArt for

Point Pyramid.

Confection,—A French term applied to any kind of

ready-made article of dress.

Conuaught.—A species of cotton cloth, otherwise

known as Basket Cloth, made after the manner of Aida
Canvas or Toile Colbert, the French name by which

it was first known. It is employed as a foundation for

embroidery. Java Canvas and Fancy Oatmeal are

names applied to tbe same cloth.

Connaught Yarns.—An Irish yarn recently produced

by the peasants of Valencia Island. The fibre of the wool

employed is fine, soft, and elastic ; and the staple being

longer than that usually spun for the purpose of knitting

or weaving, it is durable in wear. Connaught Yarns
are thinner than the Blarneys produced in tbe same
island, and are more loosely twisted. The Fingerings are

to be had in 3 ply and 4 ply. Tbey may all be had in

black, white, gi'ey, heather, ruby, navy-blue fancy mix-

tures, &c. Sec Blarneys.

Continuous Inner Fearl.—Used in Honiton and other

braid laces as an ornament to the inner side of any leaf

that is not filled iu witb stitches. It is shown in the left-

hand leaf of Fig. 152. To work : Hang on ten pairs of

Fig. 152. Cohiihuods Iskee Feael.

bobbins and two gimps at tbe tip of tbe hollow leaf and

do Cloth Stitch to the place where the opening begins

;

work to the centre, stick a pin in the top hole, hang on a

pair of gimps round it. Twist the two pairs of working

bobbins twice, make a stitch about the pin and work first

down one side of the opening and then down the other.

The stitch at tbe inside edge is the Inner Pearl, made
thus : Work to the inner gimp, pass it through tbe pair,

Twist tbe workers six times, stick a pin, pass tbe gimp

tbi'ougb the pair, and work back. Twist tbe workers six

times, stick a pin, pass the gimp through again and work

back. Wben both sides are finished all but tbe lowest

bole tbe two working pairs of bobbins will meet in the

middle ; make a stitch, stick a pin, tie the gimps and cut

tbem oif, and let one of the working pairs merge into the

passive bobbins; finish the leaf, cut oif all but six pairs of

bobbins, work tbe circle, and then work tbe other leaf in

Lace Stitch.

Contract an Edge.—A term used in Crochet,
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Coques.—A Prencli term to denote bows of ribbon

arranged in loops as a decorative trimming.

Corah Silk.—A liglit Indian wasliing textile, of a

cream white, lighter in shade than

any of the other undyed silks,

either Indian or Chinese. It is

much used by young ladies for

evening di'ess, and is very econo-

mical in wear. Sold in pieces of

7 yards or 10 yards each, and

running from 30 inches to 31

inches in width. Corah silk is one

of the class called "cultivated,"

in contradistinction to the Tussore,

or "wild silk," produced in India.

Coral Stitch. — See Em-
BEOiDEKT Stitches. Fie. 153. double CoealStitch.

Cord.—In Needle-made Laces the fancy and thick

stitches that form the centres of the flowers and sprays

are surrounded with a raised rim closely Buttonholed, and

called either a Cord or Cordonnet. This rim varies as to

thickness and size in almost all the laces, a peculiarity

particularly noticeable in the old Spanish and Venetian

Hose points. It never, however, varies as to being

finished with close lines of Buttonhole, the difference in

its shape and size being attained by the larger or smaller

amount of padding (made of coarse thread) that is run

in under the Buttonhole. For manner of working, see

Crescents.

Cord.—Part of Maceame.

Cord, and Taney Check Muslins.—These are cam-

bric muslins, with stripes and cords placed across each

other, in plaid fashion ; thick threads being introduced

into the warp and weft. They are a yard wide, and are

employed for children's dresses and servants' aprons.

Corded XXuslin,—This muslin is also known as " Hair-

cords," having a thick hair cord running one way only.

It is made a yard wide, and is employed for infants'

dresses, and otherwise.

Cording.—See Coed Stitch.

Cordouette.—The French term to signify an edging, or

small cord or piping to form an edging. It is also the

name given to French netting silk, which is finer than

our crochet or purse silk, and is sold wound on reels.

Cordonnet.—The raised rim in Needle Laces, identical

with Coed.

Cordova Xace.—This is the name of a stitch or filling

used in ancient Needle Point Lace and in modern Point.

There are two ways of working it, one like the Point de

Reprise of Guipui-e d'Art, and the other as follows : Com-
mence by throwing three threads across the space to be

filled in a horizontal direction, putting them in as near

together as they can be worked. Twist the needle and
thread round the third or under thread twice, so as to

carry the thread along the third line for a short distance

from the commencement of the stitch, and Daen a flat

spot over the three lines by working up and down them
twice. Twist the thread again I'ound the third line twice

and dam another spot, and continue in the same manner

to the end of the row. For the next row leave an interval

the width of three threads between it and the first, and

work like the first. Continue to work the second row to

the end of the space, and then throw three threads per-

pendicularly across the space to form a square with the

horizontal threads, passing tlieni one over and one under

the horizontal threads and between the spots already

woi'ked. Dam spots on these as upon the others, and

continue the pei'piendicular lines to the end of the space

requiring to be filled.

Cordovan Emhroidery. — A modern Embroidery

founded upon Applique. The matei'ials used are gold or

silver American cloth, Serge and Filoselles. To work

:

Trace a bold but conventional pattern, either of flowers

and leaves, or a flowing arabesque that is continuous,

upon the back or under side of a piece of gold-coloured

American cloth. Cut this out, and lay it upon thick

brown holland or coarse canvas, and paste the two
materials together. Cut out the canvas to the pattern

shape when the paste is dry. Stretch a piece of dark

blue, green, or crimson serge, tack the gold American
cloth to that with long stitches taken over, not through

the cloth. With gold-coloured filoselle Buttonhole the

cloth to the serge round the outer edges, and with crimson

and green filoselle work 031 the cloth in Satin Stitch,

the centre of the flowers, veins of the leaves, or any detail

that will mai'k out the design. On the serge background

work detached sprays, tendrils, and stems in Oeewel
Stitch.

Cords.—These are of various kinds. Black silk Cords,

employed for watch guards, and for button loops and coat

edging, sold in knots of 35 yards and by the gross. The
numbers run from 2 to 10 ; 3, 5, and 7 being the most
useful. Black mohair Cords, formerly employed for coat

edgings, are now much used for looping up dresses ; the

numbers run up to 8 ; 2, 4, and 7 being the most useful.

They are sold by the gross—four pieces, 36 yards in each.

Blind Cords are of cotton thread, linen thread, and flax

covered with worsted, and can be had in various colours

—

scarlet, crimson, amber, blue, green, &c.—sold in lengths

of 72 yards, two pieces to the gross. Cotton Cords, in black

and white, are extensively used by dressmakers for pipings,

and in upholstery ; they are sold in bundles of 61b., mixed
sizes or otherwise, and in single skeins. Picture Cords, a

heavy-made article, are sold in lengths of 36 yards, and
may be had in scarlet, crimson, green, amber, and other

colours, so as to correspond with the walls. There are,

besides, silk mantle Cords, also heavy-made, and much in

use, having four pieces of 36 yards to the gross ; the

numbers run from 1, li, 2, 2J-, 3 and 4 : Nos. 1, 2, and 3

being most employed in black or colours.

Cords, Cloth.—A fancy woollen material, ribbed after

the manner of a rep, only in vertical lines instead of

horizontal ones. It measures 28 inches in width.

Cord Stitch.—A decorative needle stitch, sometimes
called Cording, formed by interlacing two lines of silk or

FiQ. 15i. CORU STrrcii.

tliread in the manner shown in Fig. 154. Cord Stitch is
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also used in working Bars in Modem Point lace and Dama-

scene lace, when the Bars are not finislied witliButtoriliales.

To work : Throw a line of thread across the space to be

filled, and secure it tightly to the braid. Retni-n the

thread to the spot it started from by winding it round and

roimd the tight line made as described.

Corduasoy.—A thick silk, woven over a foundation of

coarse thread.

Corduroy.—(From the French, Cord du Boi.) A de-

scription of fustian. It is made of cotton, having a pile,

but has a cut, ribbed, or corded surface. The best kinds

are twilled, and they may be had in grey or slate colour,

and in drabs. There is likewise a very superior make of

Cordm-oy, especially made for ladies' jackets and for the

trimmings of warm cloth dresses, which has a very broad

rib and high pile, is soft and pliable, and has no smell.

It is three-quarters of a yard in width.

Cord Work.—This is made with a needle, and is a

kind of coarse Needle Lace executed with black or coloured

purse silks, fine bobbin cord, or strong linen thread. It

loses its character unless worked with thick materials,

but it is immaterial whether silk or linen threads are

used. It is made in the form of rosettes (see Fig. 155),

Pig. 153. Coed Work.

or in squares, and the patterns are taken from Crochet

designs. Mark out the patterns upon tracing linen, and

back with Toile Cire. The only stitch is the ordinary

Buttonhole, the varieties in the patterns being attained

by either working these Buttonholes close together in com-

pact masses, or separating them by carrying the working

thread plainly along the pattern over a certain fixed space.

The rosette shown in the illustration is worked as

follows : First I'ow—work into a small loop eighteen

Buttonholes. Second row—work a Buttonhole, miss the

space of one and work another, continue to the end of the

row, making nine Buttonholes and nine spaces. Third

row—work two Buttonholes, one on each side of the one

in the previous row, and carry the thread plainly along in

the spaces. Fourth row—as second, but working three

instead of two Buttonholes. Fifth row—as third, but

working five Buttonholes instead of three. Sixth row

—

make nine loops, commencing each loop from the final

Buttonhole of the pattern and fastening it to the first

Buttonhole on the next pattern, so that the loop is situated

over the spaces in the rosette, and not over the Button-

holes ; run the thread across the thick parts of the rosette

between the loops. Seventh row—work nine Butttmholes

into each loop, and two over the thick part of the pattern.

Rosettes, of whatever design, are commenced from the

centre with a circle made of cord, and Buttonholed round.

They are increased by two to four extra stitches being

worked in every round of Buttonhole. In working squares,

commence at the top with a line of close Buttonhole

worked upon a cord foundation, and from this work either

a plain square Crochet pattern or a simple modern point

stitch, such as Cadiz or Escaliee ; if the latter, see that

it is enclosed on every side with a line of close Buttonhole.

Another Variety of work with the same name is

formed over bodkins, and is suitable for quilts and couvre-

pieds, but not for flat articles, as when finished it has

the appearance of raised stars or wheels formed into i-ound

or diamond-shaped patterns. It can be worked with

worsted, single Berlin or fleecy wool, or coarse, but soft,

knitting cotton, and each wheel is made separately and

joined together.

To work : Commence by taking three equal sized large

steel bodkins, and tie them firmly together in the middle

with the wool, opening them out to form a six-pointed

wheel with equal distances between each spoke, and with

their eyes following each other, as shown in Fig. 156.

Pick up the wool that tied the bodkins together and loop

it round the nearest bodkin, pass it on to the next, and

loop it round that, and so on round all sis spokes, as shown

Fig, 15G, Coed Woek —Detail A.

in Fig. 156, detail A. Work twelve rows in this way; the

space between the spokes will be wider in each row, and

the wool will have to be kept at even lengths, and

untwisted ; fasten off by running the wool into the wheel.

Thread the bodkins with a long double piece of wool,

and pull them through and out of the wheel, filling in

their places with the doubled wool. Woi-k other wheels

in the same way and thread them together. It will

require some practice to place these wheels together into

designs of diamonds and squares, so as to secure them

firmly, but the principle of all will be the same. Pass

a diagonal thread in one wheel horizontally through

the next wheel, and vice versa, and when no spoke of

the next wheel touches a thread, run it underneath
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the work until it can be drawn through another wheel.

The manner of doing this is shown in the illustration, in

which the doubled thread is drawn thi'ough the top wheel,

and then taken under the part of the work where the

side wheels join. The manner of connecting these wheels

Fig. 157. Cord Work—Detail E.

together is shown in Fig. 157, detail B. When all are

firmly drawn together into a solid body, work a row of

DOTJBLE Ceochet round their outer edge, and draw and

work into this line all ends of threads, so as to secui-e

them without knots.

Corfu ]jace.—A coarse Greek lace or Reticella, still

made by the natives of that place, but of no commercial

value.

Cork Lace.—See Ieish Lace.

Cornet.—A French term used in dressmaking to signify

the open, trumpet shape of a sleeve at the wrist.

Coromandels.—A description of Manchester made

cotton stuffs, chiefly made for the African export trade.

Corsage.—A French term to signify a bodice.

Corset.—The French teim to signify a pair of stays.

Corset Cord,—This cord is made both of linen and

of cotton. It is sold either by tLe dozen yards or by

the youud.

Costume.—A French term to signify a complete di'ess.

Coteline, or Cotelaiues,—A kind of white hair cord

muslin, printed in all kinds of patterns and colours. It is

of French manufacture and designed for a dress material.

The width measures 31 inches. The printing and shading

of these goods are considered remarkably good.

Cotton.—(Latin Codona, Welsh Cottivn, French Coton.)

The soft white downy pods of the Gossyinum, or cotton

plant, which is spun and woven into a great variety of

textiles, and also employed for sewing thread. This plant

is a native of India and America, &c., and grows best near

the sea.

Cottonade.—A description of cotton cloth, in black and
white, of very inferior quality for wear, made for women's
skirts and suits for boys. It is 27 inches in width.

Cotton-backed Satin.—This material is comparatively

a new manufacture in England, but is inferior in one

respect to those Indian-made, under the name of Mushroo,

as the latter, in every variety of coarse and fine, wash well,

while our home-made examples and the French do not.

Our cotton-backed satins vary in width from half a yard

to three-quarters.

Cotton Bullion Fringes.—These are heavily made,

the widths running from 3 inches to 12. The lengths run

from 24 to 36 yards.

Cotton Canvas.—This textile is both home-made, and

also manufactured in France and Germany; the French, or

patent, being the best in its firmness, regularity, and clear-

ness of each thread, the meshes being remarkably square.

German cotton canvas is inferior, but may be had both

limp and stiffened. The French and German are made in

all sizes and widths ; the latter will not bear much tension.

That made in imitation of silk soon soils. They have

produced a kind especially for tapestry-stitch. The
German cotton canvas is generally made with every tenth

thread dyed yellow, for the assistance of the embroiderer

in counting. It is made both limp and stiffened.

Cotton Cords.—These ai-e made in white and black, and
are extensively used in dressmaking, as well as in up-

holstery. They are made up in half-bundles of 51b., in

mixed sizes, or otherwise ; they may also be had in skeins,

in single pounds. The numbers run from 1 to 0, 00, 000,

0,000, and 00,000.

Cotton Crape Cloth.—An imitation of the woollen

Crape Cloth ; it is emijloyed for children's wear.

Cotton Damasks.—Made in imitation of the linen;

cheaper, less durable, requiring frequent bleaching, and not
much in request. Cotton damasks having a linen face have
been, and are, in use for table linen; these being decorated

with coloured borders in ingrain red and blue designs.

Table cloths may be obtained in a variety of lengths.

Cotton damask is also the name given to a beautiful

material woven in different colom-s for curtains, and the

other purposes of upholstery. It is 54 inches in width,

and varies in price; is most durable, and bears almost

endless cleaning. It has, however, been much superseded

by Cretonne.

Cotton Ferrets.—A description of binding resembling

imsized tape. They are chiefly employed in black and drab

colours, and are made up in rolls of nine pieces, containing

16 yards ; numbers 8-18, or 6-24.

Cotton Prints, or Calico Prints.—Calico cloths

printed in various colours and patterns to serve for dresses.

Specimens of cotton fabrics sent out of the country, from

Manchester alone, have shown upwards of 1,500 different

kinds, varying in strength and pattern, from coarse cloths

to the finest muslins, and from the richest chintz to the

plain white.

Cotton Quilting.—A material made for waistcoat

pieces, resembling diaper, strong and thick in quality.

Cotton Beps.—Handsome cloths dyed in all colours,

35 inches wide, and at lid. a yard. They are chiefly em-

ployed for the linings of cretonne curtains.
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Cottons for Sewing.—These are of sevei'al kinds—the

wliite ball, distiuguislied by letters or numbers ; and balls

in every coloui-. Reel cotton is superior in make, and to free

it from the projecting fibres, it is passed rapidly through

the flames of coal gus. Darning cotton, used for repairing

stockings, is composed of two thi'eads but little twisted,

and can be had in black, white, and colours. Embroidery

cotton, a loose soft make, which can be bought in skeins,

by the pound or gross ; the numbers mn from 4 to 100. It

is used for decorating all kinds of white cotton or muslin,

wearing apparel, and for handkerchiefs. Trafalgar, or

Moravian cotton, is quite soft, and is employed for working

nets, muslins, and cambrics. Knitting cotton is twisted

less hard than sewing cotton, and is used for gloves,

mittens, Sac. Bonnet cotton, a coarse thread, consisting of

eight or sixteen strands twisted together, employed for the

making of seaside, and coimtryTvomen's calico bonnets, and

also in upholstery. Crape cotton is unsized, of quite a

dull black, and only made in five nvimbers ; it is used for

sewing crape. Crochet cottons may be had in reels, skeins,

or balls, the numbers inmning from 8 to 50. Marking

cotton is dyed before being twisted, and is sold both in

balls and on reels. Lace thread is made expressly for re-

pairing lace or bobbinette. Gimp thread is soft in quality

and make, and is used for embroidery on muslin; and

glazed cotton, othei-wise called glace thread.

Cotton Sheetings.—The best make in cotton sheetings

varies from two yards upwards to three in width. There

are also intermediate widths, and prices vary accordingly.

They can be had twilled, double warped, and plain made.

Cotton Ticking.—This material is made in stripes of

white and blue, ingrain colours, both in twill and plain

made. It is employed both for bedding and other pur-

poses of upholstery, and also for embroidery. The price

varies, and the ticking measui-es from 30 to 36 inches.

See Belgian Ticking.

Cotton Velvet.—A material made in exact imitation of

silk velvet, both in plain colours, and printed in patterns.

It was employed for a dress material, but has been for

some years almost entirely superseded by a better de-

scription of fabric, composed of silk and cotton, called

Velveteen. Ribbon is also made of cotton velvet, an

article inferior in quality, being cut in strips from piece

velvets, and thus having raw edges. The fraying of the

edges is to some extent prevented by sizing. They may
be had in various colours, and in rather short lengths of

12 yards each. The numbers ran from 1 to 40, and
the widths from 1 and Ij to 10 inclusive, consecutively,

and every even number to 24, inclusive ; then passing

over those intervening, to numbers 30 and 40. There are

also fancy velvet ribbons partially of plaiu silk, as well

as of velvet, produced in various colours and patterns,

and very commonly in plaid designs.

Cotton Wool.—The raw cotton, after having been

passed through the " willow," " blowing," and " scutching "

machines, is spread out into broad, soft, fleece-like wadding,

when it is wound on a roller. It is employed for lining

garments, quilts, &c., being placed between the material

and its lining, and then sewn and kept in position by dia-

gonal runnings at even distances, called " quilting." We
oljtain cotton wool from Cyprus.

Couching.—A tei-m signifying the various ways, in

Church Embroideiy, that materials too thick to pass

through the linen foundations as stitches are fuvmod into

patterns. All ancient Church needlework was profusely

decorated with Couchings, which although of endless

variety of names and designs, are of two descriptions only,

the Flat and the Raised. They are formed with gold or

silver thread, passing, gold braid, pearl purl, tambour,

purse silk, thi'ce corded silk. Crochet twist, floss silk,

mitorse, and Berlin silk. Gold twist and gold thread are

costly, as is also passing (which is partly silk and partly

gold); therefore gold silk frequently takes their place when
expense is an object of consideration. The silk is also less

likely to suffer from damp and gas than the gold threads,

which are not now manufactured as pure as in the olden

times, and are therefore liable to many changes, some kinds

of silks acting deleteriously upon them, while the vapour

of incense and the touch of a warm hand affect them. Flat

Couchings are formed of threads of silk or gold laid

smoothly down upon the linen foundation, and caught to

it with small stitches brought up from the back of the

work, and returned to it. Raised Couchings are the same

threads laid upon the linen, but over whipcord that has

been previously arranged upon it in a set design, the laid

lines of thread being secured in the Raised in the same

manner as in Flat. The names given to Couchings are

taken from the direction of these securing stitches ; they

are called Basket, Battlemented, Brick, Broad, Diagonal,

Diamond, Diaper, Plain, Shell, Spider, Vandyke, "Wavy,

Wheel. The manner of working them all only differs in

the patterns formed by the securing threads, and the

direction of the whipcord in the raised designs.

To work the plain Flat Couchings : Take threads of

floss, mitorse, or purse sUk, and lay them smoothly down

from side to side in the space to be filled, either in hori-

zontal, diagonal, or perpendicular lines ; then thread an

embroidery needle with fine purse silk or semngs, and

catch the laid thi-eads down ; bring the needle up from

the back of frame, put the silk in it over two or more laid

lines, and the needle again through the foiuidation to the

back ; work over the laid lines until all are secured, and

foi'm the stitches into a pattern by altei'ing the distances

between them.

There are two ways to work more elaborate Flat

Couchings. The first : Lay the floss silk down as before

mentioned, then lay over it, one at a time, lines of pm'se

silk or gold thread, and catch these down upon the floss

with a stitch brought from the back of the work, and

returned to it as before described. Each line of purse silk

must be laid with reference to the pattern that it is helping

to form over the floss foundation. The second manner

of arranging the stitches is as follows : Lay two or more

threads of floss or gold upon the foundation linen, and

at once secure them with a stitch. Bring this stitch

from the back of the work, and work it at equal distance

down the two laid threads; then lay two more threads and

secure them in the same manner.

I
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Work Raised CoucMngs as follows : Sew securely down

to the linen foundation a number of strands of whipcord

as sti-aight or waved lines, or form them into a set pattern

;

over these lay floss silk or gold thread, and secure this with

a stitch brought from the back and returned there as

already described. On each side of the raised part formed

by the whipcord that is underneath the floss,work a con-

tinuous line of these securing stitches so as to distinctly

outline the whipcord ; in the intervals between these raised

parts work the securing stitches up and down as in Flat

Couchings, and make them into any pattern that may be

required without reference to the raised design. When
Couching in various de'vices, hold the laid tkreads in one

hand and regulate them with that or with the piercer,

and bring up the securing threads with the other, and

do not change the position of the hands until the work

is finished. Outline the Coiiching with a cord of silk or

gold, and sometimes with more than one, according to

the design. Use the Raised Couchings for backgi-ounds,

the Flat for the centres of the various devices used as

Powderings (see Chtjech Embeoideet) and for the

centres of altar frontals and embroidered vestments.

Basket Stitch.—(Kg. 158). This is a Raised Couching.

To work : Lay down perpendicialar lines of whipcord upon

the foundation, and Sew them firmly into position. Take

four threads of pui'se silk, gold thread, or floss silk, and

Stitch them down with purse silk of the same coloiir

brought through from the back of the material and

Fig, 158. Basket Eaised Cotjchikg.

returned to it. Place these securing stitches between

every second strand of the cord. Form the next line with

fout' threads laid over the whipcord and stitched down

;

but, in order to prevent the lines of stitches all coming

directly beneath each other, the first line must secure the

nurgww
Fig. 159. BAajiET Kaised Couching.

floss silk over one cord only, the rest over two cords as

before. Repeat these two lines until the space is filled in.

Fig. 169, also of Basket Couching, is worked as

follows : The whipcord and the floss silk lay down as
before described, but over them lay short lines of fine

gold thread or purse silk. Bring these from the back by

making a hole with the stiletto for them to pass through,

and return them in the same way.

Fig. 160 is a Flat Couching with securing threads,

arranged as Battlemented lines. Lay the floss silk in

Fig. 160. Chtikch Embeoideet—Battlemented Flat Couching.

diagonal lines across the foundation, and then woi'k the

securing stitches to imitate the design.

Bride Stitch, illustrated in Figs. 161 and 162, is

worked in two ways. For the design shown in Fig. 161

:

Lay down lines of floss silk in a diagonal direction, and

secure them with stitches from the back, pass each stitch

over two lines of floss, and work it in at an even dis-

tance from the stitch preceding it to the end of the

pattern. Work the next line of securing stitches over

Fig. 161. Brtck Flat Coitching.

two laid lines of floss, not directly under the stitches in

the preceding row, but between them. It will be seen

on reference to the illustration that these securing

stitches ai-e not taken over the whole of tlie foundation,

but are arranged to form Vandykes. Fig. 162 is Brick

Fig. 162. Beick Plat Couching.

stitch differently worked : Lay down two threads of purse

silk, and catch these down with a stitch from the back
also of purse sUk, and placed at regular distances along

the line ; work the second line as the first, but place the

fastening stitches in it between those of the previous row,

Broad Couching, Fig. 163 : Work like the Brick Couch-

ing last described, but with the securing stitches slightly

Fig. 163. BnoAD Flat Couching.

di-aw the foimdation floss together where they stitch it

down.

N 2
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Diagonal Couching is a Flat Diagonal Couching.

Make with, lines of securing stitches worked through the

material in a diagonal direction, or lay threads over the

floss silk in a slanting direction.

Diamond Couching.—A Flat Couching (shewn in Fig.

164) worked as follows : Lay down lines of floss silk, and

aTx)ve them lay lines of purse silk or gold thread singly,

but in a diagonal direction, and at equal distances apart.

Fia. 16i. DiAMOHD Flat CoDCHma.

Secure each single line with a stitch brought from the

back. Lay all the lines in one direction first and secure

them, then lay the lines that cross them, and wherever the

two meet and form one of the points of a diamond, work

a pearl or a spangle in at the junction.

Diaper Couching is the same as Plain Couching, the

securing stitches in it bemg worked so as to form zigzag

lines, diamonds, and crosses.

Plain Flat Couching.—Lay down floss silk evenly

over the foundation, and secure it with stitches brought

from the back. Take these over two threads of silk and

return to the back again. Arrange these securing stitches

Fio, 165. Plain Flat Coochino.

to form straight or curved lines or diamonds across the

space covered. The Couched Hnes (shown in Fig. 165) are

Fig. 166. Plain Flat Codchinq.

not placed close together, but allow the material upon
which they are laid to show between them when so

arranged ; the foundation must be of silk, not linen.

Fig. 166 is a variety of plain Couching. It is worked
thus : Lay down perpendicular lines of floss silk close

together, then horizontal and wide apart single lines of

purse silk or gold thread, and secure these at even dis-

tances by a stitch from the back ; wherever the stitch

from the back is made, work in a spangle or a bead.

Shell Couching. — A Flat Couching, in which the

securing stitches are arranged in half curves, and bear

some resemblance to the shape of a scallop shell.

Spider Couching.—A Raised Couching. Upon a linen

foundation fasten down short pieces of whipcord. Cut

these of equal length, and arrange them like the spokes of

a wheel or the chief threads of a spider's web. FiU in the

whole of the foundation with threads so arranged, place

the wheels they make as near together as they can be.

Then lay linos of floss silk over the whipcord and secure

it by stitches from the back of the work. Work these

stitches in lines on each side of every raised cord, so that

the shape of each wheel or spider's web is clearly indicated.

Vandylce Couching.—A Raised Couching. Form with

lines of whipcord laid on the linen foundation in the shape

of Vandykes ; lay floss silk over them, and secure it, and

outline the whipcord with securing stitches from the back.

Wavy Couching.—This is a Raised Couching, and is

illustrated in Fig. 167. To work : Arrange upon the linen

foundation curved lines of whipcord ; lay a medium sized

purse silk over them and the foundation, two strands at

a time, and secure the sUk as in Broad Couching, omitting

Fig. 167. Wavy Raised Couching.

the stitches wherever the raised part formed by the cord

underneath is approached. When the Broad Couching

is finished, lay a thread of gold or silk cord on each

side of the waved line, and catch it down with securing

stitches from the back, or work the line on each side of

the raised part with a continuous line of Gtitches brought

from the back.

Wlieel Couching.—Similar to Spider.

Condre.—The French term signifying to sew.

CoTilant ITattee.—See Maceame Lace.

Coulisse.—(French.) A small slip-stitched pleating,

sewn upon a dress by means of slip stitches.

CoTllisse.—A French term denoting the gathering, by

fine runnings and drawing, so as to pucker up any mate-

rial, and to form irregular wrinkles, yet so as to pre-

serve a general unifoi'mity of hollows and puffings. See

Shieeed.

Counter-Hemming.—To execute this description of

plain sewing, place two edges of material together, one

overlying the other, so as to form a flat joining. The

wrong side of one piece should overlap the right side of

the other to the depth of an ordinary seam. If the pieces

so united have selvedges, nothing should be turned in ;

but if either piece have a raw edge, it must be once folded.
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The flat seam should then be tacked down thi-oughout its

entire length, and afterwards felled (or hemmed), and as

soon as one side has been finished, the second, or

"counter-hem," is made in the same way. This is an

untidy method of working, inferior to the ordinary plan

of simply "running and felling."

Coiironues.—An ornament to the Cordonnet, used in

Needle Point laces, and identical with Crowns. To make

:

Work tiny loops of thread along the outer edge of the

Cordonnet, and Button-hole these over with a close

line of buttonholes, and finish with small Bobs placed,

at equal distances along the outer edge of the loops.

The Couronnes ai'e either worked as a decoration to the

Cordonnet that forms the edge of the lace, or round

any raised Oordonnets in the body of the pattern ; when

in the latter position they, with Spines and Thorns, are

known as Fleurs Volantes.

Coutille.—A French word to denote a description of

jean used for stays. It has a small kind of armure

pattern all over it, woven in the material, like a succession

of small chevrons or zigzags. It is of a lighter make

than English jean, is usually employed without a lining,

and measures 27 inches in width.

Coutrai Lace.—In Belgium, at a town of this name,

Yalenciennes is made. It is known as Coutrai Lace, and

commands a ready sale in England, being worked in

wider widths than the Valenciennes produced in other

Belgian cities. See Valenciennes.

Cover Cloths.—All pillows used for the purpose of

lacemaking require three Cover Cloths. Make the

largest, known as the under cloth, the size of the pillow,

of washing silk or fine linen, and use to cover the pillow

entii-ely. Place it on the pillow before the Passement
pattern is adjusted, it cannot be removed until that is

detached ; but as the lace is worked upon it, it must be

taken off and washed whenever it looks at all soiled

The other cloths are detached from the pillow and
altered at will as to their positions. They are made of

silk or linen, in size 18 inches by 12 inches. Pin one

over the top of the pillow to protect the finished lace,

which is there rolled up out of the way, and pin the

other down over the lower part of the Passement and
under the bobbins, to prevent the lace threads becoming

entangled with the pricked holes in the design. When
the lace is not being made, throw this cloth over the

pillow to keep it clean.

Cradle, or Shuttle.—An appliance (otherwise called

an attachment) belonging to a Sewing Machine
(which see).

Crankey.—A bend or turn, significant of the descrip-

tion of ticking employed for beds, composed of linen

and cotton, the patterns on which are irregular or zigzag.

It measures 54 inches in width.

Crape.—A delicate transparent crimped gauze, made
of raw silk, sized with gum, twisted in the mill, and woven
without dressing. It may also be had both crisped and
smooth, with or without a twill, the former being of

double width, and generally ranging from 23 inches to 42

inches in width. White crape is manufactured for a dress

material, and for trimmings. The production of coloured

varieties originated at Bologna, thence introduced at

Lyons, where those of Areophane and Crepe Lisse are

largely made. Our own manufactvtres at Norwich and

Yarmouth are likewise of superior make. The best sorts

are entirely of silk, but a new kind, called Albert Crape,

is composed of silk and cotton, and another, called Victoria

Crape, is made of cotton only. There is an improved variety,

of recent manufacture, having a small indented pattern,

which resists the influence of rain and a damp atmosphere.

The dyeing and dressing of crape are performed after

it has been woven. See China Crape and Yokohama
Crape.

Crape Cloth.—A woollen material, woven in imitation

of crape, dyed black, and employed for mourning in the

place of real crape. It is made of double width, in dif-

ferent qualities, and varies in price accordingly. It bears

washing, and wears well, and is known in the various shops

by several different names.

Crape Cotton.—An unsized cotton of a dull black,

employed for sewing crape, and made only in five

numbers.

Crash.—Called also Russia Crash, and round towelling,

the width running from 16 to 22 inches. This material

was utilised in the early days of crewel woi'k for embroi-

dery, on which account that species of work was called

Crash Work. In process of time various makes of un-

bleached linen, copied from ancient examples of crewel

work textiles, have been misnamed Crash. These are to be

had in various degrees of fineness, width, and make. See

Barnslet Linens. A description of linen misnamed

Crash is a closely woven cloth, even in grain, rather fine,

and unbleached, which is employed as canvas for the pur-

poses of embroidery. It is 37 inches in width. Another

description of Crash, also iised in embroidery, is known as

Buckingham's hand-made Crash, having a chessboard pat-

tern, and made after the style of Huckaback. It is of

double width. The real Crashes are only two in number,

Russian and Barnsley. Russia Crash, which is not used

for embroidery, is unbleached and unpressed, and varies

from 16 to 18 inches in width ; Barnsley Crash may be

had at 16, 18, 20, and 22 inches in width, and it is this

material that is employed for embroidery. It is beautifully

bleached and pi-essed.

Crazy Patchwork.—This method of forming Patch-

work is otheiTvise, and more correctly, called Applique
PATCHVfORK. (See Patchwork.)

Cream-twilled Linen.—A description of linen cloth

employed for purposes of embroidery, of 2 yards in width.

Cr^uele. — (French). Battlemented, or cut in square

scallops, producing that effect, as a bordering of a dress.

Crepe.—The French for Crape (which see).

Cr§p^.—A French term to signify crimped, after the

style of crape.

Cr^pe de Dante.—A combination of silk and wool,

and silk and Lisle thread and wool, woven together.

Crdpe de Lahor.—A washing material designed for

women's dresses, and made in various colours. Its width

is miich narrower than that of Crepe Lisse, measuring only

26 inches.

Cr6peline.—Crepon, or Crape Cloth. A dress material.
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having a silken surface, niucli resembling crape, but con-

siderably tliicker. It is 24 inches in Tvidtli ; and is to be

had in wool and in silk unmixed with wool. Those of

Inised materials have the warp twisted much harder

than the weft. Crepon made at Naples is of silk only.

It is chiefly manufactured in black, but is also to be

had in colours. Norwich is the chief seat of the manu-
facture in England, and Zurich and Naples abroad.

CrSpe Iiisse.—A thin description of crape, like gauze,

chiefly employed for making frills and ruffles. It may be

had in white, cream, and other colours, and is 36 inches

in width.

Cr§pe Work.—This work consists of forming imitation

flowers or leaves of crepe, and either sewing them to the

sUk or satin backgrounds, or making them up upon wire

foundations as detached sprays. When attached to wire,

they are used for wi-eaths and dress or bonnet trimmings

;

when sewn to backgrounds, for ornamenting sachet cases

and necktie ends. They are formed for the last-mentioned

as follows : Select crepe of a colour matching the satin

background; cut out the size of the flower petal to be

made upon paper, and cut to it a piece of doubled

crepe ; turn in the raw edges, and draw the crepe together

at one end to form the narrow part of the petal ; then sew

this end to the foundation, and allow the other to stand

Fig 168. Ckepe Woek.

up. To form the flower, five petals are made as described,

and sewn down as a round, their raw edges being well

tacked down and concealed by French Knots made either

of gold and silver thread or floss silk. The shape of the

flowers made of crope cannot be much varied ; their centres

may, however, be filled up with three or four small petals

made like the outside ones instead of French knots ; the

number of flowers will depend upon the space available.

Make the leaves of pieces of doubled crepe cut and notched
to the shape of leaves. Applique these to the backgrounds,

and suiTound them with wide apart Buttonhole
Stitches of filoselle that matches the crepe in colour.

The detached crepe flowers can be made of fine muslin in-

stead of crepe, and, this latter material being the stiffest,

they last in shape better when formed of it. The materials

required for them are muslin or crepe, green wire, beads

or spangles, and embroidery silk. Fig. 168 is of this kind

of Crepe Work ; the flowers in it are formed of gold coloured

muslin or crepe. To work : Cut the petals out to shape

upon a flat but doubled piece of crepe, and then Button-

hole them round with a line of wide apart stitches (this

may be done before cutting out). When all are shaped,

sew them round a gold coloured pad, which should be

wadded and attached to the top of a piece of wire ready

to receive them. Form the stamen lines of yellow purse

silk, and lay them over the petals after the latter are

attached to the pad, and finish them with a bead. Make the

back of the flower neat by winding green purse silk round

the wire to conceal the ends of the crepe. Form the

leaves like the petals, with veins marked out in Satin

Stitch. When a large bunch of flowers is being formed,

and not a single spray, so much care need not be taken

over each individual part, the flower petals not requiring

Buttonholed edges, but being made of double crepe turned

in at the sides, and the leaves of a straight piece of

material, 2 inches wide, and a quarter of a yard long, with

edges cut to Vandykes. This piece of crepe is box pleated,

and doubled, so that both edges turn to the front, and is

then sewn close to single flowers and in and about groups,

forming bouquets. These leaves should be darker in tint

than the flowers, but of the same colour.

Crescents.—These crescents are raised Cordonnets

that enclose the flat stitches of needle point laces or join

the separate pieces of work together. Their use adds

immensely to the effect of the lace, and gives it strength

and beauty at the same time. They are of various shapes,

lengths, and thickness, according to the pattern of the

lace, but ai'e all worked alike.

To work : Prick the shape of the Crescent out upon a

leather foundation, being careful to prick two holes close

together, and to make the same number of holes on the

Fig. 169, CnEsciiiNi—Pbicklo.

inside as upon the outer edge (see Fig. 169). With a

needle thi'caded with No. 12 Mecklenburg thread, outline
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the crescent tlius bring up tlae needle from the back

of the leather through the first of the two holes close

together and put it back through the second, thus

making a short stitch upon the surface and a long

one underneath. Continue in this way all round the

crescent, then fasten of£ by tying the two ends of the

thread together at the back of the pattern. Fill the

needle with No. 7 Mecklenburg thread and commence to

work by making a foundation for the padding that raises

the Cordonnet. Bring the needle up from the back and

slip the thread under the small stitch already made
between the two holes, then take the thread across the

Fig. 170. Crescent—Manner of Workino.

crescent and slip it under the two holes opposite, and
continue to pass it backwards and forwards under the

holes opposite each other, never pulling the thi-ead up
fully until it has been run through all the stitches. Upon
these crossed threads Darn in soft Moravian thread until

a handsome raised foundation is formed (see Tig. 170), the

centre of which is thicker and higher than the pine

shaped end. Now work an even close line of Bittton-

HOLE Stitches over the padding.

Fig. 171 is a piece of Spanish rose point that illustrates

the use of a raised crescent. The stitch in the centre

of the crescent is worked before the outline, and is a

close Buttonhole, with open spaces left systematically

Fig. 171. Crescent, with Fleurs Volantes.

unworked to give the appearance of veins or tracery.

Make these open stitches by missing three Buttonholes
wherever they occur. The pieces of lace shaped like

wings work separately and tack on to the leather

foundation and the outer edge of the Crescent in such

a manner that they join together in the process of

Buttonholing the padding over. The trimming to the

outer edge of the Crescent work last ; make it of

CouEONNES edged with Thorns or Spines, which, when
arranged round the edge of a Cordonnet, are called

Fleurs Volantes. Unpick the work from the leather

foundation by cutting the outline thread that was tied

at the back, and join the piece of lace on in its place

in the pattern.

Crete Lace.—An ancient pillow lace, of the Torchon

description, made in the island of Crete. The grounds

were either formed of coloured silks or flax, and the dis-

tinctive feature of the manufacture consisted in embroi-

dei-y being worked upon the lace after it was made. This

embroidery was executed with coloured filoselle in Chain

Stitch, which was made to outline the pattern, like Fil de

Trace. Th e designs of Crete laces were chiefly geometrical,

and the colours used in ornamenting them so varied and

bright as to give an Oriental appearance to the handiwork.

A modern imitation of the ancient Crete laces, with

their coloiu-ed silk embroideries, and made by working a

pattern in coloured filoselles and gold cord over thick

lace, is easily produced. It is a kind of embroidery that

most ladies find easy and effective, and is adapted for

furniture lace, if executed in coarse lace, and suitable for

chimney-board covers, and for smaU round tea tables.

For dress trimmings, the lace used is fine, and of a colour

to match the dress it is placed on. The lace used is

either black or white Yak or Torchon machine lace, a

crochet imitation of these, or blonde or Breton lace. The
design selected is distinct and rather open, and, when
selecting, especial attention is given to the ground, as a

light open gi-ound is more effective than a close, thick one.

To work : Commence by cutting a strip of coloured cloth

or serge to the exact width of the lace, and lay it under that

as a background. Tack the two together, and proceed to

work Embeoidert Stitches on the lace, taking them
through the cloth background. "Work these stitches in

two or more coloured filoselles, and make Satin, Feathee,
or Chain Stitch. Work them upon the thick parts of

the lace, leaving the open parts bare, so that the coloured

cloth background is seen through. The following arrange-

ment of the stitches produces a good pattern : Make a

number of festoons, either of Feather or Satin Stitch,

along the whole length of the lace, commence a festoon

at the top of the lace, and carry it down to the edge, each

festoon taking up the width of 4 inches ; then fill in the

spaces left by the curves with stars, rosettes, or rounds,

worked in variously coloured filoselles, and in Satin

Stitch. Any shades of colour are used in one pattei-n,

provided they are not violent contrasts; the ancient Crete

laces, of which this work is the imitation, being em-
broidered with many colours. The colour of the back-

ground cloth should be rich and dark, such as deep plum,
Indigo blue, sap green, or maroon; the filoselles amber,
sky blue, sea green, and crimson.

Cretonne.—A French name for a cotton fabric which
has latterly superseded, to a considerable extent, the use of

chintz for upholstery work. It is to be had in every colour,
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both of gi-ound and floral design ; is twilled, but unglazed

(or calendered), and is made from 30 inches to a yard wide.

It is manufactured in England as well as in France. The

original material, called Cretonne, or Cretonne chintz, was

originated by the Normans two centuries ago, and was made
at Lisieux, being woven with flax and hemp, and in dif-

ferent qualities, for the pm-pose of body linen.

Cretonne Appliqu^. — Bee Applique, Brodeeie
Perse.

Creva Drawn Work.—This is a lace made in Brazil

by the negroes. It is a drawn lace, and evidently copied

from the Italian drawn work. Some of it was exhibited in

England at the late Exhibition.

Crewel.—In early times known as Caddis, Caddas, or

Cride. Derived from the Anglo-Saxon Cleoic, aftenvards

changed to Cleiv (a ball of thread), and subsequently called

Cruell, or Krewel, old German Kleuel. Worsted yarn

loosely twisted, employed in the sixteenth century for

embroidery on linen textiles, curtains, and household fur-

nitiu-e, and also for decorating the dresses of the lower

orders; but now extensively for embroidery. It is to be

had in every coloui-, and is made in three sizes, and

known as tapestry crewel, very soft and even, sold in

cuts of about Is. 4d. the oz., or by the hank ; medium crewel,

sold in upwards of 300 ait shades ; and the fine crewel,

by the cut, or the hank.

Crewel Stitcll.—One of the old embroidery stitches,

and well known in earlier times as Stem stitch ; but since the

revival of Crewel work, of which it is the most important

stitch, its original name has become superseded by that of

the embroidery now associated with it.

To work : Put the needle into the material in a slanting

direction, as shown in Fig. 172, and keep the crewel upon

Fio. 172. Crewel Stitch.

the right hand side of the needle. Work to the end of the

line, every stitch being made in the same manner ; then

turn the material and place a line of stitches close to the

one already made, keeping the wool always to the right of

tlie needle. If the crewel wool is allowed to slip to the left

of the needle the stitch is not properly made, although it

appears so to the inexperienced. When using this stitch,

except for stems and outlines, the regularity of each suc-

ceeding stitch is not kept so perfectly as shown in the illus-

tration, but is more carelessly done, although the stitch is

not otherwise altered. This is particularly the case when
forming the edges of serrated leaves ; the iiTegular Crewel

Stitch will give them the notched appearance of the natui'al

leaf, while the regular one makes the edges straight and

formal. Leaves and flowers of various kinds ai-e worked

in Crewel Stitch with regard to theii- broad natural out-

lines. A small nai-row leaf, such as that of a cai'natiou or

jasmine, requires no veining, and is wox'ked up and down.

Put the needle in at the base of the leaf, take a line of

stitches up the right hand side to the point, then tui-u the

work, and take the same line down the left side (now the

right) to the base of the leaf. Then work the centre up

and fill in the two sides afterwards in the same manner,

turning the work at every line. To save this constant

tmning of mateiial, good workers put their needle back-

wards down the line, but this is not so easy for a beginner

to accompKsh. With a large leaf, such as an orange, or a

smaller leaf with deeply indented veins, a different plan

is necessary. In such a case take the stitches, instead of

upwards and downwards, in a slanting direction down-

wards from the outside to the centre of the leaf, all the

stitches tending from both sides to the middle By this

means a deeper indented liue is given to the centre vein

;

aftenvards work up the centre as a finish, and woi-k the

side veins over the other Crewel Stitches, but in a different

shade of colour, and in the direction the natui-al veins

would foUow. A rose leaf requires another modification

:

Work from side to centre like the last-named, but with a

long stitch and a short one altei'nately at the outside

edge, so that the deeply indented sides may be properly

rendered. Work roimded flower petals as shown in Fig.

173, the stitches following each other, but decreasing in

I'lQ. 173. Ceewel Stitch—Petal.

length as theyapproach the end of the petal, while in pointed

petals, Hke the jasmine, simply take the stitch up and
down, or cross the whole length with a Satin Stitch.

Work in Satin stitch any flower petal that is small enough

Piaa. 174 and 175. Ceewel Stitches—Imphopeeli made stems.

to allow of a Satin stitch carried across it ; large ones

require Crewel Stitch. Use French Knots or Bullion
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Plate L

No. I. Beaded Lace.

The lace is imitation black Spanish; the beads, black jet. Run and B.\CK Stitch the beads to the lace with black sewing silk.

No. 2. Ornamental Towel.

This Towel is intended to hang in front of the towels in use. The design is executed upon coarse

Unen, with ingrain scarlet and blue cotton, and in CROSS Stitch. The border is made with one
row of Cross Stitch, one of Drawn Work, and the rest coarse insertion and edging lace.





Plate II.

No. 4. Fern Presser.

Made with five strips of strong millboard, tied

together with ribbon. The outside strips

are covered with perforated cardboard, and
worked with coloured silks in CROSS STITCH.
Size, 7 inches by 5 inches.

AVORK Basket.

Foundation, wicker ; legs and handle covered M-ith

ball fringe ; interior embroideiy, crewel work
on diagonal cloth ; exterior, diagonal cloth cut

in Vandykes, BUTTONHOLED round, and orna-

mented with coloured balls.

Box Pincushion.

Foundation, a round box, the hd of which is

stuffed, covered with satin, and trimmed
with a Vandyked vallance of white cricket-

ing flannel, embroidered in Crewel Stitch
with coloured silks. Full ruchings of ribbon
hide the lower part of the box.

No. 6. Applique Border.

Foundation of silk ; centre of the design, dai-k plush, embroidered in Satin Stitch ; work the rest out in piece

satin of various shades of one colour, and attach to the foundation with Buttonhole or Couching.





Plate m

No. Work Bag.

Foundation, perforated cardboard or ticking

;

lining of satin ; trimming, a ruche
of ribbon. Embroidery executed in
chenUle, and worked in Vandykes, Cross
Stitches, and Lines. Colours, shades
of gieens.

No. 8. Border.

Worked on ecm canvas, with crewels and filoselle, in Cross and Long Stitches.
Work the Long Stitches in chocolate crewels, fillings inside flowers in crimson, and
leaves in alternate dark blue and gi'een crewels ; the rest in fawn-coloured filoselle.

No. 9. Beaded Net.

Pattern worked out in BACK Stitch, with jet beads on black net,
opal beads on white net.

Opsn.

No. 10. Traveller's Wallet.

Made of strong bro'wn sailcloth, the outside decorated with an
embroidered canvas cover. The ]50ckets. Sec, are shown in the open
Wallet, the securing straps and embroideiy in the shut Wallet. Size

of cover, 4.S inches by 25 inches. Embroidery worked in Cross
Stitch, with coloured linen thread, in three broad stripes, with coloured

linen borders laid on and secured by narrow braids between the work.





Plate Y.

No. 13. Pannier Baskci

Foundation, wicker ; bags of dark bro^vn
satin ; embroidery, Bulgarian ; ruching
and bows of coloured ribbons.

No 14 Flower Basket.

Foundation, wicker ; ornamentation, Ma-
cram(5 lace.and silk cords and tassels.

No. 15. Ralsed Embroidery.

Foundation of rep silk ; leaves and flowers

cut out in velvet and plush material's, with
beads to form centres. Stitches used

;

Rope Stitch for stems and for cord

;

Satin Stitch for veining leaves and but-
terflies, and Chain Stitch for sprays.

Key Basket

Foundation, wicker; ornaments, Beadwork on
brown plush—gold beads only are used.
Ornamental balls, of shades of yellow-brown
silks.

No. 17. Lady's Companion.

Made of a long strip of oatmeal cloth, lined

with satin, and folded together as shown.
Length of strip, 12 inches; width, 5 inches.

Embroidery worked in SATIN Stiich, with
coloured filoselles. Brown cord as a finish.
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No. 21. CiUECH Carpet in Cross
bXITCH.

Worked on large Berlin canvas, in

chui-ch colouis, with Berlin wools,

the black squares in black wool, the

cross squares in crimson, the lined

squares in white silk, and the founda-
tion in dark blue or purple wool.
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No, 2::. I-'10TSl(i' jL ^il- I'liRFuRATtD
Cloth.

The stitch used is Cross Stitch. Work
the black squares in chocolate wool,
the cross squares in crimson silk, the
lined squares in gold thread, and the
foundation in pale grey silk.

No. 23. Waste Paper or Work Basket.

Foundation ofwicker. Embroidery executed on two shades
of stamped velvet—either two shades of cinnamon or

two of brown. Outline the design in gold thread, fill

up in Satin Stitch with shaded filoselles, and Avork

round each Vandyke with a thick hne of Buttonhole
Stitch.

No. 24. Hand Bag.

The Bag is made of blue satin, the flap of blue
plush, the handles of blue ribbon. Length of
Bag, 14 inches ; width, 8 inches.

No. 25. Tassel Cover.

Executed in fine blue and white cloth, and finished with
fringe and tassels. The edges of the cloths arc

secured with Buttonhole. A Satin Stitch
spray is worked in blue silk on the white cloth, and
a Wheel in the same silk on the blue c'oth.





Plate VL

No. 19. Egg Cosy.

Foundation of old gold satin, on which
are laid naiTOw strips of scarlet Geiman
canvas, attached with double lines of
Buttonhole. Work on the satin

a flower design, with colom-ed filo-

selles in Crewel Stitch ; work the
canvas in Cross Stitch, with yellow
filoselle.

No. 18. Design for Bracket, &c.

Worked upon Berlin canvas, with grounding filled in with Basket Stitch, or upon
Russian canvas, and the foundation left plain. Pattern worked with shades of

Leek embroidery silks in Satin .Stitch ; flowers sunounded with a fine silk

cord matching the palest shade used in working them. Colours for centre

flower, three shades of maroon, with plaited and Feather Stitch centre in

old gold silk. Star in shades of yellow-pink, conventional fleur-de-lys in three

shades of sky blue. Leaves in olive-green and red-browns ; .Stem in olive-green.

Border, a maroon satin ribbon, worked with old gold Dots. The same design

repeated can be used for Footstool or Small Table.

No. 20. Work Basket.

The foundation is wicker ; the lining, navy blue plush

;

the embroidery executed upon pale blue cashmere,

with purse silks, in shades of crimson and olive-green.

Stitches used in rosettes and leaves, Satin and

French Knots; in battlements and Vandykes,

Point de Russe.





Plate VIIL





Plate IX,

No. 29. Straw Work Basket.

Foundation, straw, covered over with rows of Cross Stitch, worlced in single Berliir

wool ; ornament to lid, pompons of avooI and velvet leaves ; ornament to base, a

wide edging of Hollow Spot Crochet, worlced in single Berlin wool, and pompon
tassels.

No. 30. Square in Guipure d'Art for Chair Back.

Foundation, a netted Square ; stitches used, Point de Toile, Point de Feston, Point de Venise, Rone,
and Guipure en Relief.





Plate X

No. 31. Monogram in Church Embroidery.

Used for ornamenting blotting boolc, sachet, or cushion. Letters worlced with two
shades of purse siUc, and in Satin Stitch, outlined with gold thread Couched
down; coronet worked with old gold and brown purse silks; jewels, witli crimson
and green purse siUis ; outlines, gold thread, Couched down.

No. 32. Stool, with Patchwork
Cover.

Foundation, wicker; materials for patch-
work, dark velvets and light satins, the
latter embroidered with silk in Satin
Stitch flowers.

Wall Pocket.

Foundation, cardboard, covered with brocaded silk;

llowcrs executed ill Chenille embroidery, and
finishetl with a satin bow. A silk cord and a

second bow complete the Pocket.





Plate XL

No. 34. PosTCAKD Case.

Foundation of cover, white silk canvas ; spray of

flowers worked in Arrasene Embroidery.

No. 35. Handkerchief Case.

Foundation of satin, mth comers finished by ribbon bows

;

centre square, Beaded Net Embroidery, edged with
a Avide frill of lace.

No. 36. Knitting Bag.

Made with three oval-shaped pieces of rep sdk, lined with cashmere of

the same colour. Length of pieces, 1 1 inches ; width at widest

]5art, 5 inches. Flower design worked in Satin Stitch
Embroidery.

No. 37. Border for Tablecloth.

Foundation, Java canvas ; dark centre, navy blue ribbon velvet, cut to pattern. Design worked in crewel wool, and in CROSS Stitch—the three darkest

colours, shades of crimson ; two hghtest colours, sky blues.





Plate XIL

No. 38. Cushion in Brocade Embkoidekv.

The design is stamped on the material ; the filhngs are worked vnih filoselles, in

fancy stitches, and gold cord and silk cord Couched down round every

outline. Size of Cusfion, a square of 20 inches.

No 39 Chair Back

The centre and comers are of flowered silk, the
border of plush, and the edging of coloured
Crete Lace. Length, 24 inches ; wdth,
18 inches.

No. 40. Lamp Mat.

Foundation, cloth ; bands of satin ribbon embroidered with Rus-
sian Ejibroidery; detached flowers, &c., worked in Satin
Stitch and Corai, Stitch.





Plate XIII

No. 41. Waste Paper Basket.

Foundation, wicker; embroidery, stamped plusli,

outlined with silk cords.

No. 42. Cloth Penwipek.

Foundation, dark blue cloth; feather-shaped ornaments, white
plush, and soldiers' scarlet cloth. Oraameiits decorated with
spangles, beads, and Coral Stitch, and attached to foun-
dation with Buttonhole Stitch. Leaf that hides the
points of ornaments, a small brooch.

No. 43. Doll's Pillow.

These Pillows are imitations of the ones used
in Switzerland for cairjang young babies.
The PiUow is stuffed, and placed in a
white lawn case, trimmed with frillings of
embroider)'. An apron of the same
material is Ijuttoned over the lower part,
and keeps the doll secure.

No 44 LINEN Embroidery Border tor Sideboard Cloth

Foundation, coarse line;i. Design executed with ingrain scarlet cotton, in

Citoss Stitch.





Plate XIV.

No. 45. Drawn Work and Ltnen Embroidery Border to Teacloth.

Foundation, coarse linen ; thick embroidery worked -s^nth linen thread in Satin Stitch ; open' pattern and

edging in Drawn Work.

No. 46. Saxony Pillow Lace Edging.

Worked with No. 50 thread, witli Cloth Stitch, Half Stitch, and Flattings.





Plate XV.

No. 47. Crochet Cheese Cloth.

Commence in the centre of Cloth vnth 12 Chain, which join together; work 4 Treble and 8 Chain
alternately, to form the centre square • work Chain, Treble, Cross Treble, a Treble Long,
as indicated in pattern.

No. 48. Ornamental Meat Safe, for Table Use.

The Safe is used to place over meat in the summer, when it is exposed
for any length of time. Foundation, *an ordinary wire cover, over
which are an-anged bands of red worsted braid, embroidered with
Russian Embroidery. The border is a broad strip of Russian
canvas, worked in Cross Stitch, with three shades of ingrain

scarlet cotton.

No. 49. "Work Basket.

Foundation of wicker ; trimming, M'ool pompons and wide
Vandylced band of fancy cloth. A broad sillc cord is

Couched round the edges of the Vandykes, and the

centre spaces of the cloth ornamented with Coral .Stitch.
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Plate X\in.

No. 53. Toe of Slipper Worked in
Silk Embroidery.

Foundation of silk Embroidery worked
with coloured filoselles, in Satin
Stitch, Rope Stitch, and French
Knots.

Hand Bag-.

Foundation of cardboard; lining of plush. Embroi-
dery worked u]:)on white silk canvas, with Arra-
sene wools. Narrow ribbon, crossed with loops
of Arrasene, forms the centre bands, and a quiUed
ribbon the edging.

No. 56. "Wall Watchstand Orna-
mented with Applique.

Foundation of millboard, covered with olive-

green silk. Design cut out of dark
green plush. Applique to silk, and
finished with a pale blue silk cord

Couched round outlines. An orna-

mental brass hook holds up the watch.

No. 55. Fan Bedroom Pocket.

Foundation, Japanese Fan ; hning and Pocket, of cretonne or

figured sateen, trimmed with coloured worsted lace ; ribbons

matching the colour of the lace.





Plate XYIU.

No. 57. RoirAN Work Mantel Border.

Foundation, ecru linen, erabroideied witli ecra linen tluead in Buttonhole. Stitch and Buttonhole Bars, ornamented with

PicoTS. Material cut away behind the bars.

No. 58. Lace and Embroidered Curtain.

Foundation, a bought muslin and lace Curtain. Embroidery executed in Satin Stitch, with Arrasene or coloured filoselles,
on the plain squares and strips of muslin.





Plate XIX,

No. 59. Cane Chair.

Stuffed seat of Chair covered with velvet brocade,
and worked in Brocade Embroiderey.

No. 60. American Chair.

The coarse canvas covering of Chair is ornamented
with Crewel Work, executed with double crewel
wools.

No. 61. Travelling Case for Wraps and Bed Linen.

Foundation of strong leather ; lining of brown holland, ornamented with embroidery stitches worked in ingrain scarlet cotton. The poclcets arc made
large enough lo hold sheets, pillow cases, rugs, and night gear. The small rolls contain brushes and combs, and washing appliances. Tlic Case
is fastened together, when rolled up, with railway rug straps.





Plate XX

No. 62. Key Bag

Made with a sateen lining, and silk or plush
cover. Size of Bag, 7 inches by
4 inches. Work in Cross Stitch
on the cover the letterb and
comer ornaments. Line the

Bag, and turn the lining over
the plush, at the top, to

the depth of 2 inches.

Finish %vith a draw
string.

No 63 Letter or Manuscript Bag.

Foundition of silver canvas, embroidered
with chenille and siUvS of three shades

of one colour. Edging made with
quilled nbbon, lining of silk, and

handles of silk cords. Size, for

letteis, S inches by 6 inches

;

foi manuscripts, 12 inches by
9 inches.

No. 65. Napkin Ring.

Foundation ol silver canvas. Embroidery
worked in Long Stitch, with single Berlin

wool of two shades of crimson or old gold.

No. 64. Handkerchief Corner in White
Embroidery.

Foundation, white cambric. Embroiden' executed,

with fine white embroidery cotton, in Raised
Satin Stitch, Dot Stitch, and Raised
Overcast.

No. 66. Braided AVork Bag.

Lower part of Bag of brown holland, braided

with fine scarlet braid ; upper part, of silk,

braitled with black braid. Bottom of Bag,
or foundation, a round of cardboard, 9
inches in diameter, to which both the

brown holland outer covering and lining

are attached. Between each scallop the

holland is stitched to the silk lining, and
forms pockets.





Plate XXI.

No. 68. Detail of Hanging Basket.

No. 67. Hanging Basket.

No. 70. Owl Pincushion.

Size of Pincushion, a square of 4 inclies. Mate-
rials, white cricketing flannel and two glass

eyes, for the owl; plush, satin, and siUi cord
for the Cushion. Cut out two squares of

cardboard, cover with plush ; arrange the
owl's head on a brown velvet oval, and
sew to card board. Make a Cushion with
wadding, cover it with satin, sew it between
the two squares, and hide the stitches with
the silk cord.

No. 69. Detail of Hanging Basket.

Foundation of millboard. Applique, embroidery
shown in No. 68 and No. 69 half its natural
size. Three shades of satin material are re-

quired for the applique, the middle shade
being used for the foundation colour, the
darkest and lightest for the design. The
white centre ornament is cut out of white, or
amber velvet. The design is Couched to

the foundation with thick silk cords. Orna-
mental cords and tassels finish the Basket.
A tin liner holds the water, or earth, if real

plants are arranged in it ; but dried grasses

and imitation fem leaves are usually employed.





Plate XXII,

No. yi. Box JEVVKL Case.

Foundation, a bon-bon box. The lid is raised with
wadding, and covered with chestnut-coloured
satin, an embroidered square of Bulgarian
Embroidery, edged with lace, being laid

over the satin. A puffing of the satm
conceals the lower part of I3ox ; a row
of thread lace and lines of silk cord

finishes the ornamentation. The
inside of the Jewel Box is lined /' /

with quilted satin.

i\o. Cover for Infant's Basket.

The Cover is made by joining together, alternately,

squares of Guipure d'Art and Mummy cloth.

The latter is finished by Outline Embroi-
dery, in two shades of filoselles.

No. 73. Tree Penwiper.

Foundation, rounds of scarlet and black cloth, forming Penwiper.
Tree made of ten chicken's feathers, fastened to fine wires that

form its stem, and that are hidden by brown wool being wound
round them. Figure, a dressed wooden doll.

No. 74. Portfolio for Drawing-room.

Foundation, of black bamboo, lined with rep silk. Ornament, a
double vallance of cloth, with vandyked edges. The upper
vallance is of crimson cloth, and is ornamented with PicOTS
in blue filoselle, French Knots in gold filoselle, and green
stars in Railway Stitch. The under vallance is ornamented
with large French Knots, made of gold filoselle.

Work Basket.

Foundation, black cane picked out with gold. Sides and lid filled

in with Java canvas, embroidered in coloured Silk Embroi-
dery. Colours used, those of the natural leaves and flowers.





Plate IXIII.

No. 76. Detail of Oblong Antimacassar.

No. 77. Oblong Antimacassar.

P'oundation of grey Toile Colbert. Dragon border worked in CROSS Stitch, in black and red purse silk. Drawn Work
is used for centre of Antimacassar, and as a bordering. Grey thread lace is sewn on as an edging. Pattern shown in

working size in No. 76.





Boxes,

Trunks,

Baths,

^RAVELLING DRESSES,

r^ATS,

Bonnets,

Dress Materials,

Games,

Books,

Dressing ^ases,

^LATE,

Suits,

House Ijinen,

&c., &c.,

*'To say that the Editor is up to everything
•

I
. . . would convey a feeble and wholly inade-

quate notion of his talents and accomplishments."—Saturday Eemew.

AY be PROCURED or DISPOSED
iVi of wittL the utmost Ease, Cer-

tainty, and Dispatch, either lor

MOKEY or ty EXCHANGE, through

"The Bazaar, Exchaise aid Mart,"

which can te had ol all News-

agents, price 2d.

"Like all jrvand conceptions, the process is

remarkable for its simplicity."

—

The Globe.

OFFICE: 170, STRAND, LONDON.

USEFUL BOOKS FOR LADIEy\(c%

aAMES OF FATIEXrCE, for Cue or More Flayers.

A very clearly-written and well-illustrated Book of Instructions
on How to Play no less than Thirty-four different Games of

Patience. By Miss Whitmoke Jones. Illustrated. Price Is.

aOOEEBY FOB. AMATEURS: or, French Dishes
for English Homes of all Classes.

Includes Simple Cookery, Middle-class Cookery, Superior Cookery,
Cookery for Invalids, and Breakfast and Luncheon Cookery. By
Madame Valerie. Second Edition. In paper, price Is.

"7s admirably suited to its purpose."—The Bboad Arrow.

INDIASr OUTFITS AND ESTABLISHMENTS.
A Practical Guide for Persons ahout to reside in India, detailing

the articles which should be taken out, and the requirements of

home life and management there. By an ANaLO-lNDiAN. In
cloth, price 2s. 6d.

"Is thoroughly healthy in tone, and pi'acHcal.''

—

Saturday Review.

aHABACTEB INDICATED BY HANDWBITING.
With Illustrations in Support of the Theories advanced, taken
from Autograph Letters of Statesmen, Lawyers, Soldiers,

Ecclesiastics, Authors, Poets, Musicians, Actors, and other
persons. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. ByR. Baughan.
In cloth gilt, price 2s. 6d.

"An amusing little bool;."—Public Opinion.

"-p^ONITON LACE BOOK.
•^o Containing Full and Practical Instructions for Making Honiton

Lace. With numerous Illustrations. In cloth gilt, price ;3s. 6d.

"We have seldom seen a hook of this class better got up."—Bell's
Weekly Messenger.

"n>BACTICAL JOURNALISM:
r^— How to Enter Thereon and Succeed. A Manual for Beginners

and Amateurs. By John Dawson. In cloth gilt, price 2s. 6d.

"TJ'RTISTIC FANCY WORK SERIES.
^•"^ A Series of Illustrated Manuals on Artistic and Popular Fancy

Work of various kinds. Each number is complete in itself, and
issued at the uniform price of 6d. Now ready

—

Mackame Lace,
Patchwork, Tatting, Crewel Work, Applique, Fancy
Netting.

" Will prove a valuable acquisition to the student of art needleworlc."—The Englishwoman's Review.

"irvECORATIVE FAINTING:
f*—' A Practical Handbook on Painting and Etching upon Textiles,

Pottery, Porcelain, Paper, Vellum, Leather, Glass, Wood, Stone,
Metals, and Plaster, for the Decoration of our Homes. By
B. C. Sawakd. In the new " Renaissance " binding. Price 7s 6d.

"Spared no pains to give useful information as to the various ^jrocesses

of Decoratiiv Painting."—Academy.

"I^RACTICAL VIOLIN SCHOOL for Home Students.
•"^ A Practical Book of Instructions and Exercises in Violin Playiug,

for the use of Amateurs, Self-learners, Teachers, and others. By
J. M. Fleming, Author of "Old Violins and their Makers."
In Monthly Parts, price 7d.

" Can be heartily commended to students who wish to lay a solid

foundation for good and artistic playing."—Musical Standard.

IRROR FAINTING IN THE ITALIAN STYLE.
A Practical Manual of Instruction for Amateurs. This highly
decorative art has become very popular, but the execution is not
always worthy of the design, in consequence of want of knowledge
on the part of the artist ; this book will supply the deficiency.

By Mrs. Sharp-Ayees. Price Is.

C^ICK NURSING AT HOME:
^~-^ Being Plain Directions and Hints for the Proper Nursiug of Sick

Persons, and the Home Treatment of Diseases and Accidents in

case of Sudden Emergencies. By S. F. A. Caulfeild. In paper,
price Is. ; in cloth, price Is. 6d.

"A copy ought to be in every nursery."—Society.

ffi

ALL BOOKS SENT CAMItlAGE FRET:.

L. UPCOTT GILL, PUBLISHER, 170, STRAND, W.C.
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FOR

Bilious & Nervous Disorders.

RECOMMENDED BY THE MEDICAL
FACULTY AS THE BEST AND SAFEST

FAMILY MEDICINE, BEING
SUITABLE FOR SUFFERERS OF ALL AGES.

INVALUABLE TO ANY HOUSEHOLD.

UNIVERSALLY DECLARED TO BE

WORTH A GUINEA A BOX.

SOLD EVERYWHERE,
In Boxes, is. j^d. and 2s. gd, each.

l^^. J1

Prepared by THOMAS BEECHAM, St. Helens.
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